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The heavy construction contractor has a substantial 
investment in special purpose equipment per dollar revenueo 
In general, construction equipment is considered to have an 
economic life of approximately five yearso This means the 
contracting firm should recover at least 20% of its invest-
ment each year. If the sales are twice the investment, then 
approximately 10% of the firm's revenue is required for the 
cost of capital wastage. 
The heavy construction estimator is faced with the 
problem of deciding, not only the operating costs and 
production rates for each project estimated, but also the 
cost of ownership and a return on the firm's investment. 
Traditional. estimating methods use the predetermined machine-
hour rate for owning and operating costs as the basis for 
estimating project equipment costsG 
It is the purpose of this paper to challenge the use of 
predetermined machine-hour rates as the basis for estimating 
project equipment costs and to present a theoretically 
correct alternative. 
The author has attempted to give credit to all sources 
from which material has been taken. He ap9logizes for any 
omissions of this type which may, unknowingly, have occu.rredo 
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There are many segments which comprise the whole of the 
construction industryo · They range in size and specia:i.-ties 
from the single proprietor house builder to the giant design-
construct organizations employing many thousands of peopleo 
One significant branch of the industry is the heavy con-
struction contractor. As shown in Table I, heavy construc-
tion represents nearly 30% of the total new construction 
1 industry's volume. The heavy construction contractor 1 s 
investment in special purpose assets at all operating levels 
is characteristically high in comparison with revenueso As 
illustrated in Table II, their investment is many times that 
of the building contractor per dollar revenuea 2 Table III 
shows this investment difference to be more than ten times 
greater at most revenue levelso With this variance in 
investment, differences in resource requirements can also be 
notedo These differ.ences in resource inputs are shown in 
Table IV .. 
This dissertation will be concerned with the heavy 
cortstru.~tion contractor and his equipment costs on a project 
by project basis. The present chapter will outline the 
nature of problems confronting the heavy construction 
.,·' ' .. J 
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TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF NEW CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY, 
BY TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION, 1967 




Highways and streets, 
Water supply and sewer systems, 
and other public works 













Sou;r-ce: Peter J. Qassimatis, "Econol'.llics of the Construction 
Industry.'-' A Research Report from the Conference 
Board. Stud,ies in Business Economics No. 111. 
TABLE II 
AVERAGE INVESTMENT IN EQUIPMENT PER CONTRACTOR, 1964 





2.5 ... 4.9 
5.0,.. 919 
10.0 - 24,9 
25.0 - 49.9 





























Source: P!;lter J ~ Cassimatis, "Economics of the Construction 
Industry.t..". A Re$e. arch. Report from. the Conference Board. utudies in Business Economics No. ill. 
TABLE III 
CONTRACTOR EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT, 1967 
Revenue Levels (in millions) Under $5 $5 -- 9~ 9 $10 ;... l4 ~ 9. · $100 ·& Over 
Buildin~ Contractors 
Average per $1 million 1 67 contracts 
Heavy and Highway Contractors 
Average per 81 million 1 67 contracts 
Building and Heavy or Highway Contractors 
Average per $1 million '67 contracts 
(Thousands) 
40;-2 36.4 24.9 
525.6 348.9 390~9 
291. 9 . 178. 8 110.7 






PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF INPUTS FOR TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS, 1959-1962 
Average Average Average Average Overhead 
Materials Labor Depreciation & Profit 
-
Residential buildings 4700% 25.7% LO% 26.3% 
Nonresidential buildings 52.1% 31.4% 2.3% 14.2% 
Public utilities, highways 
and streets, w~ter supply 
and sewer systems, and other 
4L2% 25. 1% 16.5% 17.2% public works 
Source: Peter J. Cassimatis, "Economics of the Construction Industry." 
A Research Report from the Conference Board. Studies in Business 
Economics Noc 111. 
.f,,,. 
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contractor and discuss the specific problem to be dealt with 
in subseql).ent chapters~ 
The Construction Process 
Heavy construction is generally accomplished by the 
contract method. That is, the public agency or contracting 
authority desiring to construct a facility prepares plans 
and siecitications for the project and advertises for 
1'°t;,idders 11 in a ma;nner usually prescribed by law. A "bid" 
~s a specific price proposal which sets forth, in a format 
shown in the specifications, the amount of money a contrac-
tor is wiliing to accept in return for construction of the 
proposed facility in accordance with the aforementioned 
pl0.l:l,J;l and specifications. The firm submitting the lowest 
anQ. adjudg(:ld "best" bid among all "bidders" for a project 
then enters into a contract with the contracting authority 
and carries out the construction under the continuous in-
spection of materials and workmanship by representatives of 
the owner agency. 
In general, the contractor moves men, materials, and 
equipment to the jobi;iiite and combines these resources in 
the most efficient manner throughout the construction 
process. Each contracting firm bidding for a project 
prepares its own estimate of what it expects its costs 
would be if it were to construct the proposed facility. 
To this direct cost figure an amount of money is added for 
general overhead and profit contri'bution and the total is 
the amount of the bid. Quite often there is a wide range 
in the amounts bid on a given project by the prospective 
contractors. The causes of this spread in the amounts bid 
pan be generally classified under two headingso The first, 
and most obvious, is that the higher bidders added the most 
money for the profit contributiono The second is that the 
higher bidders estimated the highest costs. Reasons 
for both categories will be.obvious from subsequent dis-
cussion in this paper. 
The Construction Firm and Its 
Environmental System 
6 
If the contractor's environment is envisioned as being 
a total system comprised of several subsystems, some 
relationships can be established. The first subsystem deals 
with the exogenous variables created by competition in the 
market placeo The second subsystem deals with the endoge~ 
nous variables of the firm.' s own operationso A third sub-
system provides feedback information for decision making in 
the other subsystems. The decisions made at the interface 
of the exogenous and endogenous subsystems provides for the 
agreement of the two subsystems and determines much of the 
suc.cess or failure of the firmo The objective of the total 
system is to maximize the present value of the wealth of 
the firm's owners. 
The determinants of the exogenous subsystem are the 
market prices the firm receives for the different classes of 
7 
construction work, These prices are set for the. firm ·by its 
most efficient competitors. However, the prices bid by a 
fi:rm's competitors for any given project are generally in 
direct proportion to the competitor's individual volume-time 
function,3 This observation is in keeping with traditional 
economic theory which would expect a firm's prices to rise 
and fall in proportion to the demand for its product.. The 
objective o;f the exogenous system is to obtain, using an 
optimum bid strategy, the volume of work which maximizes the 
lo:n.g run contribution margin. The results of the exogenous 
system serve as constraints to the endogenous system. 
The determinants of the endogenous system are the cash 
contribution margins recovered from the various projects the 
fi.r.m 9onstructs~ The objective of this system is efficiency 
wi~hin the system constraints. To accomplish this objective, 
tb,.e profit residual (contribution margin less depreciation 
and genera],. overhead expenses) must provide a capital 
attracting, or at least a capital holding rate of return to 
the firm's owners. 
~ost of the research accomplished to date has centered 
upon the exogenous system and "the methodology for obtaining, 
within the limits of a firm's capacity, the optimum margin 
volume. 4 This paper is concerned with the endogenous system 
and will assume the firn). can compete successfully in its 
market place. 
All examples used in this paper assume constant price 
levels and all incomes are before income taxes are deducted .. 
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The Construction Firm and Its 
Internal System 
Using the in:formation shown in Tables III and IV, the 
endogenous ~ystem can be illustrated. A general case might 
be based t1,pon the following assumptions for under $5 million 
revenue: 
1. An expected work day, 10 hours; 
2. An expected work week, 50 hours; 
3. An expected work year, 40 weeks, 200 days, 
2000 hours; 
4. An average expected market price per unit, $0050; 
5. An :average expected production ra~e, 1000 uni ts 
per hour; 
6. lnvestment per $1,000,000 revenue, from Table III, 
$525,600; and 
7o Equipment depreciation, from Table 1.V, $165,000o 







Contri"bution Margin $ 337 ,000 
Less Depreciation 165,000 
Overhead and Profit $ 172,000 
Less Overhead 
NET PROFIT $ 
100,000 
72,000 
(2000 hr/yr x 
1000 units/hr x 
$0050/unit) 
(Table IV) 
( Table IV) 
(Net Cash Flow, 
Projects) 
From this example, it can be seen that changes in the 
firm's operating system can be made by either: 
1, Chariges in the cost of materials and labor used; 
2. Changes in overhead; or 
3. Changes in the investment required to produce the 
same revenue. 
These observations illustrate the relationships of the 
system" Given the revenue, materials, and labor as rela-
tive'.).;y fi~ed quantities in the long run, then it can be 
9 
seen that the contribution margin,· overhead, and investment 
proportions must be maintained in a definite relationship 
with one another to provide a satisfactory return over timeo 
However, in the short run, overhead and investment remain 
relatively fi;x:ed and the contribution margin tends to vary 
greatly with changes in revenueo The effect can be short 
run operating losses even in a well proportioned system. 
The effect of the large fixed investment on profits 
can be demonstrated by reducing the equipment operating 
hours in a work year or by reducing the production rate 
units per hour from those used in the previous exampleo The 
short terin effect of either is to reduce revenue, however, 
the long run effect of a reduced production rate wears out 
the equipment while the reduced production hours per year 
preserves the equipment for future use. Change in the price 
per unit is a function of the exogenous system and will not 
be considered here. The effect of reducing operating hours 
or production rate is shown in the following exampleo 
10 
REDUCED INCOME STATEMENT FOR ONE YEAR 
Total Revenue $750,000 (1500 hr/yr x 1000 
units/hr, or 2000 hr/yr 
x 750 units/hr 1 
x $0a50/unit) 
Less Materials 309,000 (Proportion, Table IV) 
Less Labor 188,250 (Proportion, Table IV) 
Contribution Margin $252,750 (Net Cash Flow, Projects) 
Less Depreciation 165 ,000 
Overhead and Profit$ 87,750 
Less Overhead 100,000 
NET PROFIT (Loss) $(12,250) 
A 25% downward shift in production produced a 25% 
reduction in revenue. However, the profit residual is 
reduced by 117% of the ''expected volume" profi to Using the 
data from T9ibles III and IV corresponding to the non-
residential building contractor, the same 25% reduction 
in revenue would lower the building contractor's profit 
The most a firm could lose, if it qui ts business com-
pletely, would be its fixed costs. Any contribution above 
variable costs tends to pay fixed costsa For the heavy 
contractor, faced with large fixed costs, it is imperative 
to maintain a volume near capacityo This also helps to 
explain the wide range of bids received on any given 
project. When it becomes a firm's "turn" to take addi ti anal 
work in order to maintain volume, the short run contribution 
margin may substantially be reduced in order to maintain an 
11 
equipment use rate near capacity. The contribution margin, 
at any point before the break-even volume is reached, has 
no "profit portion," and high fixed costs tend to make the 
break-even volume high. On a calendar year basis, it may be 
October or November before the break-even volume is reached 
and a profit made. 
The $72,000 profit is a 14% return on the $525,600 in-
vestment and appears to be in line with a survey made in con-
junction with the data in Table III which found that nearly 
one-fourth of those firms involved in heavy construction and 
nearly one-third of the highway builders· r.ealized a return of 
20%. One-fourth of all reporting. firms, in the building and 
heavy classification, made less than a 5% return on capital 
invested in 1967. The information for the survey and tables 
did not indicate whether the figures were gross investment or 
whether they recognized depreciation and were net investmento 
However, when considering the firm's total asset mix, as 
opposed to an individual piece of equipment;.depreciation 
becomes less important. If the firm has reached a stable 
size, and its stock of assets has a fairly even age distri-
'bution, the amount of annual depreciation expense and unre-
covered investm·eht will become -relatively stable. For example, 
' if~ firm invests $100,000 each year in equipment having a 
five year life and uses straight line depreciation with no 
salvage value, the unrecovered investment and 'amount of depre-
ciation becomes constant as shown in Figure 1. · Using a double 




























100,000 180,000 240,000 280,000 300,000 300,000 
20,000 40,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 100,000 
so~ooo 140 9 000 1so,000·200,ooo 200,000 200,000 
Figure 1o Average Unrecovered Investment for 
$100,000 Per Year New Investment, 
Straight Line Depreciation 
1.3 
schedule, the cycling is between a ·beginning year investment 
of $250,000 and an ending year investment of $15.0,000. This 
represents a $50,000 lower average book investment with the 
same $100,000 per year depreciation. F~r cost estimating 
purposes, the stability of the investment mix allows the 
firm to be more general in its estimating the equipment cost 
for a project because it is generally true that any given 
equipment spread will contain some older and some newer 
individual pieces of equipment. The average investment must 
fit within the system constraints. Except for large and 
lengthy projects, the task of accounting for depreciation on 
each piece of equipment at every age level on each project 
cost estimate would be quite cumbersome. 
Traditional Cost Accounting Methods 
Methods of cost accounting used by manufacturing firms 
have evolved into a sophisticated system of standard rates 
and variances .. 
Standard costs are the scientifically predetermined 
costs of manufacturing a single unit, or a number 
of units of product, during a specified period in 
the immediate future. Standard costs are the 
planned costs of a product under current and/or 
anticipated operating conditionu$ They are based 
on normal or ideal conditions of efficiency and 
volume, p~rticularly with respect to factory 
overhead .. 
Variance, by definition, is simply a deviation from a 
standardo Variances in direct labor, direct materials, and 
equipment operating costs, are used in conjunction with the 
production rate per unit time and indicate operating 
efficiencies or inefficienceso In the short run, they are 
primarily variable cost variances from the planned, or 
standard costo Fixed cost variances such as general 
14 
overhead, insurance, and depreciation, are primarily manage-
ment concerns and indicate their ability to mate the endoge-
nous and exogenous systems. 
The similarities between the manufacturing and con-
struction firm's operations are such that no real variable 
cost differences should be expected. If one expects, 
based upon reasonable judgement, to achieve certain produc-
tion rates and associated operating costs, there should be 
no reason to expect different percentage unit cost variances 
from either the manufacturer or the contractor. 
However, variances in fixed costs, for short run 
applications, can be substantially different between manu-
facturers and contractors. Here again, the exogenous system 
is assu,med to be operating efficiently and an optimum volume 
of work is available from the endogenous systemo 
Table V gives the historical weather patterns at Tinker 
Air Force Base, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, as published in a 
recent contract documento 6 
Weather is used in this example because it is the 
largest single difference between manufact:uring a product 
and constructing a projecto 7 If 40,000 units are scheduled 
to be manufactured this month, the factory's fixed cost 
variance will have very little relationship to the weather; 
however, 40,000 units of production for the construction 
TABLE V 
HISTORICAL WEATHER INFORMATION--TINKER AIR FORCE BASE, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 
Month Days in Average Noo Days 
• Mon th Rain O. O 1 11 
Average Noa Days 
Temp < 32°F Totai Bad Days* 



















































































Harold Rothbart, "IvEstigation and Analysis of.Curves of Delay in the 
Construction Industry,", American Society of Civil Engineers, New York, 
New York Meeting Preprint Noo 1368, 19 7 Io -
These columns added by the authoro _,, 
\J1 
firm can be postponed due to weather and the full cost of 
the 40,000 units would be indeterminateo 
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The purpose of this pap~r is to provide the construc-
tion firm with a method of estimating fixed cost application 
to construction projects and the use of information obtained 
from the endogenous system to optimize decision making in 
the exogenous system. 
Estimating Errors Affectin.g .Fixed Costs 
There are two possibilities for r.educed income at a 
constant unit revenuea The first is to lower the production 
rate while holding operating hours constant. This was shown 
in the previous example by reducing the production rate from 
1000 units per hour to 750 units per hour at a constant 
2000 operating hours per year. The revenue produced at a 
price of $0050 per unit dropped from $1 ,000,000 per year 
to $750,000o The effect of this change would be fully 
accounted for in advance by the firm and a correct project 
estimate would result if it estimated its fixed costs 
based upon a predetermined machine hour rate and an expected 
use of 2000 hours per yearo If its depreciation and other 
fixed costs were $150,000 per year for this equi.pment, then 
$150 ,000 + 2000 hours = $75000 per operating hour would be 
the estimated fixed cost portion of the project regardless 
of the production rateo For example, if the project being 
considered were to last six months and use 1000 operating 
operating hours, then $75.00 per hour times 1000 hours, or 
$75 ,000 would be the estimated fixed costs of the project. 
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In the other case, the income reduction is caused by a 
reduction in the operating hours, In the previous example, 
the $250,000 revenue reduction could have been caused by the 
operating hours being reduced from 2000 hours to 1500 hoursa 
In this case, a predetermined machine hour rate of $75QOO 
per operating hour would cause the firm to underestimate, or 
not recover from the project, its fixed cost portionQ The 
$750 00 per hour times 750 hours in six months is only $56, 250a 
In the two examples given above, these differences are 
large numerically and could be easily corrected by the 
experienced and enlightened contractor. Also, during the 
life of the equipment (generally about five years), these 
differences tend to be offsetting in that there may be as 
much over-utilization during the life of the equipment as 
there is under-utilization. 
Most highway contractors bid on several projects let 
the same day once each month by their respective state 
highway departments. Because of the exigencies of their 
work schedules, most of their estimating is done the day 
before the le~ting. It is common practice by many firms to 
estimate the number of machine hours required for a project 
and multiply this figure by the appropriate "owning and 
operating" machine hour rate to determine tne equipment cost 
for the project. To this figure, a percentage is added for 
general overhead and profit contribution and the total is 
the amount of the bid. The firm then submits its bids on 
the several projects it has estimated. It would seem, if 
the same hourly machine hour rates and the same overhead 
18 
and profit percentages are added to each project, the profit 
contributions should consistently be proportionately the 
same. On the majority of projects this is true, otherwise 
there could not be many successful contractors~ However, 
failure to identify projects that entail lower or higher 
machine hour usage per unit of time than some predetermined 
standard is clearly an estimating error and the result is a 
built in fixed cost underrun or overrun. 
Statement of the Problem 
It is possible :for the firm, using traditional esti-
mating methods, to underestimate its fixed equipment costs 
on some projects and be low bidder on these projects and 
overestimate its fixed equipment costs on other projects and 
not be low biddero 
Scope of the Investigation 
The scope of this investigation was limited to fixed 
equipment costs. It was the object of this study to develop 
a correct fixed equipment cost estimating method. The well 
established discounted cash flow technique for capital 
investment studies.was incorporated as a correct standard 
guide .. Application of this technique to individual con-
struction project estimates was studied. 
FOOTNOTES 
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Industry." A Research Report from the Conference Board. 
Studies in Bu.siness Economics No. 111. 
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4Ibid. 
5A. Maty, O. Curvy, and G. Frank, Cost Accountingo 
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There has been very little published in the area 
directly relating to the application of fixed equipment 
costs to project cost estimateso Several of the equipment 
manufacturers have publications which are to be used as 
guidelines for calculating 11 0 & 0, 11 owning and operating 
equipment costs. These publications are generally accepted 
as authoritative and are widely used by authors of other 
publications discussing equipment costs and optimal replace-
ment policies. Before beginning the literature review, a 
development of a general theory relating to equipment will 
be discussed. 
The Life Cycle System 
In general, a firm purchases equipment with 
the expectation of earning, during the time of ownership 
and subsequent sale, an amount of money greater than the 
asset costo From the operation of a piece of equipment, 
a cash cost for maintenance, repairs, fuel, operator's 
wages is incurred. It is assumed that a cash revenue is 
also produced by operating this equipment. The difference 
between the cash operating revenue and the cash operating 
20 
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expense is a cash flow t6 the firm which owns and operates 
the asset. The cash flow into the firm is usually referred 
to as the "cash net of expenses" or net cash flow, "NCF. 11 
The net cash flow consists of two parts. The first 
part is some portion of the original capital investment 
which is recovered. The ·second part is a return on the 
unrecovered original investment. If the net cash flow was 
not large enough to provide for both capital recovery and 
return, in theory, the return on the unrec9vered investment 
balance of the previous period takes precedence and the 
capital recovered is the residual for that period. 
The worth of an earning equipment asset at any-time 
during its useful life must at least be equal to or greater 
than the present value of the net cash flows through the 
equipment's remaining life dtscounted at some rate, su.ch as 
the firm's cost of capital. The following examples will 
illustrate this concept. 1 
Given an original invest~ent cost, C, and a pattern of 
net cash flows NCF1 , ••o, and a scrap or trade-in value at 
'-
the end of the firm's ownership period, s, the internal ·rate 
of return, r, may be solved for in the equation: 
c = 
NCF 1 NCF2 NCF3 6 
+ 2 + 3 + ••• + (1 + r). (1 + r) (1 + r) (1 + r)n 
The development of this equation may be found in any 
Engineering Economy textbook. 2 
• 
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The workings of this system are .such that at any point 
in time, the value of the used machine, assuming ot her firms 
operate with equal efficiency, should be the same t o the 
present owner as well as other prospective owners ' of that 
s~e machine. That is, at the end of the first year of use: 
NCF2 
C1 = ----(1 + r) 2 ( 1 + r) 
and after the second year: 
NCFJ 
C2 = + ••• + 
(1 + r) 
+ ••• + 
s 
s 
If the firm uses a depreciation schedule for tax pur-
poses which shows a book value which is lower than the unre-
covered investment balance computed by the internal rate of 
return method, the effect is to increase the net cash flow 
in that year because tax payments are deferred to a later 
year. However, as was shown in Chapter I, when the firm's 
total spread of equipment is considered rather than individ-
ual items of equipment, the depreciation expense of capital 
recovered tends to stabilize with the unrecovered i nvestment. 
The calculations for a $10,000 investment as shown i n Tables 
VI and VII demonstrate the life cycle system. In Ta ble VI, 
the net cash flows are uniform, while Table VII illustrates 
the more general case, where operating costs rise and 
revenues decline with age. 
The calculations in Tables VI and VII show a 20% return 
to the owner on the unrecovered investment. However , because 
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TABLE VI 
LIFE CYCLE SYSTEM, EQUAL .ANNUAL NET CASH FLOWS 
Investment·:; Net 'Cash· Return on Capital End of Year Year Begin Year Flow Inirnstment · Recovered Investment 
1 $10,000 $4,473 $2,000 $2,473 $7,527 
2 7,527 4,473 1, 505 2,967 4,560 
3 4,560 4,473 914 3, 560 1, 000 
TOTALS 13,419 - 4,419 = 9,000 
1 ,ooo Residual*Value 
10,000 
Rate of Return on Unrecovered Investment= 20%. 
*11 Residual 11 means resale, or salvage. 
TABLE VII 
LIFE CYCLE SYSTEM, DECLINING .ANNUAL NET CASH FLOWS 
Year Investment Net Cash Return on Capital End of Year Begin Year Flow Investment Recovered Investment 
1 $10,000 $6,000 $2,000 $4,000 $6,000 
2 6,000 4,200 1, 200 3,000 3,000 
3 3,000 2,600 600 2,000 1,000 
TOTALS 12,800 
-
3,800 = 9,000 
1 ,ooo Residual* Value 
10,000 
Rate of Return on Unrecover~d Investment= 20%. 
* ( 
"Residualn mesns resale, or salvage. 
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of differences in patterns of net cash flows, the total sum 
of money returned was ·greater for the example in Table VI 
than that in Table VII. 
To find the rate of return which satisfies the end 
conditions of the system (the beginning investment and 
salvage value), the internal rate of return, r, of the cash 
flows of Table VII may be solved for in the previously 
presented equation: 
6,000 $10,000 = -----( 1 + r) 
+ 4 , 200 + · 2, 600 . + 1 , 000 
(1 + r) 2 (1 + r) 3 (1 + r) 4 • 
The rate of return, r, equals 20%. 
The implications of a decision as to the amount of 
money that should be added to the estimated direct operating 
cost can be computed at any·point during the life of the 
equipmento If the equipment was just purchased, and a 
project was being estimated that would require one-half of 
a production year and yield a cash flow of $22)6.50, then it 
would yield an equivalent annual cash flow of $4473.00, the 
same as illustrated in Table VL If the cash flow for that 
year were repeated for two more years, the life cycle cash 
flow for ·the equipment used in Ta.ble VI would yield an 
internal rate of return of 20~. In this manner, a con-
tracting firm can determine the outcome of its decisions on 
a project by project basis and not rely on a predetermined 
rental rate for its ownership cost estimating. Thus, it 
would seem desirable to utilize the life cycle for estimating 
fixed equipment costs. 
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Current Methods of Estimating 
The Catepillar Tractor Company has published their 
sugges~ed method for estimating the operating and ownership 
costs of ~onstruction equipment. 3 A wealth of material is 
supplied through charts and tables for each piece of equip-
~ent manufactured by this company, Equipment operating 
costs inciude such items as tires, repairs, fuel, and 
lubricants. The charts and tables are set up to compute the 
costs in terms of an,operating hour. This approach appears 
to ... l:>e sound ·beca1,.1se a machine wears out and its revenue 
producing capability can be measured by the hour. Thus, 
hourly operating costs can be accurately predeterminedo A 50 
gallon t.ank of fuel will be used in, say, 10 hourso There-
fore, the machine burns five gallons of fuel per hour on the 
averaq;e, Ti:res that last 3000 hours and cost $3000 each 
will, therefore, have an average cost of $1.00 per operating 
hour • .All equipment manufacturers have tested their 
machines and supply this type of data for them. 
Repairs, however, present a somewhat different problem 
in averaging ·because of their stairstep type pattern with 
resp~ot to operating hours. Usually, minor repairs are 
required on a new machine and these repairs become more 
extensive as the machine gets older. In between, a pattern 
of major repairs are generally required at fairly regular 
intervals. The "Oat" Handbook recommends averaging repair 
costs over the life of the equipment. The total cost of 
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repairs may be as great as the first cost of the machine and 
averaging these costs results in a "repair reserve" fund 
which is built up for use in later years. The effect of 
this intentional distortion must be considered because one 
has to contemplate the practical aspects estimating costs 
using an increasing repairs allowance. 
Ownership costs are listed as depreciation, insurance, 
and t~xes. For estimating these costs, · the handbook again 
recommends averaging, One of the arguments for averaging 
is that both depreciatioll and repairs are about the same 
total dollar amount and one decreases while the other 
increases with age, thus, the total cost at any point in time 
is the same as the average of the two. A graph representing 
the two costs and an average is shown in Figure 2 for a new 
machine costing $100,000 and having a lifetime total repair 
cost of $90,000. The average cost of repairs on~ per hour 
basis for the equipme~t of Figure 2 is listed in Table VIIIQ 
In the earlier years, the contractor is over-costing 
the projects being estimated by as much as 13% of the cost 
of the equipment and in later years, under-costing projects 
by as much as 12%. If this equipment can produce a $200,000 
.:revenue in a year, the projects will be over- and under-
coE;ted by approximately +6. 5% and -6%. The average cost of 
depreciation on a per hour basis for the equipment of 
Figure 2 i~ listed in Table IX. 
A sim,ilar. observation may be made anslyzing the data 
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TABLE VIII 
LIFETIME AVERAGE VERSUS PERIOD REPAIR EXPENSE 
Est. Period Period I: 
!: . Period Average Repair Charge Over Repair Operating Repair Cost/Oper. Hr. at Life (Under) Reserve Hours Cost Average Charge Fund 
2,000 $ 5,000 $2.50 $18,000 $13,000 $13,000 
4,000 10,000 3.75 18,000 8,000 21 ,ooo 
6,000 20,000 5.83 18,000 (2,000) 19,000 
8,000 25,000 7.50 18,000 (7,000) 12,000. 




LIFETIME AVERAGE VERSUS PERIOD DEPRECIATION EXPENSE 
E Est. Period Period 
0 , t. Period Avg. Depr. Charge Over I;:. Depro Year pera. ing Depr. Cost/Op er. Hr. at L;ife (Unde;r:-) " R~serve 
Hours cost Average Charg~ Fund 
1 2,000 $30,000 
2 4,000 20,000 
3 6,000 10,000 
4 8,000 10,000 








$1 6, 000 ( 14, 000 X 14, 000) 
1 6 , 000 ( 4 , 000 X 1 8 , 000) 
1 6 , 000 6 , 000 ( 1 2 , 000) 
1 6, 000 6, 000 ( 6, 000) 
16,000 6,000 0 
$80.000 
LIFETIME AVERAGE VERSUS PERIOD REP AIR AND 
DEPRECIATION EXPENSES 
Period Period Total E E Over Over 
Year Operating (Under) (Under) Over Over (Under) (Under) 
~Hours Charges Charges Charges Charges Repair Depro 
1 2,000 $13,000 (14,000) (1,000) (1,000) 
2 4,000 8,000 (4,000) 4,000 3,000 
3 6,000 (2,000) 6,000 4,000 7,000 
4 8,000 (7,000) 6,000 (1,000) 6,000 
5 10,000 (12,000) 6,000 (6,000) 0 
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having the opposite effect upon the project costingo 
Table X combined the data to show the net over- or H 
,mder,..costing. 
In terms of averaging depreciation and repair charges 
o~er the life of a piece of equipment, the two errors tend 
to be oftsetting and allow the firm, in a general sense, to 
cover its equipment cost of repair and depreciation by this 
method. However, in the spec~fic area of estimating the 
owne.rship costs for a particular project, this method does 
not give the decision maker the proper information as will 
be discussed later in this paper. 
The International Harvester Company•~4 estimating hand-
' boo~ advocates essentially the same method of estimatingo 
The depreciation is calculated over the full life of the 
equipment and this dollar amount is divided by the expected 
service life in hours. Repairs, interest, and taxes are 
estimated as a percentage of the hourly depreciation costo 
In a Highway Research Board Report, 5 depreciation is 
discussed in conjunction with obsolescence, the inability 
of a machine to economically compete with the technological 
improvements of a newer machine, It is pointed out that 
ownership costs are incurred on an annual basis and are 
generally fixed costs. It is suggested that annual costs 
of major repairs and overhauling be treated as fixed costs 
beqause they occur in relatively large amounts at irregular 
intervals and cannot be charged to specific jobs. The 
authors then proceed ~o develop hourly ownership rental 
rates by estimating the annual hours of use for the 
equipment. 
The Associated General Contractors of America , 6 in 
their guidebook regarding contractors' equipment ownership 
expense, take a somewhat different approach. This publi-
cation suggests the calculation of an annual charge for 
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depreciation, overhauling, major repairs, painting, tnsur- . . 
ance, taxes, storage, and interest, and dividing this annual 
dollar amount by average number of working months to obtain 
a monthly charge for ownership expenseo A further division 
of the monthly charges is made by simply dividing by either 
th,e average working days per month to obtain a daily rate, 
·or by the average hours per month to obtain an ·: ·hmill;rlYi rate. 
In this manner, the contracting firm may use an hourly 
rate, with a minimum daily charge, a minimum weekly charge, 
and a minimum monthly charge to assure itself of recovering 
at least the predetermined annual fixed costs. It should be 
pointed out, however, that an over-utilization of equipment, 
higher monthly machine hours than standard, could result in 
under charging unless consideration is given to this 
possibilityo The result would be that the equipment is 
actually being used up faster than the reserve for replace-
ment is accumulatingo Useful economic life varies from 
contractor to contractor, depending on such things as 
main tenanoe programs and type of use. 
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Summary and Conclusions 
The treatment of ownership costs by estimating from the 
use of lifetime averages as advocated by the equipment manu-
facturers is rather easy for the estimator to apply. An 
hourly rental rate can be determined at the time the equip-
ment is acquired and used from that time on until retirement. 
On the other hand, there can be some expensive mistakes made 
in estimating specific projects. The predetermined annual 
.. · 
use rate may be much greater than the use rate availa.ble on 
a particular project. If rental rates, which assume some 
particular annual or lifetime use, are employed, then any 
other use rate creates an estimating error. The assumption 
made with this method is that the differences will balance 
in the lifetime average. The fact that the averages will 
prevail in the long run does not preclude tne possibility 
of making some very costly mistakes in the short term. 
The·Associated General Contractors' method of equipment 
costing seems to overcome most of the objectionable features 
found in tne equipment manufacturers' model. Even though a 
better cost accounting system, this model is still deficient 
when used in project cost estimating. 
All other textbooks, articles,· and equipment hand.books 
.· 
available ;for review adopted one or the other of the esti-
mating proo~dures discussed in this chapter .. None of the 
methods currently being advocated utilize the life cycle 
system presented at the beginning of this chapter as an 
estimating tool. They all ignore the time-va+ue of money. 
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In the traditional estimating model, given an original. 
investment cost, C, and a pattern of annual. hours use, H1 , H2 , 
o••, and a scrap or trade-in value at the end of the firm's 
ownership period, S, the hourly rental. rate, R, may be solved 
for in the equation: 
( C - S) 
• 
This model might be described as a constant revenue, 
straigh,t line depreciation, zero rate of interest model. 
Revenue is not considered and no cash flows can be estab-
lished with this model. 
In the life cycle system model described at the 
'beginning of the chapter, the rental. rate, R, may be solved 
for in the equation: 
R = 
NCF 1 + NCF2 + NCFJ + ••• + NCFn 
H1 + H2 + H3 + ••• + 8n 
This model is concerned with the size and timing of cash 
flows and requires none of the limiting assumptions required 
by the traditional estimating model. 
Chapter III presents a method of estimating fixed costs 
for each project which provides the estimator with the 
information needed to view the impact of each of his 
decision al.tern.atives within the life cycle system. 
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CH.APTER III 
THE PROELEM OF ESTIMATING EQUIPMENT 
FIXED COSTS FOR A SPECIFIC PROJECT 
Introduction 
The preceding chapters have outlined the problem 
facing the heavy construction contracting firm with regard 
to general estimation of its fixed equipment costso 
Chapter I gave an overview of the magnitude of equipment 
costs for the industry as a whole and showed by an example 
how an individual firm's earnings can be greatly affected 
by the fixed equipment costs~ Chapter II reviewed the life 
cycle system and the present by used methods of estimating 
fixed equipment·costso Chap~el:' III will address the problem 
on an individual project basis and present in detail an 
analysis which pr.ovides an accurate basis for estimating 
fixed equipment costso 
The Predetermined Machine-Hour Rate 
Although there is a vari~ty 0£ techniques for esti-
mating fixed equipment costs, they are all based upon the 
premise of a predetermined machine-hour rate of capital 
recovery. This basic method is used in at least five 
different ways or purposes9 
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It is used: 
1) in capital investment analysis; 
2) in equipment replacement studies; 
3) in estimating the equipment ownership cost 
portion of construction project costs; 
_4) by management as a standard to measure the 
financial success or failure of individual 
construction projects; and 
5) by owners of construction projects as a standard 
to make reim.bursements to contractors for costs 
of extra or additional work not contemplated in 
the original contracto 
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There are several reasons for widespread use of the 
predetermined machine-hour rate for estimating project fixed 
equipment costs. The first reason is that it conforms to 
accepted "j o·b order" standard cost accounting procedure so 
A second reason is that of convenienceo A rate, once 
determined, may be used by operating personnel over the 
entire life of the equipmento Finally, the method is used 
because its essential correctness in estimating has not 
been seriously questionedQ Because historical cost 
accounting procedures utilize the method, it has been 
assumed that it should also be a viable estimating methodo 
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the accuracy 
of the predetermined machine-nour rate for estimating 
equipment fixed costs on individual projectso In particular, 
three questions might be asked. 
1) How accurately does the predetermined 
machine-hour rate estimate equipment 
fixed costs? 
2) What factors influence the size and 
direction of any cost estimating error? 
3) What are the implications of these errors in 
terms of cash flows, return on investment, 
selection of projects to bid, and the amount 
to bid on a selected project? 
Cost Accounting Versus Estimating 
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Cost accounting procedures apply all costs, such as 
direct labor, direct material, depreciation, overhead, and 
other fixed expenses, to the output of the same time periodo 
Under the normal capacity, or long-range approach, a 
machine-hour rate is determined in which expenses and 
production are based upon utilization of the equipment over 
its economic life in order to level out the highs and lows 
in the firm's activity~ The machine-hour basis for 
applying fixed costs to output is recognized as legitimate 
for construction equipment because of its fairly predictable 
basic machine-hour lifeo Variances from normal capacity 
found on specific projects are accounted for at the end of 
accounting periods by charging or crediting projects 
according to equipment usage. If the normal capacity usage 
is based upon an ownership cost portion of $10 per operating 
hour, 2000 hours per year ($20,000), and the year's cost 
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accounting charges show 1500 hours at $10 per hour ($15,000), 
then an additional charge of $5,000 must be prorated among 
the year's projects because the ownership costs were fixed 
for the year at $20,000. If the estimator, during the 
course of the year, used the $10 per hour ownership cost 
rate to estimate the cost. of projects which did not have 
equivalent annual use rates of 2000 hours, the estimate 
was in erroro Ownership costs which are not recovered from 
projects by this system are gone forever and cannot be 
regained except by overutilization in the futurea This 
amounts to a compensating error. 
A contracting firm makes its capital investment in 
equipment .. From then on, it is concerned with the equip-
ment's position within the life cycle system, i.e., the 
present value of the net cash f1.ows through the remaining 
life of the equipment should be equal to or greater than the 
unrecovered investment in the machine. If the unrecovered 
investment at the beginning of the year is $50,000, and the 
firm's minimum acceptable rate of return on this type of 
equipment is 20 percent, then the return demanded in the next 
year will ·be $50 ,ooo x 20% = $10 ,000 for this piece of equip-
ment. If the net cash f1.ow was $30,000 the first year, then 
the unrecovered investment for the f.ollowing year would be 
$50,000 - $20,000 = $30,000 = $30,000o The $10,000 is owed 
to the firm's owners as the return they demanded for their 
continuing investment. The $20,000 capital recovered 
applies only to the original investmenta In this case, 
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the $10,000 return might consist of, $6000 of implied 
interest cost, or the return available in the next best 
alternative use of the money; and $4000 to cover price level 
changes, d'bso?-escence, inflation, and a risk premium for 
investing in special purpose assets which deteriorate 
rapidly in resale value. A recent study of optimal replace-
ment policies attempted to quantify some 60 explicit and 
implicit equipment costsQ 1 
The overall accounting view of depreciation is to 
spread the initial cost of a piece of equipment ov~r the 
economic life of the equipment. Depreciation accounting 
does not necessarily follow the same pattern as capital 
recovery. Tax depreciation allows the firm to deduct, as 
an expense, an amount of money from its revenue to replenish 
the firm's capital money stock. This is done in order that 
the firm' can replace its equipment with new equipment when 
the present depreciation does not necessarily follow the 
pattern of capital recovery. It should be noted, however~ 
that depreciation does affect capital recovery patterns when 
. income taxes· and s.al vage are considered because they are 
cash flows away from the firme Depreciation methods that 
are used affect the timing of cash flows and are important 
to the analysis of fixed equipment cost estimatingQ As 
shown in Chapter I, the impact is generally not as great 
when considering the firm's complete stock of capital 
equipment. The net cash flow is generally computed in the 
following manner: 
Operating revenue - Operating expenses= Operating 
Income 
Operating Income - Tax Depreciation= Taxable Income 
Taxa'ble Income x ( 1 - etfective tax rate) = Income After 
·· Taxes 
Income After Taxes+ Tax Depreciation= Net Cash Flow 
(Working capital changes, .and principal and interest 
payments. have been omitted for simplicity a) 
Large depreciation charges in earlier years of equipment 
·' . ' 
life reduce taxes and increase net cash flow. 
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Estimating by the predetermined machine-hour rate 
assumes a straight line hourly physical depreciation and an 
. accompanying straight line hourly capital recovery. It 
does not account for the time-value of moneyo The time-
value of money is considered in the discounted cash flow 
technique of analysis and it is well esta.blished in the 
literature. 2 Its application is quite extensive in the 
field of capital investment. 
If the estimator uses the technique of estimating by 
predetermined machine-hour rates, equal weight is given to 
all projects because no distinction is made between the 
different projecte• cash.earning ability. Only where the 
revenues.of all the various alternative projects are equal 
is the alternative which minimizes cost the alternative 
which maximizes profit~ 
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A Project Estimating Extiil'Ilple 
To illustrate the differences in the concepts involved, 
a simple example will be used. A single machine is pur-
chased new for the price of $100,000. It is considered to 
have no salvage value and a life of five years or 10 ,000 
hours. The firm wants a return on its unrecovered invest-
, ,•,· I ' ' · I , 
ment of 16 2/3%, and the implied interest cost, or cost of 
capital is estimated to be 10%. Cash operating costs are 
estimated to be $15 per operating hour. The machine-hour 
rental rate then, is s100,ooo + 10,000 hours= $10 per hour, 
or, $100,000 + 5 years= $20,000 per year+ 2,000 hours per 
year = $10 per hour. The total annual estimated costs 
would be $20,000 for oy,nership and $15 per hour x 2,000 
hotµ's = $30,000 operating costs, a total of $50,000. Based 
upon straight line depreciation, the average investment for 
the five year period is $60,000 and a 16 2/3% return on this 
investment is $10,000 per year. Therefore, costs marked up 
20% will yield a 16 2/3% return. Income taxes, working 
capital investment, and general overhead allocations are not 
included for the sake of simplicityq The following esti-
mates are based upon the basic machine-hour rate method and 
the machine-hour rate method adjusted for minimum period 
charges as discussed in. Chapter II •. This method will here-
af.tElr. be called .the "direct cost method." 
Three projects have been estimated using the machine-
hour rate method and the results are tabulated in Table XI. 
TABLE XI 
BID COMPUTATION USING MACHINE-HOUR RATES 
Esto Project Esto Macho Esto ~ere Esto Ow.no p_ro j e ct 20%· Prof'i t . . Project Duration Prodo Hrso Cost Hro Cost/Hro Esto Cost Contribution Amount Bid in Weeks 
-
A 8 333 $15 $10 $8,325 $1,665 $9,990 
B 2 100 15 10 2,500 500 3,000 




The assumption here is that the firm is in no better 
position with any one project except that one project is 
larger or smaller than another. This assumption is correct 
as long as each project takes proportionately as much 
calendar time to complete as the others. Ownership costs 
have a time dimension which cannot be ignored. The owner-
ship costs per unit time are based upon the unrecovered 
capital which must be employed in the construction of any 
project. 
Return on investment is a generally accepted standard 
of a firm's current operating efficiencyo The long, term 
counterpart to return on investment is the present value of 
the stockholders' weal.th. The present value concept fits 
the life cycle system described in Chapter II and takes into 
account not only current earnings but e.l'SO the future 
earnings of the present investment. Capital recovery and 
return on u.nrecovered investment are, to a large extent, 
independent of either physical depreciation or accounting 
and tax.depreciationo Although depreciation accounting is a 
part of the analysis, the important result for the con-
tracting firm is the pattern of capital recovery and return 
on unrecov~red investment within the life cycle systemo 
In Table XII, the sliim.e projects as shown in Table XI 
are estimated using the direct cost method. 
Project B has an estimated equipment use rate of 50 
hours per week. At this weekly rate, 2,000 hours of 
equipment usage would be expected in the estimated annual 
TABLE XII 
BIB COMPUTATION USING DIRECT COST BASIS 
. ·. ; . . Est; Pr~jedt Est .. Mach. Est. ~er. Est. Period Project ProJec-t Dur~tion Prod .. Hrs. Cost Hr .. Proj. Cost Cost in Weeks 
-
A 8 333 $15 $~,000* $8,995 
B 2 100 15 1 ,000** 2,500 
c 4 250 15 2,000*** 5,750 
* 8 wk/40 wk yea.r x $20,000 per year capital recovery. 
** - . 
2 wk/40 wk year x $20,000 per year capital recovery. 
*** 4 wk/40 wk year x $20,000 per year capital recovery .. 
, 20% ~rof~t .. Am.bunt Bid. Contribution 
$1,800 $10,795 
500 3,000 
1, 150 6,900 
.i:,.. 
I..,..) 
40 week production year. Project A has an estimated usage 
rate of 42 hours per week, which is equivalent to a 1 ,667 
hour annual rateo Project Chas been estimated to use the 
equipment 63 hours per week, or a 2,500 hour annual rateo 
Equivalent Annual Use Rate 
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For each project, an "equivalent annual use rate" may 
"be defined as the annual hours of equipment operation which 
would be expected if the project under consideration were 
repeated as many times as would be required to complete 
a production yearo Project A required eight calendar weeks 
out of a 40 week production year. Therefore, five projects 
identical to Project A could be completed in a 40 calendar 
week production year.· These five projects, each using an 
e_stimated 333 equipment operating hours generate a total of 
1 ,667 equipment operating hours in a 40 week yearo Project A 
can then be said to have an equivalent annual use rate of 
1,667 hoursa Project B has an equivalent annual use rate 
of 2,000 hours while Project Chas a 2,500 hour annual rateo 
Table XIII summarizes the results of Tables XI and XII on an 
annual basis. 
The annual cost error in estimating the cost of Project 
A by the machine-hour rate method is caused by underutiliza-
tion of equipmento The five year or 10,000 hour life 
indicates that .there will be a decline in the value of the 
equipment of at least $20,000 per year whether it has been 
used 2,000 hours or not. The error might be called one of 
TABLE XIII 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MACHINE-HOUR RATE AND DIRECT COST ESTIMATE 
Esto .Annual .Annual Annual .Annual Annual Project Macho-Hrso Capo Reco Capo Rec o Cost Cap. Rec. Macho -Hrs o ·Required Error Dir. Cost 
A 1, 667 $16,667 $20,000 ($3,333) $20,000 
B 2,000 20,000 20,000 0 20,000 










omitti~g the cost of obsolescence. Even though the machine 
can earn revenue at the rate which was contemplated at the 
time of purchase, newer models of the machine can earn at 
an·even greater rate. 
ihe annual cost error in estimating the cost of 
Project C by the direct cost method is caused by overutili-
zation. The error is the same unit magnitude as the error 
in Project A, except opposite in sign. The annual hours 
difference.is greater for Project c. The machine in 
Project C is physic~ly being worn out faster than its cost 
is being recovered on an annual basis. 
Equivalent Life Cycle Time in Years 
The equivalent life cycle time in years may be found 
for a particular project by dividing the service life in 
hours by the equiv$.l.ent annual use rate for the equipment 
used on the project~ For Project A, the equivalent life 
cycle would be 10,000 hours divided by 1,667 hours per year, 
or six years. Tn this_ exampie,~;-~-t was·· s·~ate:a:··•tha't ·t:n:e·,·,.firm 
intends to estimate on the basis of recovering the cost 
of the equipment in not more than five years. For ProjectB, 
the equivalent life cycle is 10,000 hours+ 2,000 hours= 
5 years; and, for Project C, the equivalent life cycle is 
10,000 hours+ 2,500 hours= 4 years. 
Life Cycle System Computations 
In order to use the life cycle·system, the equivalent 
annual net cash flow from each project must be computed. 
The information is given in Table XIVo 
TABLE XIV 
'. . 
ANNUAL CASH FLOWS 
Project Annualized .Annualized .Annualized Revenue Oper. Cost Net Cash Flow 
From Table XI -- Machine-Hour Rates 
A $49,950 $25,005 
B 60,000 30,000 
c 75,000 37,500 

























To determine the order in which the projects should be 
considered, the life cycle system equation given in Chapter 
II may be used to solve for the internal rate of return, r: 
Fram Tables: XI and XIV -- Machine-Hour Rates 
Project A 
$100,000 = $24,945 + $24,94~ + $24,945 + $24,945 
(1+r) (1+r) (1+r)3 (1+r)4 
+ $24,945 + $24,945 
5 6 ' (1+r) (1+r) 
r = 12. 90% ; 
Project B 
s1oo,ooo = $30,000 + s30,oog + $30,00§ + s30,ooo 
(1+r) (1+r) ·(1+r) (1+r)4 
+ $30,000 
(1 +r)5 ' 
r = 15. 231' ; 
Project C 
$100,000 = $~7,500 + $37,50g + $37,500 + $37,500 , 
(1 + r) (1 +r) (1 +r)3 (1 +r)4 
r = 18.45% o 
From Tables XII and XIV -- Direct Costs 
Projeci; A 
$100,000 = $~8,970 + f28,970 + $28,970 + 
(1 + r) (1 +r) 2 . (1 +r)3 
+ $28,970 + $28,970 
(1 +r) 5 (1 +r) 9 ' 
r = 18. 521' ; 
Project B 
$28,970 
(1 + r) 4 
$100 ,000 = 130 1000 + $30,oog + aao,ooo + f30,ooo 
(1 +r) (1+r) (1+r)3 (1+r)4 
+ $30,000 
(1+r) 5 ' 
r = 15023%; 
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Project C 
$100,000 = $31,500 + $31,500 + $31,500 + $31,500 (1 + r) (1 +r) 2 (1 +r)3 (1 +r) 4 ' 
r = 9093% o 
Computer solutions for these equations are shown in 
Appendix A. 
Another solution to the problem is to solve the life 
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cycle system equation with the interes.t rate, or cost of 
capital, as the discount rate and determine the present 
value of the net cash flowso If the net cash flows, dis-
counted at the firm's cost of capital, are greater than the 
first cost of the machine, then the machine's rate of return 
is greater than the firm's cost of capittlo Again, the life 
cycle system equation may be solved, this time for the 
initial oost, c, with a minimum rate of return, r, of 10%: 
From Table XI-~ Machine-Hour Rates 
Project A 
C = $24,945 + 
(1.10) 
$24,945 
+ (1o10) 6 ' 
= $108,640 
Project B 
$24,945 + $24,945 + $24,945 + $24,945 
(1o10) 2 {1o10)J (1o10)4 (1o10)5 
C = $30,000 
(1o10) 
+ $30,000 + $30,000 + $30,000 + $30,000 




c = $37.500 ·+ §37,500 + 
(1.10) (1.10)2 





= $118,868 • 
From ~able XII.-- Direct Coet 
Project A ,;: . 
c :; i28,970 + $28.970 + $28,970 $28·,970, + $28,970 







c = $30,000 + $30,000 $30,000 (1.10) 2 + (1.10)3 + (1.10) 
$30 1000 + 





c = $31,500 + $31,500 $31,500 + $312200 (1 .. 10) 2 + (1.10) 4 
, 
(1o10) (1o10)3 
= $99,849 0 
If the contracting firm was awarded Project A to build, 
it would be making a return on its investment at a 12.90% 
rate for the dur~tion of the project if its bid was based 
on machine-hour rates, and at an 18.52% rate if its bid was 
based upon the direct cost method. For Project B, both 
methods return at a 15.23% rate .. As was shown in Table XIII, 
the reverse of the results for Project A is true for 
·Project c. · Il'l. this case, the equipment would last only 
four calendar years while the direct. cost method assumes 
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a. five year life. The return rate for the machine-hour rate 
method bid is 18. 45%, while the direct cost method bid would 
return at a 9.93,t, rate. 
The net cash flow required for a 16 2/3% true rate of 
return over the five year life figures given for Pro,ject B 
is $31,020 per year. The reason for the rate in the example 
being 15.23%, rather than 16.67%, is the use of average 
investment and straight line depreciation in setting up the 
initial figures for the example. 
Summary and Conclusions 
It can readily be seen from the solutions of the sample 
equations that the construction firm could easily be low 
bidder on financially poor projects and overbid others which 
could be considerably better. For the firm to treat all 
projects alike when they are, in fact, not alike, is a grave 
estimating error. 
The solutions to the equations given show either the 
rate of return or present value of the net cash flows. It 
is poseible, however, to determine the amount which needs to 
be bid to return a given percentage on the unrecovered 
investment. This would simply be the common capital recovery 
factor3 used in engineering economy studies. The capital 
recovery factor for a given life in years and a given 
minimum percentage return on investment multiplied by the 
unrecovered present investment will give the estimator the 
annual net cash flow required, Th.is value divided by the 
equivalent annual num·ber of projects will be the minimum 
amount of money the. firm should bid on this projecto 
For the three projects given in the example, Table X:V 
presen~s bids computed using the life cycle cost system. 
The bid amounts shown in the table provide the firm with 
its capital recovery and a return rate of 16 2/3% for each 
of the projects. 
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Chapter IV describes the testing program which was 
used to verify thE1 ·basic concepts of this sys:tem, and to 
expand and refine the methodology presented in this chaptero 
TABLE X:l 
BID COMPUTATION--LIFE CYCLE COST SYSTEM 










85,524 $4,995 $10,519 
1~551 1,500 3,051 
3,621 3,750 7,371 
* Annual net cash flow = r( 1 + r)n , where r = 16c 667%, n = equivtlent life in years. 




1James Douglas, "Construction Equipment Policy: The 
Economic Life of Equipment," Technical Report No. 61, 
The Construction Institute, Stanford University, Stanford, 
ciI'ifornia., 1966 ~ 
2Harold Bierman and Seymour Smidt, The Capital 
Budgeting Decision, Second Editiono New York: The 
MacMillan Co., 19660 
3Eugene L. Grant and Wo Go Ireson, Principles .£f 
Engineering Economy, Fourth Edition, New York, New. York: 
Ronald Press, 1964. 
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CHAPTER IV 
LIFE CYCLE SYSTEM RESEARCH PROGRAM 
Introduction 
The previous three chapters have been concerned with 
the theoretical aspects of estimating project equipment 
costs, The present chapter will be concerned with the 
appiication of life cycle system theory. The purpose of 
this research was to find the determinants of equipment 
cost estimating errors, and the direction and magnitude of 
tnes.e errors, 
Fixed and Variable Costs 
Generally, costs are classified as either variable or 
fi:xed. Variable costs are those costs which vary directly 
with the ·1evel of production. Fixed costs are those costs 
which remain the same at all levels of productiono A 
variable cost d,ollar amount increases directly with output 
while the.unit variable cost remains constant. A fixed cost 
dollar amount remains constant while a up.it fixed cost 
decreases.with increases in outputo All costs are variable 
in the very long run and fixed in the very short run. 
An additional subclassification, semifixed cost, is a 
cost that is fixed between two increments of productiono 
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For example, a particular payroll clerk may handle the 
payroll ~or a certain max.imum number of employees. If the 
level of output requires more employees than one payroll 
clerk can handle, a second clerk must be hired. In terms of 
cost, the dollar amount of this particular overhead is fixed 
> .• 
between the two levels of output. By definition then, the 
cost is semifixed. 
Production Ra~e 
A oontracting firm makes a cost commitment of its 
reE!ources for some time period, usually one day. In effect, 
this means that the variable costs such as fuel, oil, grease, 
and ope:rating la.bor, are fixed in dollar amount for that day, 
regardlese of the output: ,':Chis assumes the cost of the 
resources to the project are identical to the costs for one 
whole day~ The relationship is hyperbolic, XY = K*, where: 
Xis the production· rate per un.it of time, Y is the unit 
cQst, and'K* is the total cost per unit of time. If an 
asphalt pl~t costs $100 per hour to operate and the output 
is 100 tons per hour, then the unit cost is: 
K* y = x 
$100/hr 
- 100 ton/hr 
= $1.00/ton 
Where the output is 75 tons per hour, then: 
$100/hr 
Y = 75 ton/hr 
= $1.33/ton. 
Where the output is 125 tons per hour, then: 
·. ·$100/hr 
Y = 125 tonjhr 
= $0 • 80 /ton • • 
If the output ranges from 75 tons per hour to 200 tons per 
hour, the unit costs will be distributed as shown in 
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Figure 3, If the firm had estimated its unit co.st for this 
project to be $1.00 per ton,' the penalty for producing 
50 tons per hour is $1.00 per ton, whereas, the bonus for 
producing 200 tons per hour :i.s only $0. 50 per ton. In terms 
of utility theory, the estimator would either need to be 
fairly certain of producing 100 tons per hour, or strive for 
a balance between the expected penalty and ,expected bonuso 
Elements of the Testing Program 
In order to properly account for the interaction 
between variable and fixed costs and the production.rate, a 
computer simulation was used for testingo In this manner, 
actual costs ,could be treated as a random variable. In the 
first setup of.the program, an estimator who works for an 
Oklahoma based highway contractor was asked to estimate a 
least likely, most likely, and an optimistic production rate 
for a particular project, and to express the probability of 














0 50 7 5 100 125 200 
Output, Tons/Hr 
Figure 3o Unit Cost Versus Output 
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be very difficult. The expression of probability creates 
confusion in the minds of many estimators. The probability 
of doing "this well or better" is very hard to define. For 
this reason, a triangular distribution which required no 
pro'babili ty statements was used as the probability density 
function. From this, a cummulative distribution function 
was established as shown in Appendix B. A random number 
between o.o and 1.0, selected by the random number generator 
subprogram, is used by the program as the cummulative 
probability of that production rate or less. 
There are actually three random cost generating vari-
ab::I.es which are considered by the simulation program. They 
are: 
1 ) production rate, units per hour; 
2) production hours per week; and 
3) production weeks per year. 
.An experienced construction estimator subjectively and 
objectively accounts for many variables in estimating the 
cost of a project .. Many things might be considered in 
arriving at the lowest possible, but not probable, the most 
likely, and the highest possible, but not probable, produc-
tion hours per week. Labor conditions, climate, site 
location, etc., would all have a bearing on the estimator's 
choice of range and values. Almost all possible combinations 
of variables that effect costs can be considered by combi-
nations of the three.variables listed above. They are the 
basic cost determinants within the production system. 
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The Simulation Process 
The computer program first calculates the estimated 
cost of a project by using the modal, or most likely values 
for production rate, hours per we·ek, weeks per year, and the 
machine-hour rates as derived from the input data. It then 
"constructs" the project 1000 times via the simulation 
process~ The data obtained regarding the production and 
costs is stored and analyzed in the remainder of the program. 
··. 
The means a,nd standard deviations are calculated for each 
vari a'bl e resource input as well as cost output. All values 
are discarded that are not within plus or minus two standard 
deviat~ons from tne mean (within the limits of a 95% 
pro·babili ty of occurrence). The print.outs of two example 
programs involving asphalt plant production are shown in 
Appendix D, 
Findings of the Research 
The program outputs distri'butions of the fixed and 
variable resources and their associated costs. A comparison 
of these distributions provides a comparison of estimating 
errors between sets of input data. 
When the i~put production distributions were symmetri-
cal, and the equipment use rate vvas the same as contemplated 
by the predetermined rental rate method, symmetrical cost 
distributions were expected. It was found, h9wever, that 
this was not the caseo Subsequent investigation revealed 
the skewness of estimating error distribution comes from 
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both the fixed costs and the variable costs. The effect of 
errors in fixed costs was demonstrated in Chapter III. The 
source of i;he variable cost error is shown in Appendix c. 
To demonstrate the effect of variable cost errors, a 
simple,- example will be used. An asphalt batch plant oper-
ation will be used for this example. Production of an 
average of 100 tons per hour with a 4000 lb batch size plant 
and 250 tons per hour with a 10,000 lb batch size plant is 
expected. A full cost comparison as opposed to a variable 
cost comparison must include both labor and capital because 
there is no increaee in labor cost and only a slight in-
crease in the cost of fuel and repairs for operating the 
larger plant. The variable unit costs for three levels of 
output fo:r each plant is shown in Table XVI. The percentage 
changes in production and unit costs are all equal. However, 
the actual dollar unit cost change was 2} times as great for 
the smaller plant than the larger plant. The significance 
of this result is that where the production rate is rather 
large in comparison to the dollar amount of variable costs, 
the risk of not meeting estimated unit costs (because of 
lower than contemplated production rates) is much less than 
at a high ratio of variable costs to production rate. 
The risk factor for .each example estimate shown in 
Appendix D is given on the pages entitled 11 Bid Item 
Parameters." The risk factor is calculated from the 
fixed hourly operating cost of equipment, labor and labor 
taxes, all job overhead, and the probability of the 
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TABLE XVI 
UNIT COST VERSUS OUTPUT, $200/HOUR OPERATING COST 
Plant Size Output Unit % of Avgo % of Avgo Marginal Values Cost Output Cost Cost 
4000 lb 75 tph $2~67/ton 75% 133% 
$0067 
4000 lb 100 tph $2000/ton 100% 100% 
$0040 
4000 lb 125 tph $1 .. 60/ton 125% 80% 
10 ,000 lb 187 tph $1 006/ton 75% 133% 
10,000 lb 250 tph $0p80/ton 100% 100% 
$0016 
10,000 lb 313 tph $0064/ton 125% 80% 
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production rate dropping from the expected rate to the least 
likely rate. In the .case of the two asphalt plants, this 
probability is 0.5 and absolute risk is then double the 
expected risk. The range of cash costs, shown in the 
example estimates, verifies the mathematical derivations of 
Appendix c. 
The histograms illustrate the skewness of the costs in 
contrast to the symmetry of the input production rate 
factors. Tne cause o'f this skewness is that there is a 
large "underproduction penalty" and a relatively small "over-
production bonus" for deviations from the expected production 
rate .. 
The first cost estimate for each plant is based upon 
using the modal production rate factors to: calculate the 
project's cost. The total amount bid is then based upon the 
ownership cost described on the pages following the cost 
estimates. This estimate is essentially a modified machine-
hour rate or direct cost estimate. 
The second cost estimate for each plant also uses the 
modal production rate factor values to calculate the co'stso 
The total amount bid is based upon a return on investment 
approach described on the pages following the second cost 
estimates. 
The third cost estimate is derived from the means of 
the production rate factors obtained from the simulation 
process. The amount of contribution margin added to the 
direct cash costs, however, is obtained from the life cycle 
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cost system method of estimating illustrated in Chapter IIIo 
The net cash flow requirements i:µ1d equipment lives are 
converted to months rather than years in order to facilitate 
the calculations. The net cash flow for the equipment is 
compared to the risk factor and the larger amount used as 
.the required profit markup. The assumption is that the 
contractor would not want to risk the loss of cash but would 
be willing to take a calculated risk on the loss of capital 
recovered and return. The net cash flows available for 
equipment capital recovery and return vary considerably for 
the first two es~imates as is demonstrated by the simulation 
process. 
Another estimate entitled i•Excavation General, u is 
included as Appendix E to illustrate the variance in the 
estimating results obtained by a combination using single 
valued production rate factor values and machine-hour rate 
or direct cost calculations versus the simulation and life 
cycle cost estimating method. The range of cash flows 
available is the difference between the amount bid and the 
cash costs plus general overhead as the -project is 
"constructed" one thousand times. The rates of return, the 
net cash flow distributions, and the financial accounting 
\ 
sheets which accompany each estimate verify the quality of 




The state of the art of estimating costs and 
determ;ning the amounts which should be bid on construction 
projects invo,lving substantial equipment investment is 
essentially the use of traditional cost accounting methqds 
as the basis of estimating. , This paper has attempted to 
question the use of such standard rates as an estimating 
tool. A completely different approach has been offered 
which uses as its basis the well established discounted cash 
flow technique of analysis. 
Traditional estimating methods result in "overbidding" 
on some ,projects and "underbidding" on others. The life 
cycle system model yields a "theoretically correct" bid on 
all projects. 
Further research should be directed toward the imple-
mentation of the life cycle theory. , Such, standardization 
would improve the quality of contractor's estimates and, in 
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.APPENDIX A 
LIFE CYCLE S1STEM CALCULATIONS 
AN [NT ERNAL RATE OF RETURN OF 12. 89841 
APPLlE S TO THESE PROJECTED CASH FLOWS: 
PROJECTED 
YEAR CA SH FLOW 
0 -100000 .oo 
1 24945.00 





YEAR NCF Dl S: FACT DISC NCF 
0 -100000.00 1.000000 -100000.00 
2't9't5. 00 o.885752 22095.09 
2 2't945.00 o. 78't558 19570. 80 
l 24945.00 o.&94925 17334.89 
4 24945.00 o.&15532 15354o't3 
5 24945.00 o.545209 13600. 23 
" 









CUM ROI CAP REC CUM CR CUM NCF UNREC lNV 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 100000.00 
121198 .41 12046.59 120'tb. 59 24945. 00 87953.38 
24242.99 13600 .41 25647.01 49890.00 74352.94 
33833.34 1535ft.f,f, 41001.&o 74835.00 58998.3'> 
'tl't't3.18 l 73i5 .lb 583'1&.82 99780.00 'tl&U.18 
46817. 07 19511.u 77907.88 124725.00 22092.13 
lt9bbb.b0 22095.46 100003.31 l't9b70.00 -3. 31 
" 
"l~· 
AN INTERNAL RATE Of RETURN OF 15.23431 
APPLIES TO THESE PROJECTED CASH FLOWS: 
PROJECTED 
Y EAR CASH FLOW 




4 30000 .oo 
5 3Q.OOO .oo 
YEAR NCF DIS: FACT DISC NCF 
0 -100000,00 1,000000 -100000,00 
30000,00 0,867797 26033,92 
2 30000,00 0, 753073 22592, 18 
3 30000,00 0, 653515 l 9605,44 
4 30000.00 0.567118 17013. 55 








CUM ROI CAP REC CUM CR CUM NCF UNREC INV 
0,0 o.o 0,0 0, 0 100000,00 
15234,34 14765 .&6 14765,66 30000.00 85234,31 
28219,22 17015, 12 Jl 780, 78 60000,00 &8219,19 
38&11,9& l9b0 7 o2b 51388.04 90000,00 48611, 96 
46017. &7 22594.29 73982,31 120000,0Q. 26017.69 
49981.29 26036,38 100018, 69 150000. 00 -111.69 
AN INTERNAL RATE Of RETURN Of 18.44531 
APPLIES TO THESE PROJES TEO CASH f.LOWS: 
YEAR 
PROJECTE 
VEAR CAS.H fLOe 
0 -100000.00 
l 37500. 00 
2 37500 .oo 
J 37500 .o: 
4 37500. 00 
NCf DIS: FACT DISC NCF 















































AN INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN OF 15.23431 
APPLIES TO THESE PROJECTED CASH FLOWS: 
PROJECTED 







VEAR NCF DIS: FACT DISC NCF 
0 -100000.00 1.000000 -100000. 00 
1 30000.00 0.867797 26033 .92 
2 30000.00 o.753073 22592.18 
3 30000.00 0 .653515 19605.44 
4 30000.00 o.567118 17013.55 








CUM RO I C.AP REC CUM CR CUM NCF UNREC lNV 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 100000.00 
15234. 31t lit 765. 66 14765. 66 30000.00 85234.31 
28219.22 1 7015 .12 31780.78 60000.00 68219.19 
38611. 96 19607.26 51388. 04 90000.00 48611.96 
41>017 .67 22594.29 73982.31 120000.00 26017. 69 
49981.29 26031>.38 100018.69 150000.00 -18.69 
-...... ,. 
I'\ 
AN INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN OF 18051561 
APPLIES TO THESE PROJECTED CASH FLOWS: 
PROJECTED 
YEAR CASH R.OW 




4 28970. 00 
5 28970.00 
6 28970.00 
YEAR NCF DISC FACT DISC NCF 
0 -100000.00 1.000000 -100000.00 
28970.00 0.843771 24441t.Olt 
2 28970.00 o. 71191t9 20625.17 
3 28970.00 0.600722 l71t02. 92 
" 
28970.00 o.506872 llt681t.08 
5 28970.00 Oolt27681t .12390.00 









CUM ROI CAP REC CUM CR 
0 .o o.o o.o 
18515.59 101t51t.41 l01t54o4l 
35095. lt8 12390.11 2281tlt.52 
49381.27 14681t .21 37528.73 
6091t8.19 17403.08 549310,81 
69292.81 20625.36 75557.13 



















AN INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN OF 9.9Z971 
APPLIES TO THESE PROJECTED CASH A.Olis: 
PROJECTED 






VEAR NCF 01 SC FACT DISC NCF 
0 -100000 .oo. 1.000000 -100000.00 
1 31500.00 0.909673 Z86S .... 68 
z 31500.00 0.827505 Z606b.40 
3 31500.00 0.7SZ758 Z37U .89 







CUM ROI CAP REC CUM CR 
o. 0 o.o o.o 
99Z9 .66 21570.34 21570.34 
17717. 45 23712.21 45Z8Z.55 
z3150.10 26061>.75 71349. ZS 
























.£ - b - x 
li - 6 - m 
x < m 
X>m 
p :::; -b h ( b - x) 
- m _, 
1 = (i)(h)(b ... a) 
2 
h = b .... a 
0 
"· • p(x :;: pr) = h (x ... a) m ... a 
2 2 
= b - a (x) __ b_--!--_ (a) 
m - a m - ""' 
2x - 2a 






) · -2x 2b p(x=pr =(b-a)(b-m) + (b~a)(b-m) m < x < b 
2, 
8 1 = (b - a)(m - a) 2 8 2 = (b-,.a}{b-m) 
p = s 1x - s 1a 
p = -s2x·+ s 2b 
a < x < m 
m < x < b 
Cummulative Probability Density Function 
a< x < m 
x 
6) p(x ~pr)= s1 S (x - a)dx 
a 
x 
7) p(x S pr)= -s2 ~ (b - xldx + p(x Sm) 
m 
-s2 2 x 
= ~(b - x) I + p(x :S. m) 
m 
-s2 2 9 2 2 9 1 
= ~(b - x) + 2 (b - m) + 2 (m -
Substituting in Equation ( 6) 
8) ( < ) 2(x - a) 2 P x - pr = 2(b - a) (m - a) a < x < m 
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Substituting in Equation (7) 
9) p(x ~ pr) = - · 2(b - x) 2 2Cb - ml 2 2(b;a)(b-m) + 2(b-a)cb-m) 
- 2(m - a) 2 . 
+ 2(b ... a)(m - a.) 
_ - ( b - x) 2 O:> - ij!.) 2 (lil ~~a} 
- (b-a)(b-m) + (6-a)(h ... m) + ~
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If YFL, a random number, is generated such that O < YFL < 1, 
then YPL can be the cummulative probability of any x, 
$UCP. tha.t a ,·.S x -~ b" 
Substituting in Equation (8) 
(x - a) 2• 
YFL = (b - a) (m ..... a) 
(x - a) 2 = (YFL){b - a)(m ""' a) 
x ... a = /YFL(b - a.J(m - a) 
x = /tFL(b - a) (m - a) + a 
Substituting in Equation (9) 
(b - x) 2 + _ {"b -m) 2 ~<1!L""'fil YFL =- (b - a)(b ... m) (b ~ a) (15 - m) + To-"iT 
(b-x) 2 (b-m) 2 ~ ( b .;. a)( b - m) -- YFL + ( b - a)( b -:- m J + To-"iT 
( b - x) 2 ·=- YFL ( b - a)( b - m) + ( b - m) 2 + ( m - a)( b - m) 
I - 2 
b - x = rYFL ( b - a)( b - m) + ( b ... m) -+ ( m - a) ( b - m) 
x = b -./- YFL(b-a){b-m) + (b-·~) 2 ~ (m-a){b-m) -
APPENDIX C 
DERIVATION OF THE GRIFFIS-MILLER 
RISK FACTOR (GMR) 
70 
80 
A unit cost of construction consists of two variableso 
The first is crew cost per unit of time and the second is 
the production rate. If, y, is defined as the unit cost, x, 
as the production rate per unit of time, and, lj:, as the crew 
cost per unit of time, then: 
( 1 ) 
If the crew cost per unit of time is constant, regardless 
of the produ9tion rate per unit of time, then the relation-
ship is hyperoolic. 
If, X, is the random variable associated with the 
production rate 8Xld the di~tribution, X, is triangular with 
a rai1ge, b - a, and a modal value of, m, as developed in 
Appendix B, then: 
P[X=x] = f~ 1 ) ( x) ( 2) 
and 
[ J (2)( ) 2(b-xi P X=x = fx x = (b-a)( -m) m < x < b • (3) 
The Cummulative Distribution Function (Q.D.F.), of x, 
is then: 
x 




(b-b) 2 ,b-x) 2 
= ~ - '(1o:a)(6-m) + (b-a)(b-m) 
• ( 5) 
Because, y = 'k/x,, then the CDF for the random variable, 
Y, is defined as, 
P[Y 5 y] = P[Y 5 ~] 
= P[X > k] 
- y 
= Fy(Y) • ( 6) 
Because the mapping function, k/y, is a one-to-one, 
monotonic, strictly decreasing function, ,from Equation (6), 
' k 2 
(1) (b - -) 
Fy (y) = ('b=a}(t:m) ' 
2 
) (~ - a) 
F~ 2 (y) = 1 - (&:a)(m-a) , 
k < k 15 - y 
k 
<-m 
k k k 
< - < - 0 m y - a 
(7) 
(8) 
Therefore, the Probability Density Function (P.D.F.), 
for the random variable, Y, 'becomes, 
82 
or, 
ft 1 }cy) 
2k(1- ~) k k k y y (9) = (b-a)(b-m) "5 < - < - ' - y m 
and, 2 (k a) 
f~2)(y) ~-? k k k ( 10) = - < - < - • (b-a){m-a) m Y - a 
To find the relationship between the risk distribution 




the spread on, y, l::.Y, is· given by, 
A(1) _ k _ k = k(b-m) 
y - m "5 mb ' ( 11 ) 
83 
and 





The risk portion of the distribution of, y, is associated 
with the lower than expected production rates. Therefore, 
the risk function of interest is the linear functional, 
(2) k(m-a) Ay = am 
= k(l - 1) a m (13) 
The risk may be defined as the spread above, k/m, times the 
probability of a having a production rate below the expected 
rate, m, 
RISK - k(! - ~)p(Y ~ !) , 
- k(! - ~)(1 - ~m-a~ 
2 
( b-a) (m-a) ) 





am b-a • ( 14) 
The GMR is the increase in unit cost ca~sed by a production 
rate decrease from the expected rate, m, to the least likely 
rate, a (absolute risk), times the probability of the pro-
duction rate decreasing from, m, to, a (expected risk)o 
APPE:rfDIX D 
ASPHALT PLANT PROJECT ESTIMATES 
84 
PROJECT NAME: 4,000L8 ASPHALT PLANT 
LEH ING DATE: 5- l-1972 
.............................................. 
PROJECT ESTIMATE PARAMETERS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ESTIMATED GENERAL OVERHEAD COSTS TO BE RECOVERED FROM THIS YEAR 1 S OPERATIONS 
ESTIMATED COST OF MATERIALS OVERHEAD• S 
ESTIMATED COST OF LABOR OVERHEAD• S 
ESTIMATED COST OF EQUIPMENT OVERHEAD•$ 
ESTIMATED OTHER OVERHEAD EXPENSES• S 






MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE RETURN ON INVESTMENT s S 20 I PER YEAR BEFORE INCOHE TAX 
BEGIN PRODUCTION MONTH 6 
ESTIMATED VALUE, AT BEGINNING OF YEAR, ALL COMPANY'S PRODUCTIVE EQUIPMENT z $ 
ESTIMATED VALUE, AT BEGINNING OF YEAR, EQUIPMENT SPREAD REQUIRED FOR THIS BIO ITEM •S 
ESTIMATED VALUE Of THIS EQUIPMENT SPREAD WHEN NEW =S 





THEREFORE, THE MINIMUM CAPITAL RECOVERY PER OPERATING HOUR s S ltB.00 




BID ITEH PARAMETERS 
******************************** 
HOURLY DIRtCT LABOR COST=$ 
HOURLY EQUIP OPERATING COST• $ 
UNIT PRICE, DIRECT MATERIAL= S 
OTHER DIRECT ESPENSES • S 
LABOR TAXES, I OF DIRECT LABOR= 
OTHER, I OF TOTAL COST, AOOON • 
LABOR INCREASE, OVER EQUIP HOURS• 
LEAST LIKELY PRODUCTION RATE• 
HOST LIKELY PRODUCTlON RATE = 
OPTOHISTIC PRODUCTION RATE= 
LEAST LIKELY PROO WEEK• 
MOST LIKELY PROO WEEK• 
OPTOMISTIC PROO WEEK• 
LEAST LIKELY PROO YEAR• 
MOST LIKELY PROO YEAR "' 
OPTOMISTIC PROO YEAR• 
JOB OVERHEAD LABOR• 
JOB OV ER HEAD OT HER • 
TIME INTERVAL, IF KNOWN • 
RISK FACTOR ANALYSIS 
******************* 
C.AS H COST I HR • 
UNIT COST PENALTY = 




70.00 IND FICA, WC, OR FRINGES! 
90.00 AVG OVER LIFE OF EQUIP-FUEL, OIL, GREASE, TIRES, MAINT, 
ETC, OPERATING COSTS ONLY 
3.710 PER TON 
8000,00 MOBILIZATION, SIGNS, ETC 
15 I IWORKMENS COMP, FICA, UNEMPL, FRINGES) 




















3!>0 .oo PER WEEK 
200,00 PER WEEK 
O WEEKS, IF DIFFERENT FROM PRODUCTION PERIOD 




ITEM COST ESTIMATES 
******************************** 
EXPECTED COSTS BASED UPON THE 'MOST LIKELY' RATES Of PRODUCTION 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CODE ITEM 
700 TYPE C ASPHALT 
DIRECT MATER UL 
DIRECT LABOR 
EQUIPMENT OPERATION 
JOB OVERHEAD LABOR 
OTHER JOB OVERHEAD 
SUBCONTRACT 
OTHER DIRECT 
PAYROLL TAXES, ETC 
lNS, BONDS, AGC, ETC 
TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 













UNIT PRICE NO, OF UNITS 
3, 710 100000 
70,00 1119 
90,00 1000 
' $ 36.0,00 x 22 WEEKS) "' 
' $ 200.00 x 22 WEEKS) z 
o.o 
I 15 IX$ 974llo ,88 
I 5 IX U 746255, 88 - 35829,041• 
I 1000 HRS X $ 48,00/HRI = 
TOTAL SUMMARY UNIT COST 
370999,88 3 ,7100 
89't94,88 0,8949 
90000, 00 0,9000 




l't6l2, 23 0, 14.61 
35829,04 0,3583 
621255, 94 6,2126 
48000,00 0,4800 
--~----~~~~~~------~~-----~---TOTAL DIRECT COST 669255,94 6,6926 
GEN OH ALLOCATION JOB I 50 :C X 50 :C 25 :C X $ 208000,001• 52000,00 o. 5200 
TOTAL COST INCLUDING 0\1 ER HEAD ALLOCATION 721255,94 7,2126 
JOB 25000,00 0,2500 PROFIT • $ 
BID• ~~~~~~~--~~~-----------------~-746255,88 7,lt626 
THE OVERHEAD ALLOCATION IS: THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT PROFIT IS: 
8,lt I OF DIRECT CASH COST 4,0 I Of DIRECT CASH COST 
7,8 :C ClF TOTAL DIRECT COST AND OEPR 3,7 :C Of TOTAL DIRECT COST Al'lD OEPR 
7,2 I OF TOTAL COST ANO OH 3,5 :C OF TOTAL COST AND OH 




IT EM COST ES Tl MAT E BAS IS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CALCULATION OF PRODUCTION TIME IS BASED UPON A PRODUCTION 
RATE OF 
ThE TCTAL 
100 TON PER HOUR 50 HOURS PER WEEK, = 5000 TON PER WEEK. 
100000 TON DIVIDED BY 5000 TON PER WEEK = 20 WEEKS PKOOUCTION TIME. 
ThlS ITEM SHOULD START MONTH 6 ANO ENO, MONTH 12 • 
........................................................................................................ 
CALCULATION OF THE GENERAL OVERHEAD ALLOCATION TO THIS 810 ITEM 
IS BASED UPON ITS REQUIRING 20 WEEKS PRODUCTION TIME OUT OF A TOTAL OF 40 olEEKS P.RODUCT ION 
TIME FOR THE YEAR, OR, 50 I OF A PRODUCTION YEAR. FURTHERMORE, $ 250000.00 OF THE COMPANY'S 
TOT AL $ 500000 .OO PRODUCT IVE EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT, OR 50 I Will BE USED ON THIS 810 IT EM. 
THEREFORE, 50 I OF THE COMPANY'S CURRENT EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT Will BE USED ON THIS BIO 
ITEi' 50 I OF A YEAR. 50 I X 50 I a 25 I OF THE GENERAL OVERHEAD SHOULD BE ALLOCATED TO THIS HEH • 
........................................................................................................ 
PROFIT• 20 IX$ 
CR OWNERSHIP COST 
250000.00 • $ 50000.00 I YEAR X 50 :C OF YEAR·z$ 25000.00 
$ 50000.00 /2000 HRS/YR= $ 25. 00 /HR X 1000 HOURS z $ 24999.98 
ESTIMATE NO: l 
er;:, 
a. 
AN INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN UF 7.3125 % APPLIES TU THE FOLLOW ING CASH FLOWS: 
MCNTH NCF U !SC f-ACT DISC NCF ROI CUM ROI -.AP REC CUM CR CUM NCF UNREC INV 
0 -480000.00 1.000000 -480000.00 o.o o.o o.o o.o o. 0 480000.00 
l 9725.-.8 0.993944 9666. 58 2925. 00 2925.00 6800.48 6800.48 9725.48 473199.50 
2 9725.48 0 .987925 9600.05 2883.56 5808. 55 6841.93 13642. 41 19450.97 466357.56 
3 'i725.48 0.981942 9549. 86 2841.86 8650 .41 6883.62 20526.03 29176. 45 459473.94 
4 9725.48 0.975997 9492.04 2799. 92 11450.33 6925.!>7 27451.59 38901.94 452548.38 
5 9725.48 0.970086 9434,56 2757,71 14208,04 6967, 77 34419, 36 48627.42 445580.63 
6 9725,48 0,964212 9377. 43 2715,25 16923.29 7010,23 41429,59 58352.91 438570.38 
1 9725.48 0,958373 9320,64 2672.54 19595. 83 7052.95 48482.54 68078,38 431517.44 
8 9725.48 0,952570 9264,20 2629.56 22225.38 7095,93 55578.46 77803. 81 424421.50 
9 9725,48 0, 946801 9208. 10 2586,32 24811, 70 7139 .17 62717.63 87529.25 417282.31 
10 9725.48 0,941068 9152,34 2542.81 27354,50 7182. 67 69900. 25 97254.69 410099.75 
11 9725.48 0.935369 9096,92 2499.04 29853.54 7226.44 77126. 69 106980. 13 402873.31 
12 9725.48 0.929706 9041, 84 2455. 01 32308.55 7270.48 84397 .13 116705.56 395602.88 
13 9725.48 0 .924.076 8987.09 2410.70 34719,25 7314. 78 91711.88 126431.00 388288.13 
14 9725.48 0.918481 8932.66 2366.13 37085.37 7359.36 99071.19 136156.44 380928.81 
15 9725.48 0,912918 8878.57 2321.28 39406.65 7404.20 l06lt75,38 145681.88 373524.63 
16 9725,48 0.907391 8824,81 2276.16 41682.81 7449.32 113924.69 l!i5607. 31 366075.31 
17 9725.48 0,901895 8771.37 2230. 77 43913.58 7<t94 .71 121419.38 165332.75 358580,63 
16 9725.48 0 .896't34 8718.25 2185.10 46098,68 7540,38 128959.75 175058.19 351040.25 
19 9725.48 0.891005 8665,4,6 2139.15 48237,82 7586.33 136546. 06 184783. 63 343453.94 
20 9725.48 o. 885611 6613.00 2092. 92 50330,74 7632.56 144176,63 194509.06 335821.38 
21 9725 .48 0 ,880247 8560,83 2046.41 52377.15 7679.0 7 151857.69 204234.50 328142.31 
22 9725.48 o. 874917 8508,99 1999,62 54376 .76 7725.87 159583.50 213959.94 320416.50 
23 9725.48 0.869619 84-57. 46 1952.54 56329.30 7772.95 l67356.4't 223685.38 312643.56 
24 9725.48 0.864354 8406,26 1905.17 58234.46 7620,31 1751 76. 75 233410, 81 304823.25 
25 9725.48 0.859119 8355.34 1857.51 60091,98 7867.97 183044.69 243136.25 296955,31 
·26 9725.48 0,853917 8304. 75 1809.57 61901. 54 7915,91 190960.56 252861.69 289039,44 
27 9725.48 0.848746 8254.(i.6 1161,33 63662.88 7964.15 198924. 69 262587~ 13 28107!:i.31 
26 9725.48 0,643607 6204-.48 1112. 80 65375.68 8012 .68· 206937.31 272312.56 273062.69 
29 9725,48 0,838499 8154.80 1663.97 67039.63 6061.51 214998,81 262036.00 265001.19 
30 9725.48 0.833421 6105.42 1614.85 68654.44 8110 ,63 223109,44 291763.44 256890.56 
31 9725.48 0.826374 6056.33 1565.43 70219.81 811,0,06 231269.44 301+88.88 248730.56 
32 9725.48 0.823358 8007.55 1515,70 71735.50 8209. 78 2394 79.19 311214.31 2't0520,8l 
33 9725,48 o. 8183 72 7959.06 1465.67 73201.13 8259.81 247738.94 320939.75 232261.06 
34 9725.48 o.813416 7910.87 1415. 34 74616,4(i. 8310.14 256049,06 330665.19 223950,94 
35 9725.48 0.808491 7862.96 1364.70 75981,13 8360.78 264409.81 340390. 63 215590.19 
36 9725.48 0.803595 7815.35 1313. 75 77294.88 8411.73 2128 21.50 350116. 06 207178,50 
37 9725 ,48 0 .7987 29 7768.02 1262.49 78557.31 8462.99 281284.44 359841,50 198715,56 
38 9725.48 o. 793892 7720.98 1210 .92 79768.19 8514.56 289799.00 36951>0. 94 l 90201. 00 
39 9725.48 o. 789084 76H.22 1159. 04 80927.19 8566.45 298365.ft4 379292,38 181634.56 
40 9725.48 0.784306 7627.76 1106.83 82034.00 8618,65 306984. 06 389017.81 173015.94 
"11 9725.48 o.779557 7581.57 l05ft.31 830811 ,31 8671,17 315655.19 398743. 25 164344,81 
42 9725.48 0,774836 7535.66 1001,48 84089, 75 8724.0l 324379.19 408468.69 155620.81 
43 9725.48 0. 770144 7490.02 948.31 85038,06 8777.17 333156.31 418194.13 146843.69 
.... 9725. 48 0.765ft81 7444.67 894.83 85932.88 8830.66 341986.94 427919,56 138013. 06 
45 9725.48 0.760845 7399.59 841.02 86 773. 88 8884.46 350871,38 437645.00 129128.,63 
"" 
9725.48 o. 756238 7354.78 786.88 87560.15 8938.61 359809.94 4"7370,44 120190.06 
47 9725.ft8 o. 751659 1.no.24 732.41 88293.13 11993.07 368803 .oo 457095,88 111197.00 
48 9725.ft8 0.747108 7265.98 677.61 88970,69 9047.88 377850. 88 466821,31 102149,13 
49 9725,48 o. 742583 7221,98 622 ,4 7 89593.13 9103.01 3869 53 .88 476546. 75 93046.13 
50 9725.48 o. 738087 7178. 25 567.00 90160.06 9158.48 396112.31 486272,19 83887,69 
51 9725.48 0,733617 7134 • 78 511,19 90671.25 9214,29 405326. 56 495997, 63 74673,44 
52 9725.48 o. 7291 75 7091,58 455.04 911.i:'.6 ,25 9270.<t4 414597 .oo 5057.23.06 t,5403.00 
53 9725 .48 0,724759 7048,63 398. 55 91524. 75 9326.93 423923,88 515448.50 56076 .13 
54 972 5,48 0, 7.203 70 7005,95 341, 71 91866 .44 9383. 77 433307.63 525173, 94 46692.38 
55 9725.48 0,716008 6963. 52 284, SJ 92150,94 9<t40.95 442748.56 534899,38 37251.H 
56 9725.48 0,711673 6921.36 22 7 .oo 92377. 94 9498,48 45224 7. 00 544624,81 27753 .oo 
57 9725.48 0, 707363 6879.44 169,12 92547.00 9556 .36 461803.31 554350,25 18196. 69 
58 9725.48 0.703080 6837 • 79 110. 89 92657,88 9614.60 471417.88 564075.69 8582 .13 ()-:; 
59 9725.48 0.698822 6 796 ,38 52,30 92710.13 9673,18 481091,00 573801, 13 
-1091.00 '£' 
BEGINNING BALANCE SHEET 
................................ 
WORKING CAPITAL, CASH 
GROSS EQUIP, THIS 810 ITEM 
CAPITAL RECOVERED, IACCUM OEPRECI 
NET EQUIP, THIS BlD ITEM 
OTHER CO. EQUIP CAT PRESENT VALUEI 
TOT AL EQUIPMENT JNV ES TM ENT 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAYABLE-, RESERVE 
NET WORTH 






DIRECT CASH OUTLAYS 





TOTAL OIRECT CASH COST 
















APPLIED PERIOD COST (INDIRECT MTL, LAB, EQUIP) 
CAPITAL RECOVERED IOEPRECIATIONI 
NET PROFIT 
ENDING BALANCE SHEET 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CASH !WORKING CAPITAl + CASH INCOME) 
GROSS EQUIPMENT 
CAPITAL RECOVERED IACCUM DEPRECI 
NET EQUIPM,ENT 
OTHER CO. EQUIP 
TOTAL EQUIP 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAYABLE RESERVE IAT 501 OF NET INCOMEI 
NET WORTH 



















ITEM COST ESTIMATES 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
EXPECTED COSTS BASED UPON THE 1 MOST LIKELY' RATES OF PRODUCTION 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ITEM UNIT UNIT PRICE NO. OF UNI TS 
TYPE C ASPHALT TON 
O IR ECT MAT ER IAL TON 3.710' 100000 
DIRECT LABOR HR 10.00 1119 
EQUIPMENT OPERATION HR 90.00 1000 
JOB OVERHEAD LABOR JOB { $ 360.00 x 22 ilEEKSJ "' 
OTHER JOB OVERHEAD JOB { $ 200.00 x 22 IIIEEKSJ .. 
SUBCONTRACT JOB o.o 
GTHER DIRECT LS 
PAYROLL TAXES, ETC JOB { 15 I X $ 971tllto88 
TOTAL 
370999.88 







INS, BONDS, AGC, ETC 
' 
{ 5 :C X 1$ 7521t09. 88 
- lt8229 .Git J"' lt8229.0lt 
TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 
CAPITAL RECOVERY, lDEPRI HR I 1000 HRS X S 48.00/HRI = ltBOOO. 00 
--------TOTAL DIRECT COST 
GEN OH ALLOCATION JOB l 50 i X 50 i = 25 :C X $ 208000.001= 52000. 00 
----------TOTAL COST INCLUDING OVERHEAD ALLOCATION 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT., PROFIT JOB 31153. 98 
--------TOTAL FULL COST, HIN BID REQ 1 D FOR A 20 :C RET ON INV"' 
THE OVERHEAD ALLOCATION IS: THE RETURN ON l'NVESTMENT PROFIT IS: 





7521t09 .• 88 
7 08 :C OF TOT AL DIRECT COST AND DEPR Ito 7 :C OF TOTAL DIRECT COST AND DEPR 
7.2 :C OF TOTAL COST AND OH lt.3 I OF, TOTAL COST AND OH 
6.9 :C OF AMOUNT BID It. l I OF AMOIJtjT BID 




















ITEM Cu~f t~flMATE dA~I~ 
******************************** 
CALCULATION Of PRODUCTION TIME IS 8ASED UPON A PRODUCTION 
RATE Of 100 TON PER HOUR 50 HOURS PER WEEK, s 5000 TON PER WEEK. 
THE TOTAL 100000 TUN DIVIDED BY 5000 TUN PER WEEK = 20 WEEKS PRODUCT JON T IHE. 
THIS IT.EH SHOULD START MONTH t, ANO ENO, MONTH 12 • 
**********************************************•···························****************************** 
CALCULATION Of THE GENERAL OVERHEAD ALLOCATION TO THIS 810 ITEM 
IS BASED UPON ITS REQUIRING 20 WEEKS PRODUCTION TIME OUT OF A TOTAL OF 40 WEEKS PROOUCTION 
TIME FOR THE YEAR, OR, 50 I Of A PRODUCTION YEAR• FUR THERHORE, $ 250000.00 OF THE COMPANY'S 
TOT AL S 500000.00 PRODUCTIVE EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT, OR 50 I WILL BE USED ON THIS 810 ITEM. 
THEREFORE, 50 I OF THE COMPANY'S CURRENT EQU 'MENT INVESTMENT WILL BE USED ON THIS 810 
ITEM 50 I OF A YEAR. 50 i X 50 I• 25 I OF THE GENERAL OVERHEAD SHOULC 8E ALLOCATED TO THIS ITEM • 
........................................................................................................ 
ESTIMATED WORKING CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS ARE FOUR WEEKS PAYROLL PLUS 101 Of ONE MONTH'S 
CIRECT MATERIAL ANO Er.iUIPMENT OPERATING COSTS, A TOTAL, $ 1>1539.97 FOR THIS ITEM 
THE MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE RETURN ON INVESTMENT, CR PROFIT, Fil< THIS ITEM IS THE 20 I ANNUAL 
~ETURN REQUIRED TIMES THE SUM Of THE $ 1>1539.97 WORKING CAPITAL ANO THE S 250000.00 
CURRENT EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT TIMES 50 I Of A PROD YEAR= THE REQUIREO PROFIT• S 31153.98 • 
........................................................................................................ 
ESTIMATE NO: 2 
"° w 
AN INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN UF ll.3437 i APPLIES TO THE FOLLOWIN& CASH FLOWS: 
IIUNTH NCf DISC FACT 01 SC NCF ROI CUii ROI CAP REC CUM Ck CUM NCF UNREC INV 
o. -480000.00 1.000000 -480000.00 o. 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 480000.00 
l 10672.21 0.990636 10572 .21 4537.49 4537.49 6134.71 6134. 71 10672.21 473865.25 
2 10672.21 0.981360 10473.27 4479.!>0 9016.99 6192.71 12327.42 21344.41 467672.56 
3 10672.21 0.972170 10375.20 4420.96 13437. 95 6251.25 111578.67 32016.62 461421.31 
4 10672.21 0.963067 10278.05 4361.87 17799.82 6310.34 24889.01 42688. 83 455110.94 
5 10672.21 0.954049 10181. 80 4302.21 22102 .04 6369.99 31259.00 53361.04 448741.00 
6 10672.21 0 .9it5J.l6 10086.47 4242.00 26344.03 6430.21 37689 • .ll 64033.24 442310.75 
7 10672.21 0.9.36265 9992.02 4181.21 30525.24 6491.00 44180.21 74705.44 435819.75 
8 10672.21 0.927498 9898.45 4119. 85 34645.09 6552.36 50732.56 85377.63 429267.44 
9 10672.21 0.918814 9805. 77 40 57 .91 .38703.01 6614.29 51346. 86 96049.81 422653.13 
10 10672.21 o. 910210 9713. 95 3995.39 42698.39 6676.82 64023.67 106722.00 415976.31 
11 10672.21 0.901687 9622.98 39.32.27 46630.66 6739.93 70703.56 111394.19 ..09236.44 
12 10672.21 0.893244 9532.88 3868.56 50499.22 6803.65 .77567.19 128066.38 402432.81 
13 10672.21 o. 884879 9443.61 3804.24 54303.46 6867.96 84435.13 138738. 56 395564.88 
14 10672.21 0.876594 9355.20 37390 32 58042. 78 6932.89 91368.00 149410.75 388632.00 
15 10672.21 o.&683115 9267.59 3673.78 61716.56 6998.•'2 98366.38 160082.94 381633.63 
16 10672.21 0.860254 9180. 80 3607.63 65324.19 7064.58 105430.94 110755.13 314569.06 
l7 10672.21 0.852198 9094.83 3540 .84 68865.00 7131.36 112562.25 18i427.31 367437.15 
18 10612. 21 0.844218 9009.67 3473 .43 72338 • .H 7198.77 119761.00 192099. 50 360239.00 
19 10672.21 0.836313 8925. 30 3405. 38 75H3. 75 7266.82 127027.81 202771.69 352972.19 
20 10672.21 o.828482 8841.73 3336.69 79080.38 7335.52 134363.31 213443.88 345636.69 
21 10672.21 0.820724 8758. 93 3267.34 82347.69 7404.86 141768.13 224ll6.06 338231.88 
22 10672.21 0.813040 8676.93 3197.34 85545. 00 7474.86 H9242.94 234788.25 330757.06 
23 10672.21 0.805426 8595.67 3126.68 88671.63 7545.S2 156788.44 245460.44 323211.56 
24 10672.21 0. 797884 8515. 18 3055.36 91 726.94 7616.8S 164405.25 256132.63 315594. 7S 
25 10672 .21 0.790•H3 8435.45 2983.3S 94110.25 7688.8S 172094.06 266804.81 307905.94 
26 10672.21 0.153012 8356.46 2910.67 97620.88 7761.54 179855. 56 217477. 00 300144.44 
27 1067 2.21 o.7H6BO 8278. 21 2837.30 1001t58.13 7834.91 187690.lt4 288149.19 292309.56 
28 10672.21 o.768416 8200.69 2763.24 103221 •. 11 7908.97 19S599.38 · 298821.38 284400.63 
29 10672.21 0.161221 8123. 91 2688.47 105909.75 7983.73 203583.06 309493.56 276'tl6. 94 
30 10672.21 o.754093 8047.84 2613.00 108522. 7S 8059.20 211642.25 320165.75 268357.75 
H 10672.21 0.141031 7972.47 2536.82 111059.56 813S.39 219777.63 330837.94 260222.38 
32 10672.21 o.740036 1891. 82 2459.91 113519.44 8212.29 227989.88 341510.13 252010.13 
33 10672.21 0 .733107 7823.87 2382.28 115901.69 8289.93 236279. 75 352182.31 243720.25 
34 10672.21 o. 726242 7750.61 2303.92 118205 .56 8368.29 2441>48.00 36285'h 50 23535Z..OO 
35 10672.21 o. 719442 7678.03 2224.81 120430.31 8447.39 253095.38 373526.69 226904.63 
36 10672 .21 0.112705 7606.14 2144.96 122575.25 8527.25 261622.63 381tl98.118 218377.38 
37 10672.21 o. 706031 7534.91 201>4.35 124639.56 8607.86 270230.44 391t87l.Q6 209769.51> 
38 10672.21 0.699420 7464.36 1982. 98 126622. so 8689.23 278919.63 405543.25 201080.38 
39 10672.21 0.692811 7394.46 1900.84 128523.31 8771.37 287690.94 416215.44 192309.06 
40 10672.21 0.686383 1325.22 1817.92 l3031tl .19 81154.29 296545.19 426887.63 183454.81 
41 10672.21 0.1>79956 7256.63 l 1J4. 22 132075.38 8937.98 305483.13 437559.81 174516.88 
42 10672.21 0.673589 7188.68 1649.73 133725 .06 9022.48 314505.56 448232.00 165494.44 
43 10672.21 0.667281 1121. 36 1564.44 135289.50 9107.77 323613.31 458904.19 156386.69 
44 10672.21 0 .661033 7054.68 1478.34 136767.81 9193.86 332807.13 469576.38 147192 .88 
45 10672.21 0.654843 6988.62 1391.43 138159.19 9280.77 342087.88 480248. 56 137912.13 
46 10672.21 0.648712 692.3.18 1303. 70 139462. 88 9368.51 351456.38 490920.75 128543.63 
47. 10672.21 0.642637 6858.35 1215.14 140678.00 9457.07 360913.44 501592.94 119086.56 
48 10672. 21 o. 636619 6794.13 1125. 74 141803.69 9546.46 370459.88 512265.13 109540.13 
49 10612.21 0.630657 6730. 50 1035. 50 142839.13 9636.71 380096.5,. 522937.31 99903.44 
50 10672.21 0.624753 6667.49 944.40 143783 .50 9727.81 389824. 31 533609.50 90175.69 
51 1067 2 .21 0.618902 6605. 05 85.2.44 1441>35.94 9819.17 399644.06 544281.69 80355.94 
52 10672.21 0.613107 654.3.21 759.61 145395.50 9912.59 409556.63 554953.88 70443.38 
53 10672.21 0.607366 6481. 93 1>05.91 l4b06l.38 lOOOo.30 419562.88 565026.06 60437.13 
54 10672.21 0.601679 6421.24 571. 32 146632.69 10100.89 429663.75 576.298.25 50336.25 
55 10672.21 0.59b045 6361.U 475.83 147108.50 10196 •. 37 439860.06 586970.44 40139.94 
56 10672.21 o. 590463 6301.54 379.45 147487.94 10292.76 450152.81 597642.63 29847.19 
57 10672.21 0.584935 6242.54 282.15 lit7770. 06 10390.05 460542.81 608314.81 l91t57 .19 
58 10672.21 o.579458 6184.09 183.93 147953.94 10488.27 471031.06 618987. 00 8968.94 
-..c. 59 10672.21 0.5 74031 6126. 18 E't. 78 148038.69 10587.42 481618.44 629659.19 -l618.41t !'-a 
"" 
BEGINNING BALANCE SHEET 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
WORKING CAPITAL, CASH 
GROSS EQUIP, THIS 810 ITEM 
CAPITAL RECOVERED, IACCUM DEPRECI 
NET EQUIP, THIS BID ITEM 
OTHER CO. EQUIP lAT PRESENT VALUEI 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAYABLE, RESERVE 
NET WORTH 










SU8CONT RACT o. 0 
OTHER 60629 .Olt 
TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 
GROSS MARGIN, CASH CONTRIBUTION 













APPLIED PERICO COST &INDIRECT MTL, LAB, EQUIPl 
CAPITAL RECOVERED &DEPRECIATIONJ 
NET PROFIT 
ENDING BALANCE SHEET 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CASH (WORKING CAPITAL+ CASH INCOMEJ 
GROSS EQU lPMENT 
CAPITAL RECOVERED (ACCUM DEPRECJ 
NET EQUIPMENT 
OT HER CO. EQU IP 
TOTAL EQUIP 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAYABLE RESERVE IAT 501 Of NET INCOMEI 
NET WORTH 














EST IMA TE NO: Z 
J 
~STIMATc FkUM SlMULATIU~, 
***********************•******** 
EXPECTED COSTS BASED UPuN THE GENERATED PROO RATE AND COST OISTRIBUTIUNS 
**********************************************************************************•*********** 
***** NOTE ***** TOTALS ANO SUMMARYS AH DERIVED FROM OISTR !BUT ION MEANS ANO NOT BY AOOi TION 
CODE ITEM UNIT UNIT PRICE NJ, OF UNITS TOTAL 
700 TYPE C ASPHALT TGN 
DIRECT MATERIAL TON 3, 710 100000 370999, 88 
DIRECT LABOR HR 70,00 1119 88923,50 
E~UIPMENT OPERATION HR 90,00 1000 90000,00 
JOB OVERHEAD LABOR JOB I $ 360,00 x 22 WEEKSI • 7920,00 
OTHER JOB OVERHEAD JOB I $ 200,00 x 22 WEEKSI • <t400. 00 
SUBCONTRACT JOB o.o o.o 
OTHER O I RECT LS 8000.00 
PAYROLL TAXES, ETC JOB I 15 i X $ 96843,50 llt526,52 
INS , BONDS, AGC, ETC 
' 
I 5 ;c X 1$ 751718,19 
-
35988. 351 = 35988,35 
-TOTAL DIRECT CAStt COST 
GEN OH ALLOCATIU~ JOB I 52 '.l x 50 I = 26 :C X $ 208000,001= 5<t<t21, 74 
SUMMARY 
622<t28, l3 
------------------TOTAL COST INCLUDING OVERHEAD ALLUCATION 6768<t9,81 















-------------------------------TOTAL 810 REwUIREO 751718,19 7,5172 
THE OVERHEAD ALLOCATION IS: THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT PROflT IS: 
8,8 i Of DIRECT CASH COST 12,0 I OF DIRECT CASH COST 
8,1 :C OF TOTAL DIRECT COST ANO OEPR 11,2 :C OF TOTAL OlRf:CT COST ANO DEPR 
7,5 :C Of TOTAL COST ANO OH 11,1 l OF TOTAL COST ANO OH 
7,2 l Of AMOUNT BIO 10,0 :C OF AMOUNT BIO 
EST !HATE NO: 3 
,.;:_ 
'"°'· 
ifEM COST ESTIMATE BASIS 
******************************** 
***** THc FOLLOWING IS 8ASEO UPON A RUN OF 1000 SIMULATIONS ***** 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CALCULATION OF PRo,uCTION TIME IS BASED UPON A PRODUCTION 
RATE OF 
THE TOTAL 
100 TON PER HOUR 49 HOURS PER WEEK,= 't900 TON PER WEEK. 
100000 TON DIVIOED BY 't900 TON PER WEEK = .20 WEl:KS PRODUCTION TIME. 
THIS ITEM SHOULD START MONTH 6 AND END, MONTH 1.2 •. 
.............................................................................. ~························· 
CALCULATION OF THE GENERAL OVERHEAD ALLOCATION TO THIS HID ITEM 
IS BASED UPON ITS REQUIRING .20 WEEKS PRODUCTION TIME OUT OF A TOTAL Of 39 WEEKS PROOUCTION 
TIME FOR THE YEAR, OR, 52 :C OF A PRODUCTION YEAR •. FU·RTHERMORE, S 250000.00 OF THE COMPANY'S 
TOTAL S 500000.00 PRODUCT lVE EIJUIPMENT INVESTMENT, DR 50 I WILL BE ~SEO UN THIS 810 ITEMo 
THEREFORE, 50 :C OF THE COMPANY'S CURRENT EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT will BE USED ON THIS BIO 
ITEM 52 :C OF A YEAR. 50 :C X 52 :C = 26 I OF THE GENERAL UVERHEAll SHOULD BE ALLOCA TEO TO THIS ITEM • 
........................................................................................................ 
ESTIMATED liORKlNG CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS ARE FOUR WEEKS PAYROLL PLUS 101 OF ONE MONTH'S 
DIRECT MATERIAL ANO EijUlPMENT OPERATING COSTS, A TOTAL, S 61259.97 FOR THIS 1.Tf:M 
THE MU\IHUM ACCEPTABLE RETURN ON INVESTMENT, Oil. PROFIT, FOR THIS ITEM IS THE 20 :C ANNUAL 
RETURN REQUIRED TIMES THE SUM OF THE S 61259.97 WORKING CAPITAL AND THE: S 250000.00 
CURRENT EQUIPMENT IIWESTMENT TIMES 52 I OF A PROO YEAR a THE REQUIRED PROFIT, S 74868.38 • 
........................................................................................................ 
ESTIMATE NU: 3 
"-' C-· 
AN INTEKNAL kATt OF KtTU~N OF 14.lSol ~ AP~LltS TO THt FuLLDWING LA~H fLuwS: 
HUNT ti NCF DIS(; FACT UI SC NCf ROI CUM ROI LAP RfC CUM CR CUM NCF UNREC lNV 
0 -480000.00 1.000000 -480000.00 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 480000.00 
1 11230.26 Oo 9dlU4l ll099.J3 56o2 .49 56&2 .49 5567.17 5507. 17 11230. 26 474432. l'i 
2 11230.26 0.976il20 109C>9. 94 55%.81 11259.lO 5033.45 u201.21 22460 .52 468798.75 
3 11230.2& o .9o5'ol2 101142.05 5530 .31, 16789. 66 5&99.90 lo90lo ll 3lb90.77 4&3098.88 
4 11230. 2b o. 9541 77 10715.bb 5,41,3 .11 22252. 71 57o7 .14 2lbb8.2b 44921.03 4513Jl. 69 ' 
5 11230 .21, 0 .94J054 10590. 74 5395. 011 l7647. 85 58.i5.18 211::iO::I .44 5'ol51.l9 451490.51> 
6 11230.26 o.u2060 104&7.27 5326.24 32974.09 5904.0Z 34407.45 &7381. 50 445592.50 
7 11230.lb 0,9"1193 10345,Z<t 525&, 59 38230,69 5973 ,66 4ll81,1Z 7Bbl~, 75 43'i618ofl8 
8 11230,26 0 ,910455 10224,1,4 !H8b, l2 4:,411,, 81 6044,14 io6425,Z5 891142,00 433514,69 
9 llH0,26 0,1199840 10Uh.4<t 5114.8i 'oil5H .o3 oll5o't4 52540.1>9 1.::1J12.25 't2 7'o59.il.5 
10 llZ30.2b 0.8i19l50 99d 7. bJ 50't2,68 5J57<t.30 0~87.58 5117..:d • .<7 lld02o50 'o2127l ,b9 
11 11230.2& 0 .11189112 9b7l.20 49b9.b8 58543. 99 o2b0.!>7 64988. 85 lZ3H2.7!> 415011,U 
12 ll230.26 Oo llb8736 9756.12 4895 .83 63439 ,82 c,334.,.3 7U23.l5 lJ4763.00' 408671>. 75 
13 11230 .26 0.1158608 9642.39 4821. 10 68260. 88 ""09.16 77732.38 145993.25 '-02267.c,3 
14 11230.26 o.8,.8599 9529,98 4745.50 73006.31 6<t8,..76 8'o217. U 157223. 50 395782.88 
15 11230. 21> 0.838705 94111.87 '-61>9.00 77675,25 1>561.26 90778.38 168453.75 3892.H.63 
11> ll230 .26 0 .828928 9309.07 45~1.59 8221>6. 81 6638.66 97'ol7.00 17968 ... 00 382583.00 
17 1ll30,2b 0.81921>4 9200.54 '-513.28 86780.06 1>716.98 10413.i, 94 190914,25 375861>.06 
18 11230.26 0.809713 9093.29 '-43'-, 04 91214.06 b19b .22 110930.13 2021-44.50 369069.88 
19 11230,26 0 .800273 8987.28 4353.87 95567.88 687 6. 39 11 7806. 50 21H74,75 36Zl93 ,50 
20 lll30.26 0,790944 81182,50 4272 .75 998,.0 ,56 6957,51 124764.00 224605,00 355236,00 
ll 11230 ,2b 0.101124 8778, 96 4190. 1>7 10,.0.H.19 7039,59 l .Hd03 .56 235835,25 348191>,44 
a ll230,26 0,772610. 111>76 ,bl "107,63 108138, 81 7122, t:3 138926, 19 2'-7065. so 3'-lOH.111 
23 11230.26 o. 763603 8575.4& 4023,60 llll1>2.38 7206 ,b5 l46lll.81 258295,75 333867,19 
.24 11230,26 0.7)4701 11475, 49 3938.59 116100, 94 7291,67 l53<t24,'t4 269526,00 321>575,51> 
25 11230,26 o. 745903 8376 ,611 3852,57 119953,50 7377,69 160802, ll 280756, 25 319197.118 
26 11230.26 0,7H207 8279, 02 3765. 5l 123 719 ,00 74b't. 7 2 168260,81 291981>. 50 311733, 19 
27 11230 ,26 0,728613 8182.51 3677.47 127391>,44 7552,78 175819, 56 303216, 75 304180,44 
Z8 lll30,26 0,720119 d0d7,12 351:18 .38 13)984.81 7641.88 183461, 44 31444 7. 00 29653ts.5o 
29 11230 .26 0,711724 .7992, 84 3498.23 134483,00 7732,03 191193.44 325677,25 288806.56 
30 11230 ,26 0, 703427 7899,66 3407,01 137890,00 7823,24 199011>,63 336907,50 280983,38 
31 11230,26 0, 695226 7807,57 3314,72 14120 ... 1>9 7915,53 201>932-13 348137~75 273067. 88 
32 ll,230 .26 0,687121 7716,55 3221. 34 14'-4lb.OO 8008.91 ll,.941,00 35931>11.00 26505il.oo 
33 11230,26 0,679111 7626,59 3126.87 147552,81 11103.39 223044,38 370598. 25 256955.63 
34 11230,26 0,671194 7537,68 3031. 27 150584,06 ill98.98 231243,31 3811128, 50 248751>.69 
35 11.230 ,26 0 .663369 7449,80 2934.55 1535111,56 8295. 71 239539,00 3930511.75 24041>1.00 
36 11230,26 0,6 55b.3b 731>2,% l83b,69 156355,19 8393.57 2479 32, 56 404289, 00 232067,44 
37 11230 ,2b 0,647993 7277,12 2737,67 159092,81 8492,59 256425.13 415519,25 223574.88 
38 11230 ,26 0,640439 7192.29 2637.48 lbl 730, 25 8592,77 265017, 88 4Zl>749,50 214982, ll 
3~ 11230,26 0,632972 7108,43 25J6,l2 164266 ,31 111>94,14 273712.00 437979,75 206288,00 
40 11230 .26 0,62~593 7025, 57 2433. 55 166699, Bl 8796.70 28250-8.1>9 449210.00 19749·1.31 
41 11230,26 0,618300 6943,66 2329, 78 169029,56 11900,48 291409.U 460'-40, 25 -188590.88 
42 11230,26 0,611092 6862, 71 2224,78 17-1254.31 9005.48 300'-14,56 47lb70, 50 179585,44 
43 11230,26 O,b039t>8 6782, 71 2118, 55 173372, 81 9111, 71 309521>,25 482900,75 170473.75 
44 11230,26 0,596927 6703,64 2011,06 175383,81 9219.ZO 318745.44 494131.00 11>1254,56 
45 11230,2& J,589968 6625, 49 1902.~o 117286 ,06 9327,96 32807).38 505361.25 151926.&3 
46 11230 ,26 0.583090 6548,25 1792,26 179078, 31 9438, 00 337511,38 5lb!io91,50 l4248do63 
47 11230,26 0, 57629l 6471,91 1680,92 180759 .19 95,.'l,34 347060,c,9 527821, 75 132939, ll 
48 11230 .26 0,569574 63'16,46 1568,27 182327,44 9661,99 351,7,2,2 .bl 53905.i:;,00 123277 .38 
49 11230,26 0,56293'- 63il,89 1454·,29 183781,69 9775,97 361>498, !iob 55028.:,25 113501,,.4 
50 11230,26 0, 5563 71 t>2't8,19 1H8.91> 111!>120,1>3 9891,29 3763119 ,81 56151i, 50 10361(.l, ill 
51 11230 ,;zc, 1),549885 C>l7!>d5 llU • .28 l81>34i. 8& l.J007,9& jljc,397, 7!i 57 l742. 7!> 9360l,2!> 
52 llH0,26 0,,,.3,.75 l>i03 ,lb UO<t,"1 i.il7,.<t7 .oc, lvllC>,04 39c,:, 2l. 7 5 5113973, 00 d347c,,,::, 
53 U.!30,26 0,537139 603.:, 21 98,..7(, ld8lt31.81 l.0245 ,5<, 40b769 ,19 595203,25 132JO.lll 
5,. 11230 ,26 0 ,530877 5961.119 1163.11'# 189295,69 l.031>6,31> 417l35,50 1>06433,50 b.i:116'-,50 
55 11.:30,26 0,5,41>88 5692,38 741 ;60 190037 ,25 10488.65 '-21624, 13 6171>63, 75 5237!>, 1111 
Sb 11230,26 0,518571 5823, 69 bl 7, 87 190655.06 101>12,39 438.i:36,50 628894,00 4171>3.50 
57 lll30,26 0,512526 575),79 49.2.1>8 1111147.6" Hi7, 1, St! '-'-llll1't, Ou 1>1t01.i:4, 25 Jl025,94 -..:; 
58 11230.26 o.506551 5688,70 361>.0l l9l!H3.69 l<li11>4 .~!> '-5911311,25 651354, 50 20161, 75 -.c, 
59 U230,26 0,!>006'-5 51>22,311 237,85 191751,50 10992,<tl 470830,63 61>2584,75 9169.38 
60 lll30,26 0,494809 5556.83 108,17 191859,63 11122 .oci 481952. C,9 673815,00 -1952,1>9 
BEGINNING BALANCE SHEET 
................................ 
WORKING CAPITAL, CASH 
GROSS EQUIP, THIS 810 ITEM 
CAPITAL RECOVERED, IACCUM DEPRECI 
NET E;lUIP, THIS BIO ITEM 
OTHER CO. EQUIP IAT PRESENT VALUEI 
TOT AL EwU lPHENT INV ES TH ENT 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAYAtlLE, RESERVE 
NET WORTH 









DIRECT CASH OUTLAYS 
SUBCCNT RACT 
OTHER 
rorAL DIRECT CASH COST 




















APPLIED PERICO COST llNDIRECT MTL, LAB, EQUIPI 
CAPITAL RECOVERED IDEPRE~IATIONI 
NET PROFIT 
ENDING BALANCE SHEET 
................................ 
CASH l•ORKING CAPITAL+ CASH INCOME! 
GROSS EW IPHENT 
CAPITAL RECOVERED IACCUH DEPRECI 
NET EQUIPMENT 
OT HER CO• EQUIP 
TOTAL EQUIP 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAYABLE RESERVE IAT 501 Of NET INCOHEI 
NET WJRTH 





20808 • .31 








EST !HATE Nu: 3 
PROBABILITY STATEMENTS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THE FOLLOWING PROBABILlTY STATEMENTS ARE ~ASED UPON THE RESULTS OF THE: SIMULATION PROCESS. 
VARIABLE LOWEST PROBABLE PROBABLE AVERAGE HIGHEST PROBA8L E PR08ABIL lTY Clf VALUE 
NAME VALUE VALUE VALUE GREATER THAN THE AVERAGE 
............. . .................. • •••••••••••• • ••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FROOUC T JON RATE 80 TON/HR 100 TON/HR 120 TON/HR 53 .o :C 
HOURS PER WEEK 43 HOURS 49 HOURS 59 HOURS bl.O :C 
IIEE KS PER YEAR 35 WEEKS 39 WEEKS 43 wEEKS b5.0 :C 
CIR ECT CASH COST $ 5U774.63 $ 622428. l.3 $ c,72081.56 46.0 '.I: 
lCTAL DIRECT COST $ 618247.94 s 670765.81 $ 730.t,ll. 06 46.0 :C 
TCT AL COST AND OH s 618036.75 $ 676549.88 s 738073 .oo 45.0 :C 
TOTAL COST AND PROFIT $ 697141.81 $ 757818.88 $ 821122. 8 l 45.0, 
**** NOTE ***** THERE IS A 95:C PROBABILITY THAT ALL VALUES WILL LIE BETWEEN THE HIGH AND LOW VALUES SHOWN. 
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in .... r-"'c,.,LnO,ONOO,f' 
"' 
0,._tf\NO,._ll\NQ,.._LI\N 
w . . . . . . . . . . . . w ............ w ............ 
"' 
U'\C1'fof1 ........ U'\C,.ff\ .... _LI\C,, a, 0_.~4",0,._IJ' .... N~tt\,._ • a, tnLn-a,-.aococ,i,o ........ N~ 
!i ,...,._coco°'a,c,,,00-4..,. ... !s 4"4"4"..:t..t"'..:t4"1t\Lt\LI\Lnll\ ,c ,...C'f'lr'l'\1"1"1~~"''3"..:t~..,...,. ...4-- .......... ::, z z z 
TOTAL ul~ECT CASH COST 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
NUMBER HlNIHUH HEAN MAX IHUH HO DEV lATlON PKOB OF GREATER NO. 
-578935.94 b2242B.l3 b954b3.06 2482b,72 
578~35,94•••··············· .. ········································································••***** 58864b,50********************************************************************************************** 598357.13••···········**··································································· t0806l.69*********************••····························· .. ················ 617778.31*****••••••·········································· t274d8.88••••································ 637199.50************************* 646910,06••·············· t5662C,69********* 666331,25••••• 670041,88•• 685752,44* 
TOTAL AMOUNT Of 8[0 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
99.90 I 94.40 I 83.00 I 
10.80 I 53.80 1· 31,·.90 I 25.0u 
' 16.40 I 9.50 
' !>.50 I 
2.10 I 1.10 I 
NUMBER HI NI HUH MEAN MAXIMUM STD DEVIATION PRO& Of GREATER NO. 
097141,81 757818.88 854713.69 31652.00 
697141,81***********"******•••·············································•********•······················· 110212.15•••••••••••••••**•••••••••••••••••••**•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••**••••••••••••• 723403.75••••·····································································**··········· 736534.75••······································································· 749665.75•••••••••••••••***********************•·················· 762796.75••······································ 775927,69************************* 789058.69••·············· 802189.69••••••••• 815320,69***** 828451.69** f41582.63* 
NET CASH FLOlh EQUIP, EXPECTED VALUES 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
99.90 
















NUMBER MINI HUM MEAN MAXIMUM STO. OEVtATiON_ PROB OF GREATER NO. 
-33589.44 63~15.61 123982.31 30773.95 
-33589,44•••············ .. ·······················································•**••••••••••**•••········· 
-20458.46••••••••••**********••·····················································••**••••••**············ 
-7327,48••···················································································**·********** 5803,49••··················································································· .. ······· 18934.47•••············**·······,································································· 32065.44••················································································· 45196.38••······································**································ 58327,38****•······················································· 71458,38•••······································· 84589,31•••······················· 97720,31••··········· 1108~1.25••• 
99.90 9Y,30 
91.80 94.80 90.30 83.80 l"t.20 6u.&o 42.60 
lb.60 13.70 J.70 
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"' 
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I I ...... I I I I I I 
HblUbKAM 
FREQUENCY O 8 21 19 39 57 44 70 'H 79 117 10:, 74 H 59 44 57 3'o 10 1 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. --- . --------------EACH * EQUALS 3 POINTS 




1C2 • • 99 • • 9b • • 93 • • 
~o • • • 87 • • * 84 • • • 81 • • • 78 • • • • 75 • • • • 
72 • • • • • • b9 • • • • • • • 66 • • • • • • • 63 • .. • • • • • 60 • • • • • • • 57 • • • • • • • • • • 54 • • • • • • • • • • 51 • • • • • • • • • • 48 • • • • • • • • • • 45 • • • • • • • • • • 42 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
3~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • 36 • • • • • • .. • • • • • • 
;3 • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • 30 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
27 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 24 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 21 t • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
18 • • • • • 
.. 
• • • • • • 
. . .. • • 
15 • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • 12 .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
3 • • • • • • • • • 
.. 





2 3 4 5 
l0032'o.OO AVERAGE z 
6 7 ii 9 10 11 
100.32'o STANOARD -OEVlATlON s 
PROOIJCTION RATE, UNITS/HOUR 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
10.327 MINIMUM z 75.000 MAXIMUM z 123.000 





HIS TUGkAM 2 
FREQUENCY O 14 lb 34 43 54 1, b 1 16 93 110 92 d9 So <,b s~ ~ij iO 15 5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------






93 * * 
90 * * * 
87 * * * * 
€4 * * * * 
81 * * * * 
78 * * * * * 
75 * * * * * * 
72 * * * * * * 
b9 * * * * * * 
bb * • * • * * • 
63 • * * * * * * 
60 * * * * * * * 
57 * * * * * * * 
54 * * * * * * • "' * * 
51 * * * * * * * * * * 
48 * * * * * * * • * * 
45 • * * • * * * * * * * 
42 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
39 * • * * * * * * * * * * 
36 * * • * • * * * * * * * * 
33 • * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
30 * • * * * * * * * * * * * * 
27 * * * * * * * * * * * * * • 
24 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
21 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
16 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
15 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
12 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ • • .. • • • • • • • • .. • • * • • • 
b • • • • • • • • • • * • * • * • • .. 
3 • • • • * • • .. • .. • • • • • • • .. * 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
l NT ERV Al 
CLASS 
TOT Al • 
2 3 4 5 
49658.00 AVERAGE • 
b 7 8 9 10 11 
49.658 STANDARD DEVIATION z 
PRODUCTION HOURS/ WEEK 
12 13 14 15 lb 17 18 19 20 
3.955 MINIMUM = 40.000 MAXIMUM 59.000 
t S Tl HA TE N(J: 3 
HISTOGRAM 3 
























































































* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
• * * 
* * * 
* * .. 
* * * 
• • * 
• • * 
* • • 
• • * 




* • * 
* * * 
.. • .. 
• * * 
* * * 
* • * 
• • * 
* * * 
* * * 
6 7 8 9 10 

























* • * 
* * * 
.. .. 
* 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * • 
* • * 
• * * 
* • * 
• • * • 
• * • • 
* * * * 
* * * .. 
* * * * 
.. * • • 
* * • * 
• * * * 
.. .. • * • 
• * * * 
.. 
• * * * • 
• * * * * 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
2, 114 MINIMUM 35 ,000 MAX !HUH 44,000 





FREQUENCY O 27 68 75 70 111 111 113 102 73 H 53 't5 33 lO 15 14 9 3 J. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. ---------------------EACH • EQIJALS 3 POINTS 
111 • • • 108 • • • 
105 • • * 102 
* • • • 99 • • • • 96 • • • • 
'i3 
* • * • 
'ilO • • • • 87 • • • • 84 • • • • 81 
* • • 
.. 
78 
* • • • 75 • • • * • 72 • • • • • • 69 • * * • • • • 66 ~ • • • • • • • 
u • * • • • * • • 60 • • • • • • • • 57 • • • • • • • • • 54 • • • • * * • • • 51 
* • • • • • • • • * 
'o8 • • * • • * • • • • loS • • • • * • * • * • * ft2 • • • • • • • • • • • 39 • * • • • • • • * • * 36 • • • • • • • • • • * 33 • • • • • • • • • • • •· 30 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
27 • • • • • • • • * • • • • 24 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 21 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 18 




l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 lS 16 17 18 19 20 
TOTAL= 622428160,00 AVERAGE •622428,125 STANDARD DEVlATIDN = 24843,781 MINIMUM =578935,938 MAXIMUM •695ft63,0b3 
TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 
ESTIMATE NO: 3 
HISTOGRAM 5 
FR HU ENCY 0 10 55 n. 79 99 111 128 95 93 02 o3 3o .31 23 21 15 4 l l 





































































































• • • 
• * • 
• • • • • 
• • • • * 
• • • * * 
* • * • * 
* • • * * 
• * • • * 
• • * • * 
* • • • • 
• • • • * 
* • • • • 
* • • • • 
* • * * • 
• • * * * 
• * * * • 
• * * * * 
* * * * • 
* * • * • 
* • • • * 
* * * • • 
* * * * * 
* • * • * 
• * • * • 
* • * * * 
• * * • * 
• * * * * 
* * • • • 
* * • * • 
• • • * * 
• * * * • 
* • * • • 
• * * • • 
6 1 B .. 10 
TOTAL 757618~80.00 AVERAGE =757816.875 STANUAKD DEVIATION 










• • • 
* * * 
• • * * 
* * • • 
* * * * 
• • • * • * 
• * • • * * 
* • * * * • * 
* * * • * • • 
* • • • * * • 
* * * * * • • 
• • * • * • * * 
11 12 u 14 15 16 17 16 19 20 
31671.320 MINIMUM =697141.813 MAXIMUM =854713.088 
ESTIMATE NO: 3 
HI ST OGRAM o 
FRE,,;UEt.CY O 3 4 15 d "" 31 Jc ,,., b,: 93 95 128 lll 99 79 7l 5b 9 






111 * * 
108 * * 
lC5 * * 
102 * * 
99 * * * 
% * .. .. 
S3 * * * * * 
90 * * * * * 
87 * * * * * 
64 * * * * * 
81 * * * * * 
78 * * * * * * 
75 * * * * * * 72 * .. .. .. .. * 
69 * * * * * * * 
66 * * * * * * * 
63 * * * * * * * * 
60 * * * * * * * * * 
57 * * * * * * * * * 
54 * • * * * * * * * * 
51 * * * * * * • * * * 
42 * * * * * * * * * * 
45 * * * * * * * * * • 
42 * • * * * * * * * * 
39 * * * * * * * * * * 
36 * * * * * * * * * * * 
33 * * * * * * * * * * * 
30 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
27 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
24 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
21 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
18 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
15 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
12 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
9 * • • * * • * * * * • • * • * • 
6 * .. .. • • • * • * * .. • * .. .. .. 




2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
TOTAL 63215616.00 AVE:RAGE b3il5,bl3 STANDARD DEVIATION= 30789,348 MINIMUM =-33~89,438 MAXIMUM =123982,313 
NET CASH FLOM, Ei.lUIP, EXPECTED VALUES 




FREQUENCY O 3 4 15 il 23 31 36 c,3 62 93 95 128 lll 99 79 7l 56 9 






111 * * 
108 * * 
105 * * 
102 * * 
S9 * * * 
96 • * * 
93 * * * • * 
90 * * * * * 
87 * * * * * 
84 * * * * * 
81 * * * * * 
78 * * * * * * 
75 * * * * * * 
72 * * * * * * 
69 * * * * * * * 
Cb * * * * * * * 
63 * * * * * * * * 
60 * * • • • * * * • 
57 * • * * • • • • * 
54 * * * * * • * * * * 
51 * • * • • • * * * * 
48 * * * * * * * * * * 
45 * * * * * * * * * * 
42 * * * * * * * * * * 
39 * * * * * * * * * * 
36 * * * * * * * * * * • 
33 * * * * * * * * * * * 
30 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
27 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
24 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
21 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
18 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
15 * * * * * * • * • * • * * • * 
12 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 9 • • • * * • • • • • * * • • • * 
6 • • * • * • * * • • • • * • • • 
3 • • * • • * • * • • • • * • • • * • 
l~H~VAL 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 lb 17 18 19 20 
TOTAL 69369344.00 AVERAGt 69369.313 STANDARU DEVIATION= 3079J.ti79 MINIMUM =-27435.438 MAXIHuM =130136.313 
NET CASH FLU~ EQUIP, ROI APPROACH 
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810 ITEN PARAMETERS 
******************************** 
HOURLY DIRECT LABOR COST=$ 
HOURLY EQUIP OPERATING COST 
UNIT PRICE, DIRECT MATERIAL 
OTHER DIRECT ESPENSES = $ 
$ 
$ 
LABOR TAXES, i OF DIRECT LABOR= 
OTHER, i OF TOTAL COST, ADDON = 
LABOR INCREASE, OVER EQUIP HOURS= 
LEAST LlK ELY PRODUCT ION RATE = 
MOST LIKELY PRODUCTION RATE= 
OPTOMISTIC PRODUCTION RATE 
LEAST LIKELY PROD IIIEEK = 
MOST LIKELY PROO WEEK = 
OPTOMISTIC PROO IIIEEK = 
LEAST LIKELY PROD YEAR 
MOST LIKELY PROO YEAR = 
OPTOMISTIC PROO VEAR 
JOb OVERHEAD LABOR 
JOB OVER HEAD OTHER 
TIME INTERVAL, IF KNOWN= 
RISK FACTOR ANALYSIS 
******************* 
CASH CO!:iT/HR = 
UNIT COST PENALTY 
GMR TOTAL = 
i08.09 
O o 14 
14020. 89 
70.00 (NO FICA, WC, Ok FRINGES! 
90.00 AVG OVER LIFE OF EQUIP-Fl£L 1 OIL, GREASE, TIRES, MAINT, 
ETC, OPERATING COSTS ONLY 
3.710 PER TUN 
8000. 00 MOBI LIZA TIO!'<, S{GNS, ETC 





















360.00 PER WEEK 
200.00 PER WEEK 
O WEEKS, 1F DIFFERENT FROM PRODUCTION PERIOD 
ESTIMATE NU: 0 
.... 
PROJECT NAME: lOOOOL~ ASPHALT PLANT 
lETTING DATE: 5- 1-1972 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PROJECT ESTIMATE PARAMETERS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ESTIMATED GENERAL OVERHEAD COSTS TO BE RECOVERED FROM THIS YEAR'S OPERATIONS 
ESTIMATED COST UF MATERIALS OVERHEAD=$ 
ESTIMATED COST OF LABOR OVERHEAD= $ 
ESTIMATED COST OF EQUIPMENT OVERHEAD=$ 
ESTIMATED OTHER OVERHEAD EXPENSES=$ 
TOTAL EST OVERHEAD ALLOCATION, THIS YEAR 
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE RETURN ON INVESTMENT 






S 20 S PER YEAR BEFORE INCOME TAX 
ESTIMATED VALUE, AT BEGINNING OF YEAR, ALL COMPANY'S PRODUCTIVE EQUIPMENT= $ 
ESTIMATED VALUE, AT BEGINNING OF YEAR, EQUIPMENT SPREAD RflolUIRED FOR THIS BIO ITEM•$ 
ESTIMATED VALUE OF THIS EQUIPMENT SPREAD WHEN NEW =S 





THEREFORE, THE MINIMUM CAPITAL RECOVERY PER OPERATING HOUR a $ 75.00 
ESTIMATE NO: 0 
CODE 
1CC 
ITEM CJST c5TIMATES 
******************************** 
EXPECTED COSTS BAScD UPON THE 'MOST LIKELY' RATES Of PRODUCTION 
*********************************************************************** 
ITEM UNIT UNIT PRICE NO. Uf UNITS 
TVPE C ASPHALT TON 
DIRECT MATERIAL TON 3. 710 100000 
DIRECT LABOR HR 70.00 447 
EQUIPMENT OP a AT ION HR 90.00 400 
JOB OVERHEAD LABOR JOB I $ 360.00 x 10 WEEKS)= 
OTHER JOB OVERHEAD JOB I $ 200.00 x 10 WEEKSI = 
SUBCONTRACT JOB o.o 
OTHER DIRECT LS 
PAYROLL TAXES, ETC JOB I 15 % X $ 39335 .oo 
INS, BONDS, AGC, ETC % I 5 % X IS 555598.94 - 26564.021= 
TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 
EQUIPMENT RENT AL, I DEPR I HR I 400 HRS X $ 75.00/HRI = 
TOTAL DIRECT COST 
GEN OH ALLOCATION JOB I 19 % X 50 , = 9 IX$ 208000.00)= 
TOTAL COST INCLUDING OVERHEAD ALLOCATION 
JOB 
TOTAL SUMMARY UNIT COST 
370999.BB 3. 7100 
35735. 00 0 .35 73 
36000.00 0.3600 
3000. 00 0.0360 






------------488799. 06 4.8880 
30000.00 0 .3000 
----------- 518799.06 5.1880 
20 799. 99 0.2000 
539599 .oo 5.3960 
15999. 98 0.1600 PROFIT = $ 
BID= ---~----------------------------555598.94 5.5560 
THE OVERHEAD ALLOCATION IS: THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT PROFIT IS: 
4.3 % OF DIRECT CASH COST 3.3 % Of DIRECT CASH COST 
4.0 % Of TOTAL DIRECT COST AND DEPR j. l % Of TOTAL DIRECT COST AND DEPR 
3. 9 % Uf TOTAL COST AND OH ::>.O :&; Of lOTAL COST ANu UH 
3 • 7 :C Of AMOUNT BID 2.9 % Of AMOUNT BID 
ESTIMATE NU: 
AN 1NTER~AL RATE Of RETURN Of 10.8750 i APPLIES TO THE FOLLUWlNG CASH FLOWS: 
HONTH NCF ill SC FAC f DISC. NCF ROl CUH ROl CAP REC CUH CR CUM NCf UNREC INV 
0 -750000.00 1.000000 -750000.00 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o ?S0000.00 
l 16471. 71 0.991020 16323.84 1, 790 .a1 0796.87 %74.90 9674. 90 16471. 11 740325. 06 
2 16471. 71 0.982120 16177.25 6709.19 13506.05 9762.58 19437.48 32943.53 730562.50 
3 16471. 77 0.973301 11>031.98 6620 • 71 20126. 77 9851. 05 29l88.53 49415.30 720711.44 
4 16471. 77 o.964560 1~888.00 6531.44 20658.21 99.-.0.33 392<.8.86 65887.06 710771.13 
5 lb471. 71 0.955898 15745.::12 6441.36 33099.56 10030.41 49259.27 82358.81 700740.69 
6 16471. 77 0.9"731" 15603.93 6350.45 39450.02 10121.31 59380.58 98830. 56 690619.38 
7 164 71. 71 o. 93 8608 154b 3. 82 o25d. n 45708.75 10213.04 69593 .So 115302. 31 680400.44 
8 16471.77 0.93031b 15324.94 6166.18 51874.92 10305. !>9 79899.13 131774.06 670100.88 
9 16471. 77 0.922021 15187.32 6072 .78 57947.70 10398.98 90298. 06 148245.81 659701.94 
10 16471. 77 0.913742 15050.93 5978.54 63926.25 10493.22 100791.25 164717.56 6<t9208.75 
l.l l6<t71.77 0.905B7 14915.79 5883.45 09809.69 10588.32 111379.So 181189.31 o3Bo20.,.4 
12 16471. 71 o. 897404 14781.82 5787 .49 75597.13 10684.27 122003.IH 197661.06 627936.19 
13 16471.77 0.889345 l<t6<t9.08 5690.66 81287.75 10781.10 1328<t4.88 214132.81 617155.13 
14 16471. 77 0.881358 14517 .53 5592.96 86880.69 10878.80 143723.63 230604. 56 606276.38 
15 16471. 71 0.873445 14387. 18 5494.37 92375.00 10977.39 154701.00 247076.31 595299.00 
16 16<t71.77 0.865600 l<t257.llb 53;,.. 89 97769. 88 11076.88 165777. 88 263548.06 58<t222 .13 
17 16471. 77 0.857827 l<t129.92 5294.51 l 03064 .38 11177.26 176955. 13 280019. 81 573044.88 
18 16471.77 o.850123 14003.03 5ts3.21 108257.56 11278.55 188233.63 296491.56 561766.38 
19 16471.77 0.842490 13877.29 5091.00 113348. 56 11380. 77 199614.38 312963.31 550385 .63 
20 16471. 71 o.834924 13752.67 4987.86 118336.38 11483.90 211098.25 329435.06 538901.75 
21 16471.77 0.1127426 13629.16 <t883.79 123220.13 11587.98 222686.19 345906.81 527313.81 
22 16471.77 0.1119996 13506.77 4778.77 127998.88 11692.99 2343 79.13 3&2378.56 515620.88 
23 16471. 77 o. 812632 13385.48 467..!.81 132671.63 11798 .9b 246178.0b 378850.31 503821.94 
24 16471.77 0.805334 13265.28 4565.88 137237. 50 11905.89 258083.94 395322.06 491916.0b 
25 16471. 77 o. 79810.1. 131't6. l5 4457.98 141695 .44 12013.78 270097.69 411793. 81 479902.31 
26 16471.77 0.190935 13028.10 4349.11 146044.50 12122.66 282U0.31 428265.56 467779.69 
27 16471.77 o.783833 12911.11 4239.25 150283.69 12232.52 294452. 81 444737.31 455547.19 
28 16471. 77 o. 776793 12795.15 4128.-39 154412 .06 12343.38 306796.19 461209.06 443203.81 
29 16471.77 o. 769817 12680.25 4016.53 158428.56 12455.23 319251.38 477680.81 430748.63 
30 16471. 77 o.762904 12566.38 3903.66 162332.19 12568.11 331819. 't4 49<tl52. 56 418180.56 
31 16471. 77 o. 756055 12453.55 3789. 76 166121.94 12682.01 344501.44 510624.31 405498.56 
32 16471.77 o.749264 123"1.70 367't.83 169796. 75 12796.94 :>57298.31:l 527096.06 392701.63 
33 16471. 77 0.142535 12230.87 3558.85 173355.56 12912.91 370211. 25 543567. 81 379788.75 
34 16471. 77 o. 735867 12121.03 3441.83 176797.38 13029 .93 383241.13 560039.56 366758.88 
35 16471.77 0.129259 12012.19 3323.75 180121.06 13148.02 3963 89.13 576511.31 353610.88 
36 16471. 77 o. 722710 11904.31 3204.60 183325 .63 13267 ol 7 409656.25 592983. Ob 3403-.3. 75 
37 16471.77 0.116220 11797. 40 308't.3b 186409. 9't 13387 • .-.o 423043.63 609454.81 326956.38 
38 16471. 77 0.709788 11691,46 2963.04 189372.94 13508.72 4Jb552.31 625926.56 313447.69 
39 16471. 77 0.103415 11586.49 2840.62 192213.50 13631.15 450183.44 642398.31 299816. 56 
40 16471.77 0.697097 11482.42 2717.08 194930. 56 13754.08 463938.06 658870.06 2116061.94 
"1 16471. 77 o.690838 11379.31 2592.43 197522.94 138711.33 477817. 38 675341. 81 272182.63 
42 16471. 77 0.684634 11277.12 2466.1>5 199989.56 14005 .11 491822.44 691813. 56 258177.56 
43 16471.77 0.678486 11175.86 2339. 73 202329. 25 14132.03 505954.44 708285.31 244045 .56 
44 16471. 77 0.672392 11075.49 2211.66 204540.88 14260.10 520214.50 724757. 06 22978!,.50 
45 16471.77 o.1»66354 10976.03 2082.43 206623.,5 14389.34 534bOJ.81 7412211.81 215396.19 
46 16471.77 0.660370 10877.46 1952.03 208575.25 14519.74 549123. 50 757700.56 200876.50 
47 16471. 77 0.654441 10779. 79 1820.44 210395.69 14651.32 563774.81 77<tl72. 31 186225,19 
48 16471.77 0.648563 10682.98 1687. 66 212083.31 14784.10 578558.88 790644.06 171441.13 
49 16471. 71 0.642739 10587.04 1553.68 213636. 94 l<t918.08 593476. 94 807115. 81 156523.06 
50 16471. 77 o.636967 10491. 96 1418.49 215055 .38 15053.27 608530.19 823587.56 141469.81 
51 16471.77 0 .631247 10397.75 1282.07 216337. 44 15189.70 623719.811 ll<t0059.3l 126280.13 
52 16471. 77 o.625579 10304.38 114'<.41 21748!,81 15327.35 639047.19 856531. 06 11095.1..81 
53 16471. 77 o.619960 10211. 84 1005.51 218487.~l 15,.66 .25 b5<t513.44 873002.81 9548bo:>6 
54 16471.77 0 .61'<393 10120.14 865.35 2193!>2.63 15606.42 670119. 81 118947-..Sb 79880.19 
55 16411. 77 0.6011876 10029.26 723.91 22P076 .so 15747.85 685867.63 9059<t6.3l 64132. 311 
56 16471.77 0.603408 9939.20 581.20 2Z0657.69 15890.57 701758.19 9Z2418.06 4821tl.111 
57 lb471. 77 o.597989 9849.94 437 .19 221094.88 16034.57 717792. 75 938889. 81 32207.25 
58 16471. 77 0.5<;21>19 9761. 48 291.88 221386.75 lbl79 .89 733972.63 \155361.56 16027.38 
59 16471.77 0 .587298 9673.83 145. 25 221531.94 lb32o.52 750299.13 971833.31 -299 .13 
ITcK CG~T c~T!MAlc oA~lS 
******************************** 
CALCULATION OF PROOUCT!ON TIME IS .BASEC UPON A PRODUCTWN 
RATE OF 250 TON PER HOUR 50 HOURS PER WEEK, = 1..1500 TON PER WEEK, 
THE TOTAL 100000 TON 01 VIDEO BY 12500 TON PER wEEK = 8 WEEKS PRODUCT ION TIME, 
THl S lTEH SHOULD START MONTH o ANC END, MONTH 8 , 
........................................................................................................ 
CALCULATION OF THE GENERAL OVERHEAD ALLOCATION TO THI'S Bl D ITEM 
IS BASED UPON ITS RE~UIRING 8 wEEKS PRODUCTION TIME OUT Of A TOTAL Of 40 WEEKS PRODUCTION 
TIME FCR THE YEAR, OR, 19 I Of A PRODUCTION YEAR, FURTHERMORE, S 400000,00 Of THE COMPANY'S 
TOT AL S 800000,00 PRODUCTIVE EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT, OR 50 :C WILL BE USED ON THIS 810 HEH, 
THEREFORE, 50 :S Of THE COMPANY'S CURRENT EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT Will BE USED DN THIS BID 
ITEM 19 :C Of A YEAR, 50 :C X 19 :C = 9 :C CF THE GENERAL OVERHEAD SHOULD BE ALLOCATED TO THIS ITEM, 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PROFIT = 20 :C X $ 
OR OWNERSHIP COST 
400000,00 = $ 79999,94 I YEAR X 19 :C.Jf YEAR=$ 15999,98 
S 79999,94 /2000 HRS/YR= S 40,00 /HR X 400 HOU RS = S 15999 ,98 
EST! HATE: NO: 
IIEGINNING BALANCE SHEET 
******************************** 
WORKING CAPITAL, CASH 
GROSS EQUIP, THIS BIO ITEM 
CAPITAL RECOVERED, lACCUM DEPRECI 
NET EQUIP, THIS BID ITEM 
OTHER CO. EQUIP (AT PRESENT VALUE! 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAVAIILE, RESEl<VE 
NET ~ORTH 









DIRECT CASH OUTLAYS 
SUIICUNTRACT 
OTHER 
TOTAL OIREC T CASH COST 


















APPLIED PERIOD COST (INDIRECT MTL, LAB, EQUIP) 
CAPITAL RECOVERED IOEPRECIATIONI 
NET PROFIT 
ENDING BALANCE SHEET 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CASH (WORKING CAPITAL+ CASH INCOME! 
GROSS EQUIPMENT. 
CAPITAL RECOVERED IACCUM OEPRECI 
NET EQUIPMENT 
OTHER CO. EQUIP 
TOTAL EQUIP 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAYAl'ILE RESERVE IAT 50:C Of Nl:T INCUHEI 
NET WORTH 
TOT AL L JABIL IT IES ANO NET WORTH 





















IHM cusr t:~TIMATb 
******************************** 
EXPECTED CCSTS BASED UPON THE 'HOST LIKELY' RATES Uf PRODUCTION 
*********************************************************************** 
ITEM UNIT UNIT PRIG~ NU. Of UNITS 
TYPE C ASPHALT TON 
DIRECT MATERIAL TON 3. 710 lOOOOO 
DIRECT LABOR HR 10.00 447 
EQUIPMENT OPE\ATIOl'I HR 90.00 400 
JOB OVERHEAD LABOR JOB I $ ,H,o.oo x 10 WEEKS I = 
OTHER JOB OVERHEAD JOB I $ 200.00 x 10 WEEKSI = 
SUBCONTRACT JOB o.o 
OTHER DIRECT LS 
PAYROLL TAXES, ETC JOB I 15 i X $ 39335. 00 
INS, BONDS, AGC, ETC i I 5 ; X IS 557844.56 - 365b4.021= 
TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 













---------TOTAL OIREC T COST 518799. 06 
GEN OH ALLOCATION JOB I 19 i X 50 :C = 9; X $ 208000.00): 20799.99 
TOTAL COST INCLUDING OVERHEAD ALLOCATION 539599.00 
. RETURN ON INVESTMENT, PROFIT JOB 18245.59 
----------------· TOTAL FULL COST, HIN BID REQ'D FOR A 20; RET 01'1 INV 557844.5b 
THE OVERHEAD ALLOCATION IS: THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT PROFIT IS: 
4.3 i Of DIRECT CASH COST J. 7 :C Of DIRECT CASH COST 
4o0 :C OF TOTAL DIRECT COST ANLl DEPR 3.5.; OF TOTAL DIRECT COST ANO DEPR 
3.9 :I: Uf TOTAL C05T Al'iD OH 3.<, :t Uf TOTAL COH AND OH 
3.7 :C OF AMOUNT olO 3.3; Of AMOUNT BID 


















IT cM cu.sr E:. T IMA TE dAS IS 
******************************** 
CALCULATION OF PROOUCT[UN TIME IS BASED UPON A PRODUCTION 
RATE OF 250 TON PER HOUR 50 HOURS PER 1111:EK, = 12500 TUN PER WEEK. 
THE TOTAL 100000 TON DIVIDED BY 12500 TON PER WEEK = 8 WEEKS PRODUCTION TIME. 
THIS ITEM SHOULJ START MONTH 6 AND ENO, MONTH 8 • 
........................................................................................................ 
CALCULATION OF THE GENERAL OVERHEAD ALLOCATION TO :rHIS 810 HEH 
IS BASED UPON ITS REQUIRING 8 WEEKS PRODUCTION TIME OUT OF A TOTAL OF 40 WEEKS PRODUCTION 
TIME FOR THE YEAR, OR, 19 I OF A PRODUCTION YEAR. FURTHERMORE, S 400000.00 UF THE COMPANY'S 
TOTAL $ 800000.00 PRODUCTIVE EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT, OR 50 I WILL BE USED ON THIS BIO ITEM. 
THEREFPRE, 50 I OF THE COMPANY'S CURRENT EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT Will BE USED ON THIS BID 
ITE~ 19 I OF A YEAR. 50 1·x 19 I= 9 I OF THE GENERAL OVERHEAD SHOULD BE ALLOCATED. TO THIS ITEM, 
........................................................................................................ 
ESTIMATED WORKING.CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS ARE FOUR WEEKS PAYROLL PLUS 101 OF ONE MONTH'S 
DIRECT MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT OPERATING COSTS, A TOTAL, S 56139.97 FOR THIS ITEM 
THE MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE RETURN ON INVESTMENT, OR PROFIT, FOR THIS ITEM IS THE 20 I ANNUAL 
RETURN REQUIRED TIMES THE SUH OF THE S 56139.97 WORKING CAPITAL AND THE S 400000.00 
CURRENT EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT TIMES 19 I OF A PROD YEAR= THE REQUIRED PROFIT, $ 18245.59 • 
........................................................................................................ 




AN INTERIIIAL RA TE OF RETURN OF 13.1250 * APPLIES TO THE FOLLOW ING CASH FLOWS: 
MONTH NCF DISC FACT DI SC NCF ROI CUM ROI CAP Rl:C CUM CK CUM NCF UNREC. INV 
0 -750000,00 1,000000 -750000,00 0,0 o.o 0,0 0,0 0,0 750000,00 
l 17335.48 0, 989162 17147,93 8203 ,12 8203,12 9132,36 9132.36 17335,48 7408b7,b3 
2 17335,48 0,978481 16902,43 8103,23 lb306,35 9232 ,24 18364,60 34670 ,95 731635.38 
3 17335,48 0,%7895 16778 ,92 8002,25 24308,61 9333,22 27697.82 52006.43 722302,13 
4 17335,48 0,957424 16597.41 7900.17 32208,78 9435,30 37133,13 69341. 88 712866, 81 
5 17335.48 0.947067 16417,86 7796, 97 40005, 75 9538,50 46671,63 86677,31 703328.31 
6 11335,48 0,936822 16240,25 7692 ,65 47698,40 9642.83 56314.46 104012. 75 693685.50 
7 17335 .48 0,926687 16064. 56 7587,18 55285.58 9748.30 66062,75 121348.19 683937.25 
8 11335.48 0.916662 15890.17 7480.56 62766.14 9854.92 7591 7, 63 1311683.63 674082.38 
9 17335. 48 0.906746 15718.86 7372.77 70138.88 9962, 71 85880.31 156019,06 664119.69 
10 17335,48 0.896936 15548,82 7263, 80 77402, 63 10071,68 95951,94 173354,50 654048.06 
11 17335,48 0,887233 15380,60 7153,64 84556. 2 5 10181,83 106133,75 190689,94 643806,25 
12 17335,48 o. 877635 15214,21 7042,28 91598,50 10293,20 110426,94 208025,38 633573. 06 
13 17335,48 0,868141 15049, 63 6929. 70 98528, l 9 10405, 78 126832,69 225360,81 623167.31 
14 17335.48 0,858749 14886,82 6815,89 105344,06 10519,59 137352, 25 242696, 25 612647.7!> 
15 17335,48 o. 849459 14725, 78 6700, 83 112044.88 10634.65 147980,88 260031,69 602013,13 
16 l 7335 .48 0 .840270 14566,47 6584,51 118629, 3 8 10750,96 158737, 81 277367.13 591262,19 
17 17335,48 o. 831180 14408,90 6466,93 125096.25 10868,55 169600,31 294702,56 580393, 69 
18 17335,48 0,822188 14253,02 6348,05 131444, 25 10987,43 180593,69 312038,00 569406,31 
19 17335,48 0,813293 14098.83 6227,88 137672, 13 11107.60 191701,25 329373,44 558298,75 
20 17335,48 o. 804495 13946,31 6106,39 143778 ,50 11229 ,09 202930 ,31 346708.88 547069, 69 
21 17335,48 o.795792 13795,44 5983,57 149762. 06 U351,9l 214282,19 364044,31 535717.81 
22 17335,48 o. 787183 13646.20 5859.41 155621,44 11476,07 2257 58, 25 3813 79. 75 524241. 75 
23 17335.48 o. 778667 13498.57 5733,89 161355 ,31 11601.59 237359,81 398715, 19 512640.19 
24 17335 ,48 0 ,7702"4 13352,54 5607,00 166962,25 11728,48 249088,25 416050,63 500911, 75 
25 l 7335,48 0, 761911 13208,09 5478,72 172440,94' 11856, 76 260945,00 433386. 06 489055. 00 
26 17335,48 0, 753668 13065, 20 5349, 04 177789,94 11986,44 27.2931,44 450721.50 477068,56 
27 17335,48 0.745515 12923,86 5217,93 183007, 8·1 12117, 54 285048, 94 468056,94 464951.06 
28 17335,48 0, 73 7450 12784,05 5085,40 188093,19 12250,08 297Z99,00 485392, 38 452701.00 
29 17335,48 0, 7 29473 12645, 75 4951, 41 193044,56 12384,06 309683,06 502727,81 440316,94 
30 l 7335,48 o. 721581 12508 .95 4815,91, 197860,50 12519,52 322202, 56 520063, 25 427797.44 
31 17335,48 o. 713775 12373, 63 4679,03 202539,50 121>56 .45 334859.00 537398.69 415141.00 
32 17335 ,48 0.70605, 12239, 77 4540.60 207080,06 12794,88 347653,88 554734,13 40234b ,13 
33 17335,48 0.,698415 12107.36 4400,66 211480 ,69 12934,82 360588.69 572069, 56 389411,31 
34 17335 ,48 0,690860 11976, 38 4259, 18 215739,81 13076,29 37 3664,94 589405,00 376335.06 
35 17335 ,48 0 ,68'386 11846,81 4116, 16 219855. 94 13219,32 386884,25 606740,44 363115,75 
31: 17335,48 o. 6 75993 11718,66 3971,58 223827,50 13363,90 400248.13 624075, 88 349751. 88 
37 17335,48 0,668680 11591, 89 3825,41 22765.:!,88 13510,07 413758.19 641411,31 336241.81 
38 l 7335,48 0,661446 11466 ,48 3677 .64 231330,50 1365 7, 83 427416,00 658746,75 3225b4,00 
39 17335. 48 0,654291 11342,44 3528,26 234858,75 13807 ,21 441223,19 676082,19 30877b, 81 
40 17335,48 0,647212 11219, 73 3377, 24 238235, 94 13958,23 455181,38 69341 i,63 29481,8 ,63 
"1 17335,48 0,640211 11098,36 3224,58 241460,50 14110 ,90 469292,25 710753, 06 280707,75 
't2 17335,48 0,633285 10978,29 3070,24 244530,69 14265,23 483557.44 728088.50 266442,56 
43 17335.48 0,626434 10859,52 2914,21 247444, 88 14421,26 497978,69 745423,94 252021.31 
44 17335,48 0,619657 10742,05 2 756 ,48 250201.31 14578,99 512557.63 762759,38 237442, 38 
45 17335,48 0.612954 10625, 85 2597,02 252798,31 14738,45 527296,06 780094,81 222703,94 
46 17335,48 0,606323 10510 ,89 2435 ,82 255234, 13 14899.65 542195, 69 797430.25 207804,31 
47 17335,48 0,599764 l 0397, l 9 U.72, 86 257506,94 15062 ,62 5:>7258 ,25 814765,69 192741~ 75 
48 17335,48 0,593276 10284. 71 2108, ll 259615,00 15227,36 572485,56 832101,13 177514.44 
49 17335,48 0,586858 10173,45 1941,56 261556,56 15393,91 5871179,44 849436, 56 162120,56 
50 17335,48 0,580509 1001>3,39 1773,19 263329,75 15562,28 603441,69 866772.00 146558,31 
51 17335.48 0 ,574229 9954,52 1602.98 264932. 69 15732, 50 6191 74, 13 884107,44 130825 ,88 
52 l 7335.48 0,568017 9846,84 1430,91 266363,56 15904,57 6350H,o9 901442,88 1149.al, 31 
53 17335 ,48 0,561872 9740, :.2 1256,95 267620,50 16078.52 651157,19 91877 8, 31 98842,81 
54 17335,48 0.555793 9634,94 1081,09 268701,56 16254,38 b674ll. 5b 93bil3,75 82588.44 
55 17335,48 o. 549781 9530, 71 903,31 269604.81 16-.32 ,lb b83843,69 953449,19 6615b. 31 
56 17335.48 0 .543833 9427,61 723, 58 270328, 3 8 16611,89 700455.Sb 970784,62 49544,44 
57 l 7335,48 0,537950 9325.62 541,89 270870,25 16793.58 717249, 13 988120. 06 32750,88 
58 17335,48 0.532130 9224.73 358,21 271228,44 16977 .26 734226,38 1005455.50 15773.63 r-
59 17335 ,48 0 .526373 9124,93 lll.52 271400. 9,. 171<>2,95 751389, 31 1022790,94 -1389 ,31 r< .. · 
--~ 
BEGINNING ~ALANCE ~H~ET 
******************************** 
WORKING CAPITAL, CASH 
GROSS EQUIP, THIS BIO ITEM 
CAPITAL RE(;OVERED, IACCUM UEPRECI 
NET EQUIP, THIS Bil} ITEM 
CTHER CO, EQUIP IAT PRESENT VALUEI 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAYAllLE, RESERVE 
NET WORTH 






OIRECT CASH OUTLAYS 
LABOR 45.235. 25 
MATERIALS 370999.88 
EQUIPMEM 36000. 00 
SUBWNTr<ACT c;.o 
OTHER 4o~b4.02 
TUTAL DlRtLT CA~H GUST 
GROSS MARGIN, CASH CONTRIBUTION 










41i8 799 .Ob 
-
69045.50 'r\) 
APPLIED PERIOD COST (INDIRECT MTL, LAB, EQUIP) 
CAPITAL RECOVERED IDEPRECIAT ION) 
NET PROF IT 
ENDING BALANCE SHEET 
******************************** 
CASH IWORl<.JNG CAP IT AL + CASH INCOME I 
GROSS EQUIPMENT 
CAPITAL RECOVERED IACCUM OEPRECl 
NET EQUIPMENT 
OTHER CO. EQUIP 
TOTAL EQUIP 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAYABLE RESERVE IAT 50:t: OF NET INCOME) 
NET WORTH 


















ESTIMATE FROM SIMULATIONS 
******************************** 
EXPECTED COSTS BASED UPON THE GENERATED PROO RATE ANO COST DISTRIBUTIONS 
****************~************************•**************************************************** 
*****NOTE***** TOTALS ANO SUMMARYS ARE DERIVED fROM DISTRIBUTION MEANS AND NUT BY ADDITION 
CODE ITEM UNIT UNIT PRICE NO. OF UNI TS TOTAL SUMMARY 
7CC TYPE C ASPHALT TON 
DIRECT MAT ER lAL TON 3. 710 100000 370999.88 
DIRECT LABOR HR 70.00 446 35446.94 
EllU I PM ENT OPERATION HR 90.00 398 35820.00 
JOB OVERHEAD LABOR JOB 
' $ 360.00 x 10 WEEKS) = 3600.00 
OTHER JOB OVERHEAD JOB I $ 200.00 x 10 WEEKS) = 2000.00 
SUBCONTRACT JOB o.o o.o 
• GTHER DIRECT LS 8000.00 
PAYROLL TAXES, ETC JOB I 15 % X $ 3904b.94 5857.04 
INS, BONDS, AGC, ETC :c I 5 % X 1$ 55 72 70. 31 - 26613.131= 26bl3o l3 
TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 488795.63 
GEN OH ALLOCATION JOB I 20 % x 50 % = 10 :C X $ 208000.001= 21681.97 
------TOTAL COST INCLUDING OVERHEAD ALLOCATION 510477. 5<'> 
CAPITAL RECOVERY I. RETURN JOB 46792.76 
----
----------TOTAL BID REQUIRED 557270.31 
THE OVERHEAD ALLOCATION IS: THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT PROFIT IS: 
4.4 % OF DIRECT CASH COST 9.6 :C OF DIRECT CASH COST 
4o2 :C Of TOTAL DIRECT COST AND DEPR 9o0 :C OF TOTAL DIRECT COST AHO OEPR 
4.0 :C OF TOTAL COST ANO OH 9 • .: :C OF TOTAL COST AND OH 
3.9 :C OF AMOUNT BID 804 :C OF AMOUNT ijlU 
ESTIMATE Nu: 3 















ITEM COST ESTIMATE liAS!S 
******************************** 
***** THE FOLLOWING IS BASEC UPON A RUN OF 1000 SIMULATIONS ***** 
************************************************************* 
CALCULATION OF PROOtx;TION TIME lS BASED UPCN A PRODUCTION 
RATE OF 251 TON PER HOUR 49 HOURS PER WEEK, = 12299 TON PER WE EK • 
THE TOTAL 100000 TON O IV IDEO BY 12299 TON PER WEEK = 8 WEEKS PRODUCTION TIME. 
THIS ITEM SHOULD START MONTH b AND END, MONTH 8 • 
**************************************************************************************************~***** 
CALCULATION OF THE GENERAL OVERHEAD ALLOCATION TO THIS BIO ITEM 
IS BASED UPON ITS REQUIRING 8 WEEKS PRODUCTION TIME OUT Of A TOTAL OF 39 WEEKS PRODUCTION 
TIME FOR THE YEAR, OR, 20 '.I; OF A PROOUCT ION YEAR. FURTHERMORE, $ 400000.00 OF THE COMPANY'S 
TGT Al $ aooooo.oo PRODUCTIVE EQUIPMENT INVl;STMENT, DR 50 % Will liE USED ON THIS 610 ITEM. 
THEREFORE, 50 % OF THE CUMPANY'S CURRENT EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT WILL BE USED ON THIS BIO 
!TE~ 20 % OF A YEAR. 50 i X 20 % = 10 % OF 'THE GENERAL OVER HE Ail SHOULD BE ALLOCATED TO THIS IT EM. 
******************************************************************************************************** 
ESTIMATED WORKING CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS ARE FOUR WEEKS PAYROLL PLUS 10% OF ONE MONTH'S 
CIRECT MATERIAL ANO EQUIPMENT OPERATING COSTS, A TOTAL, $ 55841. 97 FOR THIS I TEii 
THE MINIMUM ACCEPTAliLE RETURN ON INVESTMENT, CR PROFIT, FOR THIS ITEM IS THE 20 % ANNUAL 
RETURN REQUIRED TIMES THE SUM OF THE$ 55841.97 WORKING CAPITAL ANO THE $ 400000.00 
CURRENT EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT TIMES 20 % OF A PROO YEAR= THE REQUIRED PROFIT, $ 4b792.7b. 
******************************************************************************************************** 
ESTIMATE NO: 3 
AN I~TERNAL RATE Of RETURN Of 14.1562 i APPLIES TO THE fULLDWING CASH FLOWS: 
MONTH NCf 01 SC FACT DI SC NCf ROI CUM ROI CAP REC CUM CR CUM NCf UNREC IN~ 
0 -750000.00 1.000000 -750000. 00 0,0 0,0 o.o 0,0 o.o 750000,00 
l 17547,29 0,988342 17342,71 8847,65 8847,65 8699,64 8699, 64 17547, 29 741300,31 
2 17547, 29 0, 976820 17140,54 8745,02 17592,67 8802,27 17501,91 35094, 58 732498,06 
3 17547 ,29 0.965432 16940, 71 8641,18 26233, 85 8906, ll 26408, 02 52641.87 723591.94 
4 17547,29 0,954177 16743,22 8536.ll 34769,96 9011, 18 35419,20 70189. 13 714580, 75 
5 17547,29 0,943054 16548,04 8429,81 43199, 77 9117,48 44536,67 87736,38 705463,31 
6 1754 7 ,29 0 ,9.l,2060 16355.13 8322.25 51522, 03 9225,04 53761. 71 105283.t.3 696238 .25 
7 17547.29 0.921193 16164.45 8213.43 59735 .45 9333.86 63095, 57 122830. 88 686904.38 
8 17547.29 0.910455 15976. 01 8103.32 1,7838. 75 9443.97 72539,50 140378.13 677460.50 
9 17547.29 0 .899840 15789. 76 7991,91 75830.63 9555.38 82094. 88 157925.38 667905.U 
10 1754 7. 29 0.889350 15605.68 7879.18 83709.75 9668.ll 91762.94 175472,63 658237. 06 
11 17547.29 0,878982 15423. 76 7765. 13 91474. 88 9782.16 101545,06 193019.88 .648454.94 
12 11547.29 0.868736 15243.95 7649 .13 99124.56 9897.55 111442. 56 210567.13 638557.44 
13 175it7 .29 0.858608 15066,24 7532. 91 106657.50 10014.32 121456.88 228114.38 628543.13 
14 17547.29 0.848599 14890.60 7414.84 114072. 31 10132.45 131589.31 245661.63 618410,69 
15 17547.29 0.838705 14717.00 7295 ,30 121367.56 10251,98 141841.25 263208. 88 608158. H 
16 17547.29 0,828928 14545.43 7174.36 128541.88 10372.93 152214,13 280756,13 597785,88 
17 17547 .29 0.819264 14375.86 7052.00 135593, 81 10495.29 162709,38 298303.38 587290.63 
18 1754 7. 29 o. 809713 14208.27 6928.19 142522,00 10619.10 173328.44 315850.63 576671. 56 
19 l751t7 .29 0,800273 1"042, 63 6802,91 149324. 88 l0741t.38 184072,81 333397,88 5659l7 .19 
20 17547,29 o.790944 13878,92 66 76, 16 156001,00 10871,13 194943,94 350945.13 555056,06 
21 17547,29 o. 781724 13717,13 654 7.92 162548,88 10999 ,37 20591t3,25 368492,38 544056, 75 
22 175"7 .29 0.772610 13557,21 6418,16 168967,00 l ll29,13 217072,38 386039,63 532927,63 
23 17547,29 0, 763603 13399.16 6286,88 175253.88 11260 ,41 228332,75 403586. 88 521667,25 
24 17547,29 0,75it70l 13242,96 6154, 04 181407,88 11393.25 2397 26,00 421134.13 510274.00 
25 17547,29 0,745903 13088,57 6019,63 187427,50 11527,66 2512 53. 63 438681,38 49874b,38 
26 17547,29 o. 737207 12935.98 5883,64 193311,13 11663,65 262917.25 456228. 63 487082.75 
27 17547,29 o. 728613 12785,18 5746,05 199057, 13 11801,24 274718.44 473775 .as 475281,56 
28 17547,29 0,720119 12636,13 5606.83 204663. 94 11940.46 286658. 88 491323, 13 463341.ll 
29 l 75't7.29 0, 711724 l2't88.82 5465,97 210129,88 1.2081.32 298740 ,19 508870,38 451259, 81 
30 17547,29 0. 703't27 123"3,23 5323,45 215453,31 12223,84 310964,00 521>417,63 439036.00 
31 17547.29 0,695226 12199,33 5179,25 220632,50 12368.0't 323332,00 543964,88 't26668,00 
32 1754 7.29 0,687121 12057. ll 5033,34 225665.81 12513,95 335845 ,94 561512,13 ltl4154.06 
33 17547,29 0,679111 ll9lb,55 4885. 72 230551,50 12661 ,H 34850 7. 50 579059.38 401492.50 
31t l 75't7,29 0,671194 11777,63 4736.35 235287,81 12810,94 361318,44 596606,63 388681,56 
35 17547 ,29 0.663369 11640, 32 4585,22 239873,00 12962,07 374280,50 614153,88 375719, 50 
36 1754 7,29 0.655631> 11504,63 4432.31 244305.25 13ll't, 98 387395,44 631701,13 362604,56 
37 17547.29 0,647993 11370,51 4271,59 248582.81 13269,70 400665,13 649248, 38 349334, 88 
38 l751t7,29 0 .61t0439 11237,96 4121, 05 252703, 81 13426,23 414091,31 66b795,63 335908,69 
39 17547;29 0,632972 11106 ,94 3962,67 256666.44 13584.62 427675. 88 68431t2, 88 322324,13 
40 17547.29 0,625593 10977,46 3802,41 260468,81 137't4 ,87 it4l420,69 701890, 13 308579,31 
41 1754 7 ,29 0,618300 10849,48 3640.27 261tl09,06 13907,02 455327,69 719437,38 294672,31 
42 17547,29 0,611092 10723.00 3476,21 267585,25 14071,08 469398, 75' 73b984. 63 280601,25 
43 17547,29 0.603968 10597,99 3310,22 270895 ,44 14237,07 483635,81 754531,88 266364.19 
44 17547,29 0 ,596927 10474,45 3142,26 274037.69 14405,02 498040, 81 772079,13 251959,19 
45 17547,29 0.589968 10352,34 2972 ,33 277010 .oo 14574,96 512615,75 789626,38 237384,25 
46 17547,29 0,583090 10231.65 2800,39 279810, 38 14746,90 5Z7362 ,63 807173,63 222637.38 
47 17547,29 0,576292 10112,36 2626 ,lt2 282"36,75 14920.86 542283, 44 824720. 88 207716, 56 
48 l75it7,29 0, 569574 9994,48 2450,40 284887 ,13 15096.88 557380,31 842268,13 l92bl9.69 
49 l 75it7,29 0,562934 9877.96 2'!72.31 287159,38 1527",98 572655,25 859815,38 17734't,75 
50 17547,29 0,556371 9762,80 2092 ,ll 289251,41t 15455.18 588110. 38 877362, 63 161889,1>3 
51 17547,29 0,549885 9648.99 1909. 79 291161,19 15637 .50 603747,81 894909,88 146252.19 
52 1754 7 ,29 0,543475 9536.51 1725,32 29l88b.50 15821,97 619569, 75 91245 7 .13 130430 ,25 
53 17547,29 o. 537139 9425,33 1538,b7 294425 .13 l6008,b2 635578,H 930004,38 114421, 69 
54 17547,29 o. 530877 9315,45 1349, 82 z9;,114.94 16197,47 651775, 75 947551,63 98224,25 
55 17547,29 0,524688 9206,85 1158.74 296933,b3 16388,55 668164.25 9b5098.88 81835.75 
56 1754 7 ,29 0, 5U57l 9099, 52 965,41 297899,00 lb581,88 b84746.13 982b46.l3 b5253.88 
57 17547,29 0 ,51252b 8993.43 769,79 2986b8.75 16777,50 701523,56 1000193,38 48476,44 
58 17547,29 o. 50b551 8888,59 5 71,87 299240,51> 16975.42 718498,94 1017740, 63 31501,06 
59 17547 ,29 0,500645 8784,97 3 71.61 299612,13 17175.67 735674,56 1035287,88 14325,41t 
60 17547,29 0,494809 8b6l,5b lb9 .oo 299781.06 17378,29 753052,81 1052835,00 -305.1,81 
r.· 
'-J->-' 
BEGINNING ~ALANCE SHEET 
***************••··············· 
WORKING CAPlfAL, CASH 
GROSS EQUIP, THIS BID I TEH 
CAPITAL RECOVERED, IACCUM DEPRECI 
NET EQUIP, THIS BID ITEM 
OTHER CO. EQUIP IAT PRESENT VALUE! 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAYABLE, RESERVE 
NET WORTH 









EQUI PHE NT 
SU BCON fRACT 
OTHER 
TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 


















APPLIED PERIOD COST (INDIRECT HTL, LAB, EQUIP! 
CAPITAL RECOVERED IOEPREClATlONI 
NET PROFIT 
ENDING BALANCE SHEET 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CASH I WORKING CAPITAL + CASH I NCOMEI 
GROSS EQUIPMENT 
CAPITAL RECOVERED IACCUM OEPRECI 
NET EQUIPMENT 
OT HER CU • EQU IP 
TOTAL EQUIP 
TOT AL ASS ET S 
TAXES PAYABLE RESERVE IAT 501 OF NET INCOME! 
NET WORTH 



















THE FOLLOWING PROBABILITY STATEMENTS ARE BASED UPON THE RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION PROCESS. 
VARIABLE LOWEST PROBABLE PROBABLE AVERAGE HIGHEST PROB.ABLE PROBABILITY Of VALUE 
NAME VALUE VALUE VALUE GREATER THAN THt: AVERAGE 
••••••••••• • •••••••••••• • •••••••••••• ************ **************************** 
PRODUCTION RATE 201 TON/HR 251 TON/HR 301 TON/HR 52.D t 
HOURS PER WEEK 43 HOURS 49 HOURS 59 HOURS 61.0 :C 
WEEKS PER YEAR 35 WEEKS 39 WEEKS 43 WEEKS 65.0 :C 
CIRECT c;ASH COST $ 464753.38 $ 488795.63 s 512837.81 46.0 i 
TOTAL DIRECT COST $ 495558.44 $ 51!1896.13 $ 548715.','+ 46.0 :C 
TCT AL COST ANO OH $ 486304.31 $ 510379.00 $ 538858.31 45 .o :C 
TOTAL COST AND PROFIT $ 534719.75 $ 559489 .oo $ 588650.50 45. 0 l, 
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TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 
······································-··· 
NUMBER MINlMUII MEAN MAXIMUM STD DEVIATION PROB Of GREATER NO. 
't71108 o<ltlo '>88795ob3 518091. b9 12021010 





502430.56••······· 5oba4s .a1••••• 
5102blol3** 
51'> llb. 38* 


























NUMBER MINIMUM MEAN MAX lMUM STO DEVIATION PROB OF GREATER NO. 
531t719.75 559'>89.00 598247.b9 1<11580. 77 
534719075*************************************************************************************************** 




582 3b5 .bl***** 
587659.b3** 
592953. 63* 

























NUMBER MINIMUM MEAN MAXIMUM STD DEV lAT ION PROB OF GREATER NO. 
410.99 '>2826.57 b7b71. 88 12388.38 .. 4143. 99 ................................................................................................... . 
9437.98••················**·································································**············ 14731.96**•••••••••••••*******•················································••************************ 20025.95••···························································································· 25319.94****••································································**·················· 30613.93••················**······························································· 35907.92••••••••••**********•···················································· 41201.91••···················································•***** 46495.89•••····································· 51789088••••····················· 57083.87••·········· 
62317. Sb*** 
ESTIMATE NO: 3 
99.90 ; 
99.30 :c 
97.bO :c 94.'>0 :c 
90.30 ; 
63.30 :c 
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HISTOGRAM 
FREQUENCY O 10 19 2o 34 54 59 72 08 110 109 83 95 o4 52 49 53 32 10 l 
----~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EACh * EQUALS 3 POINTS 
1oe • • 
105 * * 
102 * * 
99 * * 
'ib * * 
93 * * * ~ • * • 
87 * * • 
e<t * • * 
Bl * * * * 
78 * * * * 
75 * * * * 
12 • * * * • 
o9 • • • • • 
00 * * * * * * 
o3 • • • • • * * 
oC * * * * * * * 
57 * * * * * * * * 
54 * * * * * * * * * 
51 * * * * * * * * * * * 
48 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
45 * * * * • * * * * * * * 
42 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
39 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
3o • • • • • • • • • • • • 
33 * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
30 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
27 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
24 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
21 * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
18 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
15 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
12 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
9 * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * • • * 
b • * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * • 





2 3 4 5 
251001,00 AVERAGE"' 
b 7 8 9 10 11 
251,oOl STANDARD DEVIATION= 
PRODUCTION RATE, UNITS/HOUR 
12 13 14 15 lo 17 18 19 20 
25,990 MINIMUM 188,000 MAXIMUM s 309,000 




FREQUENC V O 14 lo 34 43 54 75 o 7 78 93 110 92 89 5o 4o 55 38 20 15 5 






~ . . 
9C * * • 
87 * * * * 
~ . . . . 
81 * * * * 
18 * * * * * 
75 * * * * * * 
72 * * * * * \ 
o9 * • * * * * 
61, * • • * • • • 
63 * * * * * * * 
60 * * * * * * * 
51 * * * * * * * 
54 * * * * * * * * * * 
51 * * * * * * * * * * 
48 * * * * * * * * * * 
45 * * * * * * * * * * * 
42 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
3c; • • • * • • • • • • * • 
3o • • • • • • • • • * • • • 
33 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
30 * * * * * * * * * * * * * • 
27 * * * • * * * * * * • * • * 
24 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
21 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
18 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
15 • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
12 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 9 • • • • • • • • • • • * • * • * * • 
0 • • • • • • * • • • • • • * * • * * 





l 2 3 4 5 
49058.00 AVERAGE 
0 7 8 9 10 11 
49.o58 STANDARD DEVIATION~ 
PRODUCTION HOURS/ WEEK 
12 13 14 15 lo 17 18 19 20 
3.955 MINIMUM= 40.000 MAXIMUM s 59.000 
ESTIMATE NO: 3 
HISTOGRAM ;; 
FREQUENCY o 29 o 75 o 109 o 12a o 110 o 176 o 152 o 91 o 51 o 19 
-~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
EACh * EQUALS 4 POINTS 
116 * 
172 * 
168 * * 
lM * * 
160 * * 
156 • • 
152 * * * 
148 * * • 
144 * * * 
140 * * * 
136 * * • 
132 '* * * 
128 * • * • 
124 * • * * 
120 • * • * 
116 * * * * 
112 * * * * 
108 * * * * * 
104 * * * * * 
lCC * * * * * 
96 * * * * * 
92 * * * * * 
88 * * * * * * 
84 * * * * * * 
80 * * * * * * 
n • • • * * * 
72 * * * * * * * 
68 * * * * * * * 
64 * * * * * * * 
60 * * * * * * * ~ • * * * * * * 
52 * * * * * * * 
48 * * * * * * * * 
lt4 * * * * * * * * 
40 * * * * * * * * 
36 * * * * * * * * 
32 * * * * * * * * 
28 * * * * * * * * * 
24 * * * * * * * * * 
20 * * * * * * * * * 
16 * * * * * * * * * * 
12 * * * * * * * * * * 
8 * * * * * * * * * * 




2 3 4 5 
3 931>5, 00 AVERAGE 
6 7 8 9 10 
39,31>5 STANOARO DEVIATION 
PRODUCTION WEEKS/YEAR 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 111 19 20 
2,114 MINIMUM= 35,000 HAXIHUH = 44,000 
ESTIMATE NO: 3 
_, 
Hl STOGRAM 4 
FRHUENCY 0 23 b8 1b 70 107 lOb 111 102 83 b4 4b 48 3l 19 18 14 10 3 l 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EACI; * EQUALS 3 POINTS 
111 • 
108 • 
105 • • • 102 • • • • 
99 • • • • 
9b • • • • 
93 • • • • c;c • • • • 87 • • • • 
84 • • • • 
81 • • • • • 7S • • • • • 
75 • • • • • • 
72 • • • • • • 69 • • • • • • * 6b • • * • • * • • 63 • * • • * * • • • 6C • * • * • ·• • • • 57 
* * * * • • • • • 54 
* * • * • • * • • 51 • • • • * * • • • 48 • • • • • • * • • * 45 
* * • 
.. 
• • • * • • • lt2 • • * • * • • * • • • 39 • • • • * • • • • • • 36 • • • • * • • • • • • 
~3 • • • • • • • * • • • 30 • • • • • • • * • • • • 27 • * * • • • • • • • • • 24 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
21 • * • • • • • • • • • * * 16 




2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 lb l7 16 19 20 
TOTAL= 468795&46,00 AVERAGE =486795,&25 STANOARD DEVIATION= 12029,0lb MINIMUM =471108,438 MAXIMUM s51809l,688 
TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 
ESTIMATE NO: 3 
HISTOGRAM ~ 
FREQUENCY O 6 49 73 76 105 101 133 106 88 67 54 45 30 24 19 14 b 3 l 










105 • * * 
102 * * • 
99 * * * • 
S6 • * * * 
93 * ._ * * 
90 • ¥ * * 
87 * * * • * 
" • • • * • 
81 * * * * * 
78 * • * " * 
15 * * * • • * 
72 * * * * * • * 
69 * * * • • * * 
66 * * * • • • • * 
63 * • * * * * * * 
60 • • • * • • * • 
57 * * * * ,. * * * 51t • • • • • • * • • 
51 * * * * * * * * * 
'i& • • • • • • • • • * 
45 * * * * * * * * * * * 
42 * * * * * * * * * * * 
3'i * • • • * .. * * * • • 
36 * * * * * * * * * * * 
33 * * * * * * * * * * * 
30 * * * * • * * * * * * * 
27 * * * * "' * * * * * * * 
24 * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
21 * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
18 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
15 * * * * * * * * * * * * • * 
12 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 9 • • • • • • • • * * • * • • * 
6 • • * • • • • • • • • * • • • • • 
3 • • • * * • * • * • • * • • • * • * 
INTERVAL 
CLASS 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 lb 17 18 19 20 
TOTAL 559489024.00 AVERAGE =559489.000 STANDARD DEVIATION 14597.340 MlNIMU/'I =534719.750 MAXIMUM =5982470686 
TOTAL AMGUNT OF SIU 
EST !MATE NO: 3 
HISTOGRAM b 
fREQUEliCV O 4 b 14 19 24 30 45 54 67 88 106 133 101 105 76 73 49 5 










105 • * * 
102 * • * 
99 * * * * 
96 * * * * 
93 * * * * 
90 * * * * 
87 * * * * * 
84 * * * * * 
81 * * * * * 
78 * * * * * 
75 * * * * * * 
72 * * * * * * * ~ * • * • * • • 
66 * * * * * * * * 
63 * * * * * * * * 
60 * * * * * * * * 
57 * * * * * * * * 
54 * * * * * * * * * 
51 * * * * * * * * * 
48 * * * * * * * * * * 
45 * * * * * * * * * * * 
42 * * * * * * * * * * * 
39 • * * * * * * * * * * 
36 * * * * * * * * * * * 
33 * * * * * * * * * * * 
30 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
27 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
24 * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
21 * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
18 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
15 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
12 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
9 • • * * • * • * • • * * * * * 
6 ~ * * * • * * * * • * • • * • • 
3 • * * * • * * • * • * * • • * * * • 
INT ERV AL 
CLASS 
TOTAL 
2 3 4 
42 82 65 76. 00 AVERAGE 
5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
42826.574 STANDARD DEVIATION= 12394.609 MINIMUM 
NET CASH FLOW, EQUIP, EXPECTED VALUES 




ESTlMATE NO: 3 
HISTOGRAM 7 
FREQUENCY O 4 > 14 19 24 30 45 54 67 88 106 Ul 101 105 76 73 49 5 



















































• * * 








* * * 




* * * * 
* • * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 












* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
* * * 
.. 
* * * * 
* * * * 
• * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * * 
* * * * * 
• * * 
... 
* 
* * * * * 
* * * 
.. 
* * 
* * * * * * 





* * * * * * 
* * * * * * 
* * * * * 
.. 
* * * * * * 
* * * * * * 
* * * * * * 
* * * * * * 
* * * * * * 
.. 
* * * * * 
* * * * * * 
* * * * * • 
* * * • * * 
* * * * * * 
* * * * * * 
9 10 11 12 13 14 
TOTAL= 45072224.00 AVERAGE= 45072.223 STANDARD DEVIATION= 12394.227 MINIMUM 












* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 




* * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * * 
15 lb 17 18 19 20 
6389,t,13 MAXIMUM 69917,500 
ESTIMATE NO: 3 
HI STUGl<AM ii 
FkElolUENCY 1 .> c, lit 19 t.4 .30 4:> :>It bl li8 10<> UJ 101 10~ 7c, 7.3 It~ 5 L 








111 * 1~ • 
l~ • • • 
lCZ * * * 
~ • • • * 
% • • * • 
93 * * * * 
90 • • • * 
87 * * * * * ~ • • • • * 
81 • • • • • 
78 * * * * • 
75 * * * * * * 
n • • • * • • • 
69 * * * * * * * 
" • * • • • • • * 
63 * * * * * * * * 
60 * * * • * * * * 
57 * * * * * * • • 
54 • • * • • • • • • 
51 • • * * * • • * * 
48 * * * * * * • * * * 
't5 • • • • • • • • • • • 
42 * * * * * * * * * * * 
.39 • • • • • • • • • • • 
36 * * * * * * * * * * * 
33 * * * * * * * • * * * 
30 • * * -* * • * • • * * * 
27 * * * * * • * * * * * * 
24 * * * * • * * * * * * * * 
21 * * * * • * * * * * * • * 
18 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
15 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
12 * • * * • * * * * * * • * * • 9 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
6 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 








5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 u ~4 1!i lb 17 111 19 20 
2't7Z9,008' STANOARD DEVIATION = 12•91,'+30 MINIMUM. =-U95b,001i MAXIMUM 49571,9'tl 
NET CASH FLOol, EIJUIP, Lift CYCLE SYSTEM 




EXCAVi\_1.I'lON PH.OJECT ES'fIMNl'E 
14 ··.~ 
PROJECT NAHE: EXCAVATION GENER/.~ 
LETTING DATE: 5- 1-1972 
********************************************** 
PROJECT ESTIMATE PARAMETERS 
·············¥•*¥•··~··········· 
EH I MATED GENERAL OVERHEAD COSTS TO BE RECOVERED FROM ilH $ VEAR' S OPERATIONS 
ESTIMATED COST OF MATERIALS OVERHEAD a 
ESTIMATED COST OF LABOR OVERHEAD= ! 
ESTIHATEO COST OF EQUIPMENT OVERHEAD=$ 
ESTlMATEO OTHER OVERHEAD l:XPENSES = $ 
TOTAL EST OVERHEAD ALLOCATION, THIS VEAR ,_ lo 
MlNIMJM ACCEPTAilLE RETURN ON IJ';VESTMENT 







25 ; PER YEAR BEFORE INCOME TAX 
ESTIMATED VALUE, AT BEGINNING Of VEAR, ALL COMPANY'S PRODUCTIVE EQUIPMENT=$ 
ESTIMATED VALUE, AT BEGINNING OF YEAR, EQUIPMENT SPREAD REQUIRED FOR THIS BIO [TE~ =$ 
ESTIMATED VALUE OF THIS EQUIPMENT SPREAD WHEN NEW =$ 





THEREFORE, THE HINIMUH CAPITAL RECOVERY PER OPERATING HOUR=$ 97.00 
EST lMAT E NO: 0 
BID ITEM PARAMETERS 
******************-************** 
HOURLY DIRECT LABOR COST= S 
HOURLY EQUIP OPERATING COST z S 
UNIT PRICE, DIRECT MATERIAL z S 
OTHER DIRECT ESPENSES = S 
LABOR TAXES, I OF DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER, I OF TOTAL COST, ADDON • 
LABOR INCREASE, OVER EQUIP HOURS• 
LEAST LIKELY PRODUCTION RATE z 
MOST LIKELY PRODUCTION RATE• 
OPTOMISTIC PRODUCTION RATE 
LEAST LIKELY PROO WEEK• 
MOST LIKELY PROO WEEK • 
OPTOMISTIC PROD WEEK• 
LEAST LIKELY PROO YEAR• 
MOST LIKELY PROO YEAR• 
OPTOMISTIC PROO YEAR• 
JOB OVERHEAD LABOR= 
JOB OVERHEAD OTHER• 
TIME INTERVAL, IF KNOWN • 
RISK FACTOR ANALYSIS 
••••••••••••••••••• 
CASH COST /HR 
UNIT COST PENAL TY 




l04 .OO (NO FICA, WC, OR FRINGES I 
142.00 AVG OVER LIFE OF EQUIP-FUEL, OIL, GREASE, TIRES, MAlNT, 
ETC, OPERATl~G COSTS ONLY 
O.O PER CY 
12000.00 MOBILIZATION, SIGNS, ETC 
14 I IWORKMENS COMP, FICA, UNEMPL, FRlNGESI 
5 I !INSURANCE, BONDS, AGC, ETCI 
9 I 
800 CY /HOUR 
1500 CY /t«JUR 







365.00 PER WEEK 
210.00 PER WEEK 
O WEEKS, IF DIFFERENT FROM PROOI.CTION PERIOD 




ITEM COST ESTIMATES 
******************************** 
EXPECTED COSTS BASED UPON THE 'HOST LIKELY' RATES Of PRODUCTION 
*********************************************************************** 
CODE ITEM 




JOB OVERHEAD LABOR 
OTHER JOB OVERHEAD 
SUBCONTRACT 
OTHER DIRECT 
PAYROLL TAXES, ETC 



















365,00 x 16 WEEKSI " 
210,00 x 16 WEEKSI " 
0,0 
14 I X $ 88281, 06 





















~~~~·~~~~--------------~-~-TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 
EQUIPMENT RENTAL, (OEPRI 
TOTAL DIRECT COST 
GEN OH ALLOCATION 
HR 
JOB 
I 666 HRS X $ 
I 32 IS X 43 I 
TOTAL COST INCLUDING OVERHEAD ALLOCATION 
PROFIT " $ 
BID= 
JOB 
97,00/HRI = 1>4602,00 
14 IS X $ 97700,001" 13866,51 
48451,50 
THE OVERHEAD ALLOCATION IS: THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT PROFIT IS: 











4,7 I OF TOTAL DIRECT COST AND DEPR 16,b I Of TOTAL DIRECT COST AND DEPR 
4,5 I Of TOTAL COST AND OH 15,8 IS OF TOTAL COST AND OH 
3 ,9 I OF AMOUNT Ill D 13, 7 % OF AMOUNT B 10 
ESTll'tA TE NO: ~ 
O'\ 
ITEM co ST E sn MA TE SA SIS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CALCULATION OF PRODUCTION TIME IS BASED UPON A PRODUCTION 
RATE OF 1500 CY PER HOUR 45 HOURS PER WEEK, • b7500 CY PER WEEK. 
THE TOTAL 1000000 CY OIVIDED SY b7500 CY PER WEEK a l4 WEEKS PROO UC TION TIME. 
THIS ITEM SHOULD START MONTH b ANO ENO, MONTH 9 • 
........................................................................................................ 
CALCULATION OF THE GENERAL OVERHEAD ALLGCATION TO TH!> BIO lTEM 
IS BASED UPON ITS REQUIRING 14 WEEKS PRODUCTION TIME OUT OF A TOTAL uF 45 WEEKS PRODUCTION 
TlME FOR THE YEAR, OR, 32 II OF A PRODUCTION YEAR. FURTHERMORE, $ 582000.00 OF THE COMPANY'S 
TOTAL$ 1350000.00 PRODUCTIVE EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT, OR 43 I WILL BE USED ON THIS BID ITEM. 
THEREFORE, 43 I OF THE COMPANY'S CURRENT EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT WILL BE USED ON THIS 610 
ITEM 32 I OF A YEAR. 43 IX 32 I: 14 I OF THE GENERAL OVERHEAD SHOULD SE ALLOCATED TO THIS ITEM • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PROF IT = 25 I X $ 582000.00 = $ l455CO.OO I YEAR X 3L I OF YEAR z$ 47901.21 
OR OWNERSHIP COST~$ 145500.00 /2000 HRS/YR•$ 72.75 /HR X bbb HOURS a $ 48451.50 
EST IMA TE NO: 
AN l~TERNAL RATE OF KETURN OF 3. 7SOO , APPLIES TO THE FOLLOwlNG CASH FLOWS: 
MUN TH NCF DISC FACT DI SC NCF ROI CUM RU! CAP REC C<JM CK CUM NCF UNREc; INV 
0 -970000 .oo 1.000000 -970000,00 o.o 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 970000,00 
l 19246, 71 0,9968115 191116,76 3031,25 3031,25 16215,46 16215,46 192'•6, 71 953784,50 
2 19246, 7l 0,993781 19127,01 2980,57 6011,82 16266,13 32481,59 38493.41 9375111,38 
3 19246,H 0,990686 190b7,45 2929,74 8941,56 16316,96 48798,55 57740,12 921201,H 
4 1921t6, 71 0,987601 19008,05 2878,75 11820,31 16367,95 65166, 51 7698b, 81 901t833,lt4 
5 1921tb, 71 0,984525 1891t8, 86 282 7,60 l't64 7, 91 16419,11 81585,56 96233,50 888414,ltlt 
6 19246,71 0,9111459 181189,85 2776,29 17424, 20 16470,41 98055. 94 115480,19 87194't,Ob 
7 19246,71 0, 978403 18831,04 2724,82 20149 ,02 16521,88 114577,81 134726,88 855422,19 
8 1921t6,7l 0,975355 18772, 37 21>H, 19 22822,21 16573,51 131151,31 153973,56 83811'tll,69 
9 19246, 71 0,972318 18713 ,92 2621,40 25443,61 16625,30 147776,56 173220, 25 822223,44 
10 19246, 7l 0,909290 18655,64 2569,45 28013,05 16677 ,26 104453,81 192466,94 805546,19 
11 19246, 7l 0,966271 18597,53 2517,33 30530. 38 16729,38 181183, 19 211713.63 788816,81 
12 19240, 71 0,903262 l 8539 ,62 2405,05 32995.43 16781,66 197964,81 230960, 31 772035,19 
13 19246,71 0,960262 18481, 87 2412,61 35408,04 10834,10 2147911,88 250207,00 755201,13 
14 19246, 7l 0,957271 18424,32 2360,00 37768,04 16886,70 231685, Sb 269'+53,69 7383l't,'t4 
15 19246, 7l 0, 95429i 18360, 96 2307 ,23 40075,20 16939,48 248625,00 288700,38 121375,00 
16 19246,71 0,951318 18309, 73 2254,29 42329,55 10992,41 205617,38 307947,06 70'+382, 63 
17 19246. 71 0,94835b 18252,72 2201,19 4'+5J0,7!> 17045,51 282662,88 327193, 75 687337,13 
18 19246, 71 o. 945402 18195,88 2147,93 46678,67 17098,78 299761,63 346440,44 6702311, 311 
19 19,,.6,71 0,942458 18139,21 20~4. 49 48773, 16 l 7152.21 316913.81 365687,13 653086,19 
20 19246, 71 0,9395i23 18062, 72 2040,89 50814 ,05 1720S,BA 334119,63 384933, 81 635i880.38 
21 l9Zlt6, 71 0,936591 18026,40 1987,12 52801,18 L7259 ,58 351379,19 40'tl80.50 618620,81 
22 192,.6,71 0 ,933680 17970,27 1933, 19 54 734,36 l73l3,52. 368692,69 423427,19 601307 ,31 
23 19246, 71 0,930773 17914,31 1879,08 56613 ,45 L7367,62 386060.25 442673,88 583939, 75 
24 192',6,71 0,927874 17858, 51 1824, Bl 58438.25 17421,89 403482,13 461920 ,56 566517 ,88 
25 19246, 71 0,921t984 17802,90 1770,37 60208. 62 17476,34 420958,lt4 481167,25 549041,56 
26 19246,71 0, 922103 17747,45 1715,75 61924,H 17530,95 438489,38 500413.94 531510,63 
27 19246, 7l 0,919231 17692,17 1660.97 63585,34 17585, 73 456075o,Oo 519&60,63 513924,94 
28 19246, 71 0,916369 17637,08 1606,01 65191,35 17640,69 473715, 75 538907,31 lt962!Yt,25 
i'il l921t6,71 0, 913515 17582, 15 15 50, 89 6671t2,l9 17&95 ,82 491411,56 558154,00 4785811,44 
30 19246,71 0,910670 17527,39 1495,59 68237, 75 17751,12 509162, 63 577400,69 460837,38 
31 19246, 7l 0,907834 l71t72,82 1440,12 69677 ,81 17806,59 526969,19 596647, 38 443030,81 
32 19246,71 0,905007 171t18, 39 1384,47 71062 ,25 17862,23 544831,38 615894,06 425108,63 
33 19246,71 0 ,902189 17364, 16 1328,&5 72390, 88 17918,05 562749,38 635140,75 407250,63 
34 19246,71 o. 8993 79 17310,08 1272,06 736&3,50 17971t,05 580723,38 654387,44 389276,63 
35 19246, 71 0,896578 17256, 18 1216, 49 74879, 9lt 18030,22 59S753,56 673634,13 371246,44 
36 19246, 71 0,893786 17202,43 1160, 14 76040,06 18086,56 616840, 13 692880, Bl 353159,88 
37 19246, 71 0, 891001 l 7148, 84 1103. o2 77 l't3 ,63 181"3 ,08 634983,19 712127,50 335016,81 
38 l921t6,71 0 ,888227 17095,44 1046, 91 78190, 50 111199,78 653182,94 731374,19 316817 ,06 
39 19246, 71 0,885462 17042,22 990,05 79180,50 18256,65 671439, 56 750620. 88 29851>0,"'4 
40 19246,71 0,882703 16989,12 933,00 80113,50 18313,70 689753.25 769.867,56 280240,75 
41 19246, 71 0,879955 16936,23 875,77 80989,25 18370,93 708124, 13 789114,25 261875,88 
42 19246, 71 0,877214 16883,48 818,36 81807,56 18428,34 726552,44 808360, 94 2434'+7,56 
43 19246, 71 o.874482 16830, 90 760, 77 82568,31 l8485i,93 745038,31 827607,63 224961,69 
4lt 19246, 71 0,871759 16778,48 703,00 83271,31 18543,70 763582, 00 846854,31 206418,00 
45 19246,71 0,869044 16726,23 645,06 83916,31 18601,65 782183,63 866101,00 187816, 38 
46 19246, 71 0 ,866338 16674, 14 586,93 84503,19 18659, 78 800843,38 885347,69 169156,63 
47 19246, 71 0,863640 16622,23 528,61 85031,75 18718,09 819561, 44 901t594. 38 150438,56 
'+8 19246, 71 0,860949 16570,44 470,12 85501,81 18776 ,59 838338,00 923841,06 131602,00 
49 19246, 71 0 ,858269 16518,84 411,44 85913,25 18835,26 857173,25 943087, 75 112826,75 
50 19246, 71 o. 855596 16467,39 352 ,58 81>265,81 18894,12 876067,31 962334.44 91932,69 
51 19246, 71 0.852931 16416. 12 2 93. 54 80559, 31 18953.16 895020,44 981581,12 74979,56 
52 19246, 7l 0,850275 16364,99 234,31 Sb 793, 56 19012,39 91'+032. 111 1000827, 81 55967,19 
53 19246, 71 0,847627 1631 '+, 02 174,90 So966 ,'+4 19071,81 933l04,5b 102007'+, 50 36895,4·4 
54 19246, 71 0,8't4987 16263,22 115, 30 87083,69 19131,'tl 952235,94 1039321,19 17764,01> 
55 19246, 71 0,8't235o 16212,57 55,51 87139,19 19191,19 971427,13 1058567, 00 -1427,13 
EST INATE Nil: 
BEGINNING BALANCE SHEET 
................................ 
WORKING CAP ITAL, CA SH 
GROSS EQUIP, THIS 810 ITEM 
CAPITAL RECOVERED, (ACCUH DEPRECI 
NET EQUIP, THIS 610 IT EH 
OTHER CO. EQUIP IAT PRESENT VALUEI 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAYABLE, RESERVE 
NET WORTH 












TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 
GROSS MARGIN, CASH CONTRIBUTION 
100640.38 
o. 0 














APPLIED PERICO COST (INDIRECT HTL, LAB, EQUIP) 
CAPITAL RECOVERED IOEPRECIATIONI 
NET PROFIT 
ENDING BALANCE SHEET 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CASH !WORKING CAPITAL + CASH INCOME! 
GROSS EQUIPMENT 
CAPITAL RECOVERED IACCUN OEPRECI 
NET EQUIPMENT 
OTHER co. EQUIP 
TOTAL EQUIP 
TOTAL ASSET!> 
TAXES PAYABLE RESERVE CAT 501 OF NET INCOHEI 
NET WORTH 




















ITEM COST E~TIMATES 
................................... 
EXPECTED COSTS BASED UPON THE 'HOST LIKELY' RATES Of PRODUCTION 
*********************************************************************** 
ITEM UNIT UNIT PRICE NO. OF UNITS 
UNCL EXCAVA TlON CY 
DIRECT MATERIAL CY o.o 1000000 
DIRECT LABOR HR 104.00 72b 
EQUIPMENT OPERA Tl ON HR 1"2 .oo bbb 
JOB OVERHEAD LABOR JOB ( s 3b5.00 x lb llfEEKSl = 
OTHER JOB OVERHEAD JOB 
' s 
210.00 x lb WEEKS) = 
SUBCONTRACT JOB o.o 
OTHER DIRECT LS 
PAYROLL TAXES, ETC JOB ( 14 I X S 88281. 06 
INS, BONDS, AGC, ETC 
' 
( S :C X IS 356350 .38 - 32329.061= 
TOTAL SUHIIAR Y UNIT COST 
o.o o.o 
100b't0.3B 0.082't 
94572.00 o. 09"b 
58't0.00 0.0058 
3360.00 0.003" 





----------TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 2275'tl.44 0.2275 
CAPITAL RECOVERY, (OEPRI HR ( 666 HRS XS 97 .00/HRI = 1,41,02.00 0.0646 
--- -------TOTAL DIRECT COST 2921',~. 44 0.2921 
GEN OH ALLOCATIUN JOB 
' 
32 I X 43 I = 14 I X S 97700.001= 13866.51 0 .0139 
TOTAL COST INCLUDING OVERHEAD ALLOCATION 306009.94 o.3060 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT, PROFIT JOB 503't0.48 0.0503 
TOTAL FULL COST, HIN BIO REQ 1 0 FOR A 25 :C RET ON INV= 356350.38 0.356't 
THE OVERHEAD ALLOCATION IS! THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT PROFIT IS: 
b. l I Of DIRECT CASH COST 22. l Z Of DIRECT CA SH COST 
4.7 I OF TOTAL DIRECT COST ANO OEPR 17.2 :C Of TOTAL UIRECT COST AND DEPR 
4.5 l Of TOTAL COST AND OH lo.5 I Of TOTAL COST AND OH 
3.9 :C Of AMOUNT BID 14.l :C Of AMOUNT BID 
ES TIHA TE NO: 2 I-' V1 
1--' 
ITEH COST ESTIHATE BASIS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CALCULATION OF PROCUCTION TIHE IS BASEO UPON A PRODUCTION 
RATE OF 
THE TOTAL 
1500 CY PER HOUR 45 HOURS PER WEEK,= 67500 CY PER WEEK. 
1000000 CY DIVIDED BY 67500 CY PER WEEK = 14 WEEKS PROD UC Tl ON TIME. 
THIS ITEK SHOULD START MONTH 6 ANO END, MONTH 9 • 
........................................................................................................ 
CALCULATION OF THE GENERAL OVERHEAD ALLOCATION TO THIS BID ITEM 
IS BASED UPON ITS REQUIRING 14 WEEKS PRODUCTION TIME OUT OF A TOTAL OF 45 WEEKS PRODUCTION 
TIME FOR THE YEAR, OR, 32 :C OF A PRODUCTION YEAR. FURTHERMORE, $ 562000.00 OF THE COMPANY'S 
TOTAL$ 1350000.00 PRODUCTIVE EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT, OR 43 :C WILL BE USED ON THIS BID ITEM. 
THEREFORE, 43 I. OF THE COMPANY'S CURRENT EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT WILL BE USED ON THIS BID 
ITEM 32 :C OF A YEAR. 43 IX 32 :C = 14 :C OF THE GENERAL OVERHEAD SHOULD BE ALLOCATED TO THIS ITEM • 
........................................................................................................ 
ESTIMATED WORK ING CAP IT AL REQUIREMENTS ARE FOUR WEEKS PAYROLL PLUS 10:C OF ONE MONTH'S 
DIRECT MATERIAL ANO EQUIPMENT OPERATING COSTS, A TOTAL, $ 29637 .20 FOR THIS HEH 
THE MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE RETURN ON INVESTMENT, OR PROFIT, FOR THIS ITEM IS THE 25 :C ANNUAL 
RETURN REQUIRED TIMES THE SUM OF THE $ 29637.20 WORKING CAPITAL ANO THE$ 582000.00 
CURRENT EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT TIMES 32 :C OF A PROO YEAR= THE REQUIRED PROFIT, $ 50340.48, 
***********•·······················•********••·························································· 




AN INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN OF 407812 I APPLIES TO THE FOLLOWING CASH FLOWS: 
MCNTH NCF DISC FACT OISC NCF ROI CUM ROI CAP REC CUM CR CUM NCF UNREC lNV 
0 -97~000000 loOOOOOO ..:.970000000 OoO OoO OoO OoO OoO 910000000 
1 19713074 00996032 19635052 3864083 3861to83 15848090 15848090 19713074 954151006 
2 197130 74 00992081 19557062 3801069 7666052 15912005 317t>Oo 95 39427olt8 938239.00 
3 197130 74 Oo 988145 19480003 3738029 ll401to80 15975045 47736040 59lltlo2l 922263.56 
4 197l3o74 00984225 194020 76 3674064 15019044 16039.10 63775.50 78854.94 906224.44 
5 197130 74 00980321 19325.79 3610073 18690016 16103001 79878.50 98568. 63 890121.50 
6 197130 74 0097601 192490 ll 351t6o57 222360 73 16167.17 96045.63 118282031 873954.38 
7 19713074 00972558 191720 75 3482015 251180 88 16231058 112277019 137996000 857722.81 
8 197130 74 00968700 19096070 34llolt8 29136 036 16296.25 128513.44 157709. 69 841426.56 
9 19713074 00964857 19020.94 33520 55 32488091 16361018 144934056 177423.38 825065.44 
10 19713074 0.961029 18945,47 3287.36 35776,27 16426.38 161360,94 197137.06 808639.06 
11 19713.74 0,957216 18870,31 3221.91 38998,18 l6lt91,82 177852. 75 216850. 75 792147.25 
12 19713,74 0 0953419 18795,45 3156.20 42154.39 16557.53 191t410.25 236561t.lt4 775589.15 
13 19713. 74 00949637 18720,89 3090,23 45244.62 16623.50 211033. 75 256278.13 758966.25 
14 19713. 74 0,945870 186lt6,63 3024.00 lt8268.61 l6689,7lt 227723.44 275.991.81 742276.56 
15 19713. 74 0,942118 18572,66 2957. 50 51226.11 16756.23 2it't-479,t>3 295705.50 725520.38 
16 19713, 74 00938380 18498.98 2890,74 54116,85 16823000 261302.63 315419019 708697.38 
17 19713. 74 00934657 18425. 59 2823. 71 56940.56 16890.03 278192,63 335132,88 691807.38 
18 19713.74 0,930950 18352,50 2756041 59696,97 16957.32 295149. 9lt 354846.56 674850.06 
19 197130 74 00927256 18279,68 2688,85 62385.82 17024,89 312114. 81 374560,25 657825.19 
20 19713,74 0.923578 18207, 17 2621..02 65006083 17092.72 329267,50 394273094 640732.50 
21 19713. 74 0,919914 18134,9lt 2552.91 67559.69 17160.82 346"28.31 413987.63 623571,69 
22 19713. 74 o. 916264 18062.98 2484054 70044.19 17229,20 363657.50 433701. 31 606342.50 
23 19713. 74 0,912630 17991,34 24i5. 89 72460006 17297,85 380955.31 453ltl5.00 589044.69 
24 19713,74 0.909009 17919 .97 2346.97 74807.00 17366077 398322,06 473128. 69 571677.94 
25 19713.74 0.905404 17848. 89 2277. 77 7708'to75 lllo35.96 415758,00 492842,38 554242.00 
26 19713.71t 0 .901811 17778.06 2208.30 79293000 17505.43 433263,38 512556.06 536736.63 
27 19713. 74 0,898233 17707,54 2138.55 8U3l,50 17575.18 450838.50 532269. 75 519U,a..50 
28 19713,7"' 0.894670 17637. 28 2068053 83500.00 17645.21 468483.69 551983,44 501516.31 
29 197130 74 0,891121 17567,32 1998,22 85498, 19 17715. 51 486199.19 571697.13 483800.81 
30 197130 74 o. 887586 17497,63 1927,64 87425.81 17786.10 503985.25 591410.81 ' 466014.75 
31 197130 74 0.884065 17428.22 1856. 77 89282. 56 17856.96 5218lt2,19 611124,50 448157.81 
32 19713. 74 o.880558 17359008 1785.62 91068013 17928,11 53977-0.25 630838.19 430229.75 
33 19713. 74 o. 877064 17290021 1714019 92 782 031 17999054 557169 • 75 650551.88 412230.25 
34 19713,74 0,873585 17221,62 1642,48 94424.75 18071,26 575841,00 670265.56 394159.00 
35 19713. 74 0,870119 17153,29 1570,47 95995,19 18143,26 593984. 25 689979,25 376-015. 75 
36 19713. 74 00866668 17085. 26 1498.18 9749.>o3l 18215.55 612199.75 709692oH 35780-0.25 
37 19713.74 0.863229 17017.48 1425061 98918,88 18288.13 630487.88 729406,63 339512.13 
38 19713. 74 0,859804 16949095 1352 .74 100271.56 18361.00 648848.81 749120.31 321151,19 
39 19713.74 0.856394 16882. 71 1279. 58 101551013 18434.15 667282 094 768834.00 302717.06 
40 19713. 74 0,852997 111815.75 1206014 102757025 18507.60 685790.50 788547. 69 2a4209,50 
41 197130 74 o. 849613 16749.04 1132039 103889.63 18581,34 704371,81 808261038 265628.19 
lo2 19713 ,74 0 .846242 16682059 1058,36 104947094 18655.38 723027.19 827975.06 246972 ,81 
43 19713. 74 0,842884 16616,40 984.03 105931.94 18729.71 741756.88 847688. 75 228Zlo3ol3 
44 19713074 o. 839540 16550,48 909.40 106841031 18804.33 760561.19 867402.44 209438,81 
45 19713,74 0,836210 l6481o.83 834.48 107675075 18879,25 779440.44 887116,13 190559.56 
lo6 197130 74 o. 832893 16419044 759.26 108435.00 18954,48 79839lt.88 906829.81 171605.-13 
lo1 19713. 74 0.829589 16354.30 6830 74 109118."69 19030.00 817424.88 926543.50 15251S.13 
48 19713. 74 0,826298 16289043 607.92 109726056 19105. 82 836530,69 946257.19 133469.31 
49 19713. 74 00823020 16224080 531. 79 110258.31 19181 ,95 855712,63 965970,88 114287.38 
50 197130 74 0.819755 16160044 455.36 110713. 63 19258.38 87it97l,OO 985684056 95029.00 
51 19713. 74 0,816502 160960.31 378063 111092,25 19335.ll 894306006 1005398. 25 75693.94 
52 1-9713. 74 00813264 16032,47 301 o 59 111393081 19412,14 913718.19 1025111.94 56281.111 
53 19713.74 0 0810038 15968.87 224025 111618.00 l9it89.49 9332070 63 1044825.63 36792,38 
54 197130 71o 00806823 15905050 146059 111764 056 19567 ,14 952774.75 10b4539o00 17225.25 
55 19713. 74 o. 803623 158420 42 68.63 1118.U.19 19645 .11 972419.81 1084252.00 -2419,81 




BEGINNING BALANCE SHEET 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
WORKING CAPITAL, CASH 
GROSS EQUIP, THIS BIO ITEM 
CAP ITAL RECOVERED, IACCUM OEPRECI 
NET EQUIP, THIS 81.D ITEM 
OTHER CO. EQUJ P (AT PRESENT VALUE) 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT JNVESTMENT 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAYABLE, RESERVE 
NET IIORTH 









DIRECT CASH OUTLAYS 
SUBCONTRACT 
OTHER 
TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 





















APPLIED PERIOD COST (INDIRECT MTL, LAB, EQUIP) 
CAPITAL RECOVERED IOEPREClATIONI 
NET PROflT 
ENDING BALANCE SHEET 
................................ 
CASH I WORKING CAPITAL + CASH l NCOMEI 
GROSS EQUIPMENT 
CAPITAL RECOVERED (ACCUM DEPRECI 
NET EQUl PMENT 
OTHER CO. EQUIP 
TOTAL EQUIP 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAYABLE RESERVE (AT 501 Of NET INCOHEI 
NET WORTH 


















ESTIMAh Fi<OM .>!MULA! luN.> 
········••********************** 
EXPECTED COSTS BASED UPON THE GENERATED PROD RATE AND COST DISTRIBUTIONS 
.............................................................................................. 
*****NOTE***** TOTALS AND SUMMARYS ARE DERIVED FROM DlSTRIBUIION MEANS AND NOT BY ADDITION 
CODE ITEM UhlT UNIT PRICE NO. OF UNITS TOTAL SUMMARY UNiT COST 
D UNCL EXCAVATION CY 
DIRECT HA TERIAL CY o.o 1000000 o. 0 o.o 
DIRECT LABOR HR 104,00 809 91109 ,13 0.0911 
EQUIPMENT OPERATION HR 142.00 742 105364, 00 0.1054 
JOB OVERHEAD LABOR JOB I $ 365.00 x 18 WEEKSI = 6570.00 0.006b 
OTHER JOB OVERHEAD JOB I $ 210.00 x 18 WEEKS) ~ 3 780, 00 0,0038 
SUBCONTRACT JOB o.o o.o o.o 
CTHER DIRECT LS 12000.00 0,0120 
PAYROLL TAXES, ETC JOB I 14 I X $ 97679.13 13675.07 0.0137 
INS, 80NOS, AGC, ETC 
' 
I 5 IX U 385068.44 - 18966.13)z 18966, 13 0.0190 
-TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 257369.44 0,2515 
GEN OH ALLOCATION JOB ( 3 8 :C X 43 :C = 16 :C X $ 97700.001= l61H,41 0.0162 
-
------------TOTAL COST INCLUDING OVERHEAD ALLOCATION 273520,81 0.2735 
CAPITAL RECOVERY, RETURN JOB 111547,63 0.1115 
------------~~ TOTAL BIO REWIRED 385068.44 o.3851 
ThE OVERHEAD ALLOCATION IS: THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT PROFIT IS: 
6.4 I OF DIRECT CASH COST 43 .3 :C OF OIRECT CASH COST 
5.0 :C OF TOTAL DIRECT COST ANO OEPR 33,7 :C OF TOTAL DIRECT COST ANO DEPR 
4,8 I OF TOTAL COST ANO OH 40,8 :C OF TOTAL COST ANO OH 
4,1 :C CF AMOUNT BID '29,0 :C OF AMOUNT BIO 




ITEM COST ESTIMATE BASIS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
***** THE FOLLOWING IS BASED UPON A RUN Of 1000 SIMULATIONS ***** 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CALCULATION OF PRODUCTION TIME IS BASEO UPON A PRODUCTION 
RATE Of 1347 CY PER HOUR 44 HOURS PER WEEK, z 59268 CY PER WEEK. 
THE TOTAL - 1000000 CY DIVIDED. BY 59268 CY PER WEEK = 16 WEEKS PRODUCTION TIME. 
TIIIS ITEM SHOULD START MONTH 6 AND END, MONTH 10 .• 
........................................................................................................ 
CALCULATION OF THE GENERAL OVERHEAD ALLOCATION TO THIS BIO ITEM 
IS BASED·UPON ITS REQUIRING 16 WEEKS PRODUCTION TIME OUT OF A TOTAL OF 44 WEEKS PROOUCTION 
TIME FOR THE YEAR, OR, 38 :C OF A PRODUCTION YEAR. FURTHERMORE, $ 582000.00 OF THE COMPANY'S 
TOTAL $ 1350000.00 PRODUCTIVE EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT, OR 43 :C WILL BE USED ON THIS BID ITEM. 
THEREFORE, "3 :C OF THE COMPANY'S CURRENT EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT WILL'BE.USED ON THIS SID 
ITEM 38 I Of A YEAR. 43 :C X 38 :C z 16 :C OF THE GENERAL OVERHEAD SHOULD BE ALLOCATED TO THIS ITEM • 
........................................................................................................ 
ESTIMATED WORKING CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS ARE FOUR WEEKS PAYROLL PLUS 10:C OF ONE MONTH'S 
DIRECT MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT OPERATING COSTS, A TOTAL, S 30300.39 FOR THIS ITEM 
THE HIN1MUH ACCEPTABLE RETURN ON INVESTMENT, OR PROFIT, FOR THIS ITEM IS THE 25 :C ANNUAL 
RETURN REQUIRED TIMES THE SUH OF THE$ 30300.39 WORKING CAPITAL AND THE $ 582000.00 
CURRENT EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT TIMES 38 :C OF A PROD YEAR= THE REQUIRED PROFIT, $ 111547.63 • 
........................................................................................................ 




AN INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN OF 14.3437 I APPLIES TO THE FOLLOWING CASH FLOWS: 
HONTH NCF DISC FACT DISC NCF ROI CUH ROI CAP REC CUH CR CUH NCF UNREC INV 
0 -970000 .oo 1.000000 -970000.00 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 970000.00 
I 23596.61 o. 988189 23317.91 11594.52 11594.52 12002.09 12002.09 23596. 61 957997.87 
2 23596.61 0.976518 ,3042.51 11451.06 23045. 58 12145.55 24147.&5 47193.23 945852.31 
3 23596.61 0.964984 22770.36 11305.88 34351.46 12290. 73 36438.38 70789.81 933561.56 
4 23596.61 o. 953587 22501.43 11158.97 45510.43 12437.64 48876.03 94386. 38 921123.94 
5 23596.61 0.942324 22235.66 11010.30 56520. 72 12586.32 61462.34 117982.94 908537.63 
6 23596.61 0.931195 21973.05 10859.85 67380. 56 12736. 76 74199.06 141579. 50 895800.94 
7 23596.61 0.920197 21713.54 10707.61 78088.13 12889 .oo 87088.0b 1&5176.06 882911.94 
8 23596.61 0 .909329 21457.07 10553. 55 88641.63 13043.07 100131.13 188772.63 869868 .ea 
9 23596.61 0.898589 21203.65 10397.64 99039.25 13198.97 113330.06 212369.19 856669.94 . 
10 23596.61 0.887976 20953.22 10239.87 109279.06 13356.74 126686.75 235965.75 843313.25 
11 23596.61 0.877488 20705.75 10080.22 119359. 25 13516.39 140203.13 259562. 31 829796.88 
12 23596.61 o. 867125 20461.21 9918.66 129277 .es 13677.96 153881.06 283158.88 816118. 94 
13 23596.61 0.856883 20219.53 9755.16 139033.00 13841.45 167722.50 306755.44 802277. 50 
l't 23596.61 0.846763 19980.73 9589.71 148622.69 14006.90 181729.38 330352. 00 788270.63 
15 23596.61 o. 83&762 19744.75 9422.29 158044.94 14174.32 195903.69 353948. 56 774096.31 
16 23596 .61 0 .826879 19511. 54 9252.86 167297. 75 14343.75 210247.44 377545.13 759752.56 
17 23596.61 0.817113 19281.10 9081.41 176379.13 14515.21 224762.63 401141. 69 745237.38 
18 23596.61 0.807462 19053. 37 8907.91 185287.00 14688.71 239451.31 42't738.25 730548.69 
19 2359.6.61 0 .797925 18828.33 8732.33 194019.31 14864.28 254315.56 448334.81 715684.44 
20 23596.61 0.788501 18605. 96 8554.66 202573.94 15041.96 269357.50 471931. 38 700642.50 
21 23596 .61 o. 779189 18386.21 8374.86 210948. 75 15221.75 284579.25 495527.94 685420. 75 
22 23596.61 o. 769986 18169.05 8192.91 219141.63 15403.70 299982. 94 519124. 50 670017.06 
23 23596.61 0.760892 17954.48 8008.79 227150.38 15587.82 315570.75 542721.06 654429.25 
24 23596.61 0 .751905 17742.41 7822.46 234972. 81 15774.15 331344. 88 566317.63 638655 .13 
25 23596.61 o.743024 17532.86 7633.92 242606.69 15962.70 347307. 56 589914. 19 622692.44 
26 23596.61 0.734249 17325. 78 7443.11 250049.75 16153.50 3b346l.06 613510. 75 606538.94 
27 23596.61 0 .725577 17121.16 7250.03 257299.75 16346.59 379807.63 637107.31 590192.38 
.i:8 23596.61 o. 717007 1691.8.95 7054.64 264354.38 165'tlo98 396349.56 660703.88 573650.44 
29 23596.61 0.708538 16719. ll 6856. 91 211211. 25 16739. 71 413089.25 684300.44 556910.75 
30 23596.61 o. 700170 16521.65 6656.82 277868.06 16939.80 430029.00 707897.00 539971.00 
31 23596.61 0.691901 16326. 53 645io.33 284322.38 17142 .28 447171.25 731493.§6 522828. 75 
32 23596.61 0 .683729 16133.69 6249.43 290571. 75 17347.18 464518.38 755090.13 505481.63 
33 23596.61 O.b75b54 15943.14 60'o2.08 296613 .81 17554.54 482072.88 778bli6. 69 4879:27.13 
34 23596.bl 0.667674 15754. 84 5832.25 302446.00 17764.37 499837.19 802283.25 470162.81 
35 23596.61 0 .659788 15568.76 5619.91 308065.88 17976.70 517813, 88 "825879.81 452186.U 
36 23596.61 0.6519% 15384. 89 5405.03 3131o10 .es 18191.58 536005.4'o 849476.38 43399'>.56 
37 23596.61 0.644295 15203.17 5187.59 318658.44 18409.03 55io414.44 873072.94 415585.56 
38 23596.61 0.636686 15023.62 4967.54 323625.94 18629.07 573043.50 896669.50 396956,50 
. 39 23596.61 o. 629166 14846.18 4744.86 328370.75 18851.75 591895.25 920266.06 378104. 75 
40 23596.61 0.621735 14670.83 4519. 53 332890.25 19077.09 610972.31 943862.63 359027.69 
u 23596.61 0.614392 14497.56 4291.50 337181.69 19305.12 630277.38 967459.19 339722.63 
42 23596.61 0.607135 lio326.33 4060.74 341242.38 19535 .87 649813.19 991055.75 320186. 81 
43 23596.61 0.599965 14157.14 3827.23 3'o5069.56 19769.38 669582.56 10llo652.31 300417.44 
't4 23596.61 o.592879 13989.93 3590.92 348660.44 20005.69 689588. 25 1038248. 88 280411. 75 
45 23596 .61 0.585876 1382". 68 3351.79 352012.19 20244.82 709833.06 1061845.00 260166.94 
46 23596.61 0.578957 13661.41 3109.81 355121.94 20486.80 730319. 81 1085441.00 239680.19 
47 23596.61 o. 572119 13500.07 2864.92 357986.81 20731.69 751051.50 1109037.00 2189',8.50 
48 23596.61 o.565361 13340. 61 2617.12 360603.88 20979.50 17 2030.94 1132633.00 197969.0b 
49 23596.61 o.558684 13183.05 2366.35 362970.19 21230.27 793261.19 1156229. 00 176738.81 
50 23596.61 o. 552085 13027. 34 2112.58 365082. 75 21484.03 814745.19 1179825.00 155254. 81 
51 23596.61 0.545565 12873.48 1855. 78 36b938.50 21740.83 836486. 00 1203421.00 133514.00 
52 2359&.61 0.539122 12721.44 1595.91 368534.38 22000.10 858486.&9 122701 7. 00 111513.31 
53 23596.bl o.532754 12571. 20 1332.93 369867.25 222b3 .68 880750.31 1250613.00 89249.69 
54 2359& .61 0.5264b2 12422. 72 1066.81 370934. 00 22529. 80 903280. Ob 1274209.00 66719.94 
55 23596.61 o. 520244 12276.00 797.51 371731.50 22799.10 926079.13 1297805.00 43920.88 
56 23596.61 0 .514100 1213"1..0l 5.i:4. 99 372256.44 23071.62 949150.69 1321401.00 20849.31 
57 23596. 61 0.508028 11987.73 249 .21 372505.63 23347.40 972498. Ob 1344997. 00 -2498.0b 
EST IHATE NO: 3 
BEGINNING BALANCE SHEET 
................................ 
WORKING CAPITAL, CASH 
GROSS EQUIP, THIS BID ITEM 
CAPITAL RECOVERED, IACCUM DEPRECI 
NET EQUIP, THIS BIO ITE~ 
OTHER CO. EQUIP IAT PRESENT VALUEI 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAY ABLE, RESERVE 
NET IIORTH 
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH 
970000.00 
388000.00 
INCOME STAT EH ENT 
.................................. 
SALES 






TOTAL DIRECT CASH COST 




















APPLIED PERIOD COST I INDIRECT MTL, LAB, EQUIP) 
CAPITAL RECOVERED COEPRECIATION) 
NET PROFIT 
ENDING BALANCE SHEET 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CASH CWORKING CAPITAL + CASH INCOMEl 
GROSS EQUIPMENT 
CAPITAL RECOVERED CACCUM OEPRECI 
NET EQUIPMENT 
OTHER CO• EQUIP 
TOTAL EQUIP 
TOTAL ASSETS 
TAXES PAYABLE RESERVE CAT 501 OF NET INCOME) 
NET WORTH 




















THE FOLLOWING PROBABILITY STATEMENTS ARE BASED UPON THE RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION PROCESS. 
VARIABLE LOWE ST PROBABLE PROBABLE AVERAGE HIGhEST PRO&ABLE PROBABILITY OF VALUE 
II.AME VALUE VALUE VALUE GREATER THAN THE AVERAGE 
••••••••••• ............. • •••••••••••• •••••••••••• . ........................... 
FRODUC l ION RATE 963 CY /HI. 13"7 CY /HR 1683 CY /HR 56.0 :& 
HOURS PER WEEK 42 HOURS 44 HOURS 49 HOURS 69.0 :& 
IIEEKS PER YEAR 40 111EEKS 44 WEEKS 48 WEEKS 65.0 :& 
DIRECT CASH COST s 177947.06 s 257369.44 s 336791.Bl 38.0 :& 
lOTAL DIRECT COST $ 262176.88 $ 330959.31 s lt34611t. 38 38.0 :& 
TOTAL COST ANO OH $ 218014.19 s 273610.75 $ 358411.25 38.0 :C 
lOTAL COST ANO PROFIT s 331542.63 $ 388113.63 s 47'+977.25 38.0 :& 
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NET CAS!; FLOW EQUIP, ROI APPROACH 
............................................ 
NUMBER MINIMUM MUN MAXIMUM STD DEVIATION PROS Of GREATER NO. 
-83"34.19 79731.06 136355.25 43109.17 
-83634.19••········ .. •••••• .. ········• .. •••••********••··························· .. ························ 
-65301. 73•••···-··············-·································································**············ 
-4696~.28•••················································· .. ············································ 
-28636.83*****************•··············································································· 
-10304.38••··········································· .. ······················· ..................... , .. 8028 .06••••••••••••••••••·u•••••••••**••••••••••••••••********•••••••••••**•••••••••••••••••••••••• 263&0.so••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••**••••••••••••••**•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 44692.94••········································ ..................................... . 63025.44••············· .. ·····················**·········· .. ···············*'*•** 81357.aa••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••**••••••••• 
99690.31••······························**······· , 118022.75••··············· 






















NUMBER HJNJMUH HEAii MAXIMUM STD OEVlATION PROB Of GREATER NO. 
-1092-58.19 5lol08.ll 110731.25 "3104.35 
-109258.19*•··········· .. ••• .. •••••••••••••••••••••• ........................................................ . 
-90925. &9••················**································-··'*··················**··············· .. ••••••·• 
-72593.25 ................................................................................................. . 
-54260.83****•·········· .. ····················••**•••******•········································•**••• 
-35928.38••••••••••***********•••••••••••••**••••••**-********··················**· .. ··········-.•••**** 
-17595.94••·············**·····~·······················•************•································ 736.50•••································· .. ·········•**••*********••··········**··········· 19068.9~··············· .. ··············•······•··•·· .. ··**···························**• 37401.44••··························**··············· .......................... . 55733.sa•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••****** 
74066.31***********······························ 92398.75••··············· 
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6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
44. !:185 S TANDAi!.0 UE VIA Tl ON = l.99b MINIMUM 
PRODUCT hJ.'11 HOUR:./ "EEK 
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• • • 
15 16 17 18 19 20 
40.000 MAXIMUM= 49.000 




HIS fOiiRAM 3 
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11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
2.114 MINIMUM z 40,000 MAXIMUM z 49 .ooo 
ESTIMATE NO: 3 I-' o-, 
-.J 
HISTOGRAM 4 
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• • • 
• • .. 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • .. • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • * 
* • * * * • 
• • * * • * 
* * • * 
.. 
* 
* * * * * * 
• • • • • • 
5 6 7 8 9 10 
TOTAL = 257369488.00 AVERAGE =257369.438 STANDARD DEVIATION 







* * * * 
* * * • 
* • * • • • 
• * • * * • * • 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
39730.793 MINIMUM =204073.875 HAXIHUH =407444.438 
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* * * * • • 
* • * • • * 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
* • • • • • 
2 3 ,. 5 6 1 
HISTOGRAM 5 
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* • • * • 
* * * • • 
• • • • • • * 
• • • • • • • 
* * • • • * • * • • 
• • • * • • * • • * 
8 9 10 11 12 13 l'- 15 16 17 18 19 20 
TOTAL z 388113664.00 AVERAGE =388113.025 STANOARU OEVIATIOh z 43453.434 MINIMUM z33154i.b25 MAXIMUM z5515Ji.l88 
TOTAL AMOUNT OF 810 
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HlSTClliKAM. 
FREQUENCY 1 3 3 8 9 9 18 16 2'+ '+0 30 55 56 80 108 129 11'+ UO 96 l 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~------------------------~~ EACH• EQUALS '+ POlNTS 
172 • 
168 • 






HO • • 
136 • • 
132 • • 
128 • • • 
124 • • • 
120 • • • 
116 • • • 
112 • • • 
108 • • • • 
10'+ • . • • • 
100 • • • • 
96 • • • • • 
92 • • • • • 
88 • • • • • 
8'+ • • • • • 
80 • • • • • • 
76 • • • • • • 
72 • • • • • • 
68 • • • • • * 
'" . . . . . . 
60 • • • • • • 
~ . . . . . . . 
52 • • • • • • • • 
48 * * • • • * * • " . . . . . . . . 
~ . . . . . . . . . 
* • • • • • • • • • 
ll • • • • • • • • • 
28 • • • • • • • • • • 
24 • * • • • • • • • • • ~ . . . . . ~ . . . . . 
16 • • • * * • • • • • • • • 
12 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
INTERVAL 
cuss 
l 2 3 '+ 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 l3 l<lt 15 16 17 18 19 20 
TOTAL s 79731088,00 AVERAGE 79nl,063 STANOARU OEVlATlGN a '+JU0,707 NININUN =-b63'+,1811 MAXIMUM sl.363!>5,2~0 
NET CASH FLOW EQUIP, ROI APPROACH 
ESTIMATE NO: 3 1--i 
~ 
I-' 
I" 1<~,..Utl\1.. ~ 


















































2 3 4 
TOTAL = 54108112.00 AVERAGE 
H[ST01,KAM 
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.. 
* • * • • • * • * • • * • 
• * • • • * • • * * • • * • * 
* * * * • * * 
* * * * * * * * 
5 6 7 6 9 10 ll 12 13 14 H 16 17 18 19 20 
54108.109 STANUARO OEVIATlO~ = 43125.957 MINIMUM=********** MAXIMUM =110731.250 
NET CASH FLOw, EQUIP, LIH CYCLE SYSTEM 
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